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Implementing AES 2000–2010:
performance and security challenges
Emilia Käsper
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium

Fast software performance was one of the key arguments in selecting Rijndael as the Advanced
Encryption Standard in 2000. A typical AES implementation uses lookup tables; until recently, its
performance on common processors was capped at around 14–15 cycles/byte. Since 2005, several
attacks targeting cache leakage in lookup-table based implementations of AES have been published.
Simultaneously, with the emergence of 64-bit processors, bitslicing has proved a viable and more
secure implementation strategy. Latest bitsliced implementations of AES now run at under 8
cycles/byte on modern Intel processors, that is, twice as fast as in 2000.
In this talk, we’ll look inside the Intel processor and identify main bottlenecks in implementing
AES fast and securely. We’ll then describe the bitslicing technique step-by-step and present our
latest benchmarking results. Finally, stepping away from AES, we’ll draw some general conclusions
on how cryptography has benefitted from new processor features driven by multimedia applications.
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Optimizing linear maps modulo 2
Daniel J. Bernstein

?

Department of Computer Science (MC 152)
The University of Illinois at Chicago
Chicago, IL 60607–7053
djb@cr.yp.to

Abstract. This paper introduces and analyzes an algorithm to compile
a series of exclusive-or operations. The compiled series is quite efficient,
almost always beating the so-called “Four Russians” approach, and uses
no temporary storage beyond its outputs. The algorithm is reasonably
fast and surprisingly simple.

1

Introduction

Consider the 4-bit-to-4-bit F2 -linear function L : F42 → F42 defined by
L(x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 ) = (x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 , x0 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 , x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 , x0 ⊕ x3 );
i.e.,
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L
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x3
Evaluating L directly from its definition takes 8 bit xors: xor x0 and
x1 , then xor x2 , then xor x3 , obtaining (Lx)0 ; xor x0 and x2 , then xor
x3 , obtaining (Lx)1 ; xor x0 and x1 , then xor x2 , obtaining (Lx)2 ; finally
xor x0 and x3 , obtaining (Lx)3 . However, this computation has several
obvious redundancies, and a closer look shows that L can be computed
in just 4 xors:
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Permanent ID of this document: e5c3095f5c423e2fe19fa072e23bd5d7. Date of this
document: 2009.10.05. This work was supported by the National Science Foundation
under grant ITR–0716498.
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Similarly, if x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 are (e.g.) 128-bit vector registers, then the 8
vector xors in (x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 , x0 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 , x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 , x0 ⊕ x3 ) can
be replaced by 4 vector xors.
This paper presents an algorithm that, given the matrix for a p-bitto-q-bit F2 -linear function L : Fp2 → Fq2 , prints code to compute L. The
resulting code has several attractive features:
• Minimal input loads: The code reads each of the p input bits exactly
once, in order, except that it skips unused bits.
• Minimal storage: The code writes only to the q output bits and does
not need any extra storage.
• Low algebraic complexity: Heuristics for large p, q suggest that for
most functions L the code uses approximately pq/(lg q − lg lg q) xors.
Computer experiments support these heuristics.
• Low two-operand complexity: On two-operand platforms (platforms
that allow “set a to a ⊕ b” but not “set a to b ⊕ c”), the code requires
only p extra copies.
The compilation algorithm per se is reasonably fast: for each line of code
that it prints, it uses a logarithmic number of vector comparisons and one
vector xor. The algorithm is also surprisingly simple.
Applications. Bitsliced binary-finite-field arithmetic has recently set
software speed records for public-key cryptography; see [6]. The software
described in [6] spends most of its time in short hand-optimized linear
computations such as
vec
vec
vec
vec
vec
vec
vec
vec
vec
vec
vec
vec
h[i
h[i
h[i

h0 = h[i];
h12 = h[i + n] ^ h[i + 2 * n];
h34 = h[i + 3 * n] ^ h[i + 4 * n];
h56 = h[i + 5 * n] ^ h[i + 6 * n];
h7 = h[i + 7 * n];
x0 = u[i];
x12 = u[i + n] ^ u[i + 2 * n];
x3 = u[i + 3 * n];
h1 = h12 ^ h0 ^ u2[i];
b = h34 ^ h12 ^ u2[i + n];
c = h34 ^ h56 ^ u3[i];
h6 = h7 ^ h56 ^ u3[i + n];
+ n] = h1;
+ 2 * n] = b ^ h0 ^ x0;
+ 3 * n] = c ^ h1 ^ x12 ^ x0 ^ u4[i];
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h[i + 4 * n] = h6 ^ b ^ x12 ^ x3 ^ u4[i + n];
h[i + 5 * n] = h7 ^ c ^ x3;
h[i + 6 * n] = h6;
where each ^ is a 128-bit vector xor. Unfortunately, hand optimization is
time-consuming even for small examples.
This paper’s algorithm can be used as a baseline compilation technique
for all F2 -linear functions L. In many cases the algorithm is competitive
with the best hand-optimized code, saving time for the programmer. The
algorithm can also be applied to extremely large examples: for example,
I have used it to generate fast unrolled bitsliced normal-basis conversion
functions for the cryptanalytic computation described in [4], converting
a 131 × 131 basis-conversion matrix into a sequence of 3380 xors and
converting a 163 × 163 matrix into a sequence of 5078 xors.
One should not think of this algorithm as magically discovering every
fast linear computation in the literature. For example, if ϕ ∈ F2 [x] is a
polynomial of degree n, then the F2 -linear function f 7→ f 2 on F2 [x]/ϕ,
with basis 1, x, . . . , xn−1 , can be computed with n1+o(1) xors by fastmultiplication techniques. For most choices of ϕ, feeding the same linear
function to this paper’s algorithm would use many more xors, at least for
large n.

2

The algorithm

An efficient multi-scalar-multiplication method appears in [8, Section 4]
with credit to Bos and Coster. To compute n0 x0 + n1 x1 + n2 x2 + · · · ,
where n0 ≥ n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0, Bos and Coster recursively compute
(n0 − n1 )x0 + n1 (x0 + x1 ) + n2 x2 + · · · . They use a more complicated
step in the case that n0 is much larger than n1 , since subtracting n1 from
n0 is then ineffective at reducing n0 , although this case rarely occurs for
random scalars.
A transposed version of the Bos–Coster method computes multiples
n0 x, n1 x, n2 x, . . ., where n0 ≥ n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · , by recursively computing
(n0 − n1 )x, n1 x, n2 x, . . . and then adding output 1 into output 0. (Coster
gives credit for this algorithm to Brun; however, I do not see any evidence
that Brun considered the construction of addition chains.)
This paper’s algorithm has the same outline but uses xor instead of
subtraction: it computes several dot products L0 x, L1 x, L2 x, . . ., where
L0 ≥ L1 ≥ L2 ≥ · · · , by recursively computing (L0 ⊕ L1 )x, L1 x, L2 x, . . .
and then xoring output 1 into output 0. The case that L0 is much larger
than L1 (specifically, that it has its most significant bit at a different
5
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position) is much more common here, and requires different treatment:
the algorithm reduces L0 by simply clearing its most significant bit.
Details. The input to the algorithm is a q × p matrix of bits, viewed
as a sequence of q rows L0 , L1 , . . . , Lq−1 ∈ Fp2 , where p and q are nonnegative integers. The p bits Lj [0], Lj [1], . . . , Lj [p − 1] of Lj specify the
linear function x0 , x1 , . . . , xp−1 7→ Lj [0]x0 ⊕ Lj [1]x1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Lj [p − 1]xp−1 ;
the algorithm produces code that computes these q linear functions. The
algorithm works as follows:
• If q = 0: Stop. (There is nothing to compute.)
• If p = 0: Generate code that sets each output bit to 0. Stop.
• Find j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} that maximizes Lj in reverse lexicographic
order (i.e., maximizes Lj [p − 1]; secondarily maximizes Lj [p − 2]; etc.).
• If Lj [p − 1] = 0: Define L0k as (Lk [0], . . . , Lk [p − 2]) for each k ∈
{0, 1, . . . , q − 1}. Recursively apply the algorithm to L00 , L01 , . . . , L0q−1 .
Stop. (All Lk [p − 1] are 0; i.e., xp−1 is unused.)
• If q ≥ 2: Find i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} − {j} that maximizes Li in reverse
lexicographic order. If Li [p − 1] = 1: Define L0k = Lk for each k ∈
{0, 1, . . . , q − 1}, except that L0j = Lj ⊕ Li . Recursively apply the
algorithm to L00 , L01 , . . . , L0q−1 . Generate code that xors output bit i
into output bit j. Stop.
• Define L0k = Lk for each k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}, except that L0j [p − 1] =
0. Recursively apply the algorithm to L00 , L01 , . . . , L0q−1 . Generate code
that xors input bit p − 1 into output bit j. Stop.
The recursive steps in the algorithm can and should store L0 on top of L,
eliminating the space for L0 and almost all of the time to compute L0 . If
the output code is generated in reverse order then the recursive steps can
be replaced by tail-recursive steps, eliminating all other storage. If the
rows, or pointers to the rows, are stored in a heap then identifying the
two largest rows takes only a logarithmic number of row comparisons.
The code generated by this algorithm starts with code to set each
output bit to 0. Except in the extreme case Lj = 0, the code to set output
bit j to 0 can and should be merged with a subsequent xor involving
output bit j, turning the xor into a copy. One can, as an option for threeoperand architectures, merge the copies with further xors, although in
some cases this is incompatible with reading each input exactly once.
A transposed version of the same algorithm writes each of the output
bits exactly once, in order, and otherwise works entirely within the p
input bits.
SPEED-CC Workshop Record
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Example. Consider the four rows appearing at the start of this paper:
L0 = (1 1 1 1); L1 = (1 0 1 1); L2 = (1 1 1 0); L3 = (1 0 0 1).
The largest row in reverse lexicographic order is L0 = (1 1 1 1), and
the second largest is L1 = (1 0 1 1). The last instruction in the compiled
code is to xor output bit 1 into output bit 0. The goal of the previous
instructions is to compute L00 = (0 1 0 0); L01 = (1 0 1 1); L02 = (1 1 1 0);
L03 = (1 0 0 1). Here L00 = L0 ⊕ L1 .
The largest remaining row is L01 = (1 0 1 1), followed by L03 = (1 0 0 1).
The second-to-last instruction in the compiled code is to xor output bit
3 into output bit 1. The goal of the previous instructions is to compute
L000 = (0 1 0 0); L001 = (0 0 1 0); L002 = (1 1 1 0); L003 = (1 0 0 1). Here L001 =
L01 ⊕ L03 .
The largest remaining row is L003 = (1 0 0 1), followed by L002 = (1 1 1 0).
The third-to-last instruction in the compiled code is to xor input bit 3
into output bit 3. The goal of the previous instructions is to compute
000
000
000
L000
0 = (0 1 0); L1 = (0 0 1); L2 = (1 1 1); L3 = (1 0 0).
000
The largest remaining row is L000
2 = (1 1 1), followed by L1 = (0 0 1).
The fourth-to-last instruction in the compiled code is to xor output bit
1 into output bit 2. Et cetera. The algorithm finishes with the following
sequence of instructions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Store 0 in output bit 0.
Store 0 in output bit 1.
Store 0 in output bit 2.
Store 0 in output bit 3.
Xor input bit 0 into output bit 3.
Xor output bit 3 into output bit 2.
Xor input bit 1 into output bit 0.
Xor output bit 0 into output bit 2.
Xor input bit 2 into output bit 1.
Xor output bit 1 into output bit 2.
Xor input bit 3 into output bit 3.
Xor output bit 3 into output bit 1.
Xor output bit 1 into output bit 0.
Eliminating 0 produces the following sequence of instructions:

•
•
•
•
•

Copy input bit 0 into output bit 3.
Copy output bit 3 into output bit 2.
Copy input bit 1 into output bit 0.
Xor output bit 0 into output bit 2.
Copy input bit 2 into output bit 1.
7
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•
•
•
•

Xor
Xor
Xor
Xor

output bit 1 into output bit 2.
input bit 3 into output bit 3.
output bit 3 into output bit 1.
output bit 1 into output bit 0.

Optional copy elimination produces the following sequence of threeoperand instructions:
•
•
•
•
•

3

Xor
Xor
Xor
Xor
Xor

input bit 1 and input bit 0, producing output bit 2.
input bit 2 into output bit 2.
input bit 3 to input bit 0, producing output bit 3.
output bit 3 to input bit 2, producing output bit 1.
output bit 1 to input bit 1, producing output bit 0.

Experimental results

A straightforward implementation of this paper’s algorithm, including
zero elimination (but not copy elimination), is available from http://
binary.cr.yp.to/linearmod2.html. Running
wget http://binary.cr.yp.to/linearmod2/sort1.cpp
g++ -o sort1 sort1.cpp
echo 1111101111101001 | ./sort1 4 4 > test.c
gcc -o test test.c
./test
applies the algorithm to the function L shown at the beginning of this
paper; creates a test program test.c for the resulting code; and prints
5, indicating that all 4 outputs were computed using a total of 5 xors.
More generally, ./sort1 p q reads q×p input bits, applies this paper’s
algorithm, and prints a test program that includes the resulting code. The
program packs each matrix row into four unsigned long long variables,
so it is limited to p ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 256}, but it allows any q ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}
that fits into memory. The test program prints the algebraic complexity
of the code, i.e., the number of xors. The test program also checks that
the code computes the desired outputs; if this check fails, the program
prints 999999999.
Table 3.1 shows the average algebraic complexity, divided by pq, of
this code for 10000 random q × p matrices obtained from /dev/urandom,
the Linux cryptographic random number generator. Table 3.2 shows the
standard deviation of the algebraic complexity. For example, for (p, q) =
(64, 128), the two tables have entries 0.1922 and 0.0011 respectively; this
SPEED-CC Workshop Record
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q=1
q=2
q=4
q=8
q = 16
q = 32
q = 64
q = 128
q = 256
q = 512
q = 1024
q = 2048
q = 4096

p=1
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

p=2
0.12535
0.10705
0.08594
0.05613
0.03096
0.01562
0.00781
0.00391
0.00195
0.00098
0.00049
0.00024
0.00012

p=4
0.26980
0.23604
0.20378
0.16508
0.12111
0.07705
0.04239
0.02148
0.01074
0.00537
0.00269
0.00134
0.00067

p=8
0.37604
0.34278
0.30151
0.25995
0.21510
0.17217
0.13501
0.10544
0.07889
0.05251
0.02962
0.01507
0.00754

p = 16
0.43864
0.39923
0.35778
0.31452
0.26961
0.22477
0.18583
0.15372
0.12824
0.10657
0.08683
0.07298
0.06516

p = 32
0.47102
0.42865
0.38589
0.34270
0.29670
0.25136
0.21194
0.17938
0.15304
0.13178
0.11403
0.10034
0.08859

p = 64
0.48548
0.44310
0.40016
0.35636
0.31020
0.26477
0.22499
0.19223
0.16575
0.14431
0.12686
0.11248
0.10062

p = 128
0.49192
0.45128
0.40726
0.36294
0.31687
0.27134
0.23148
0.19864
0.17209
0.15062
0.13315
0.11878
0.10683

p = 256
0.49588
0.45476
0.41060
0.36655
0.32030
0.27468
0.23475
0.20186
0.17527
0.15377
0.13629
0.12192
0.10998

Table 3.1. Average number of xors for 10000 random q × p matrices. All xor chains
were produced by this paper’s algorithm with zero elimination.

algorithm evaluated 10000 random 64-bit-to-128-bit linear maps using
approximately 0.1922 · 128 · 64 ≈ 1575 xors on average, with standard
deviation approximately 0.0011 · 128 · 64 ≈ 9.
Heuristic analysis. To understand the performance of this algorithm
for q = 128, assume that exactly 64 of the 128 input rows involve the most
significant input bit xp−1 . Performing 64 xors of adjacent rows typically
produces 6 or more clear bits in each new row:
• At most 1 of the new rows can start with xp−2 : scanning through the
sorted rows produces only one transition from . . . , 0, 1 to . . . , 1, 1.
• At most 2 of the new rows can start with xp−3 : one for the transition
from . . . , 0, 1, 1 to . . . , 1, 1, 1, and one for the transition from . . . , 0, 0, 1
to . . . , 1, 0, 1.
• At most 4 of the new rows can start with xp−4 .
• At most 8 of the new rows can start with xp−5 .
• At most 16 of the new rows can start with xp−6 .
• The remaining 33 new rows must start with xp−7 or beyond.
At this point there are about 33 rows starting with xp−2 , and the next 33
xors typically produce 5 or more clear bits. After a few more iterations
the algorithm settles down on a steady state consuming fewer than 30
xors for each bit.
For general q, the steady state appears to have approximately q/c rows
starting with the most significant bit, where c ∈ R satisfies 2c = q/c. The
9
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q=1
q=2
q=4
q=8
q = 16
q = 32
q = 64
q = 128
q = 256
q = 512
q = 1024
q = 2048
q = 4096

p=1
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

p=2
0.21671
0.12370
0.05794
0.01891
0.00300
0.00016
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

p=4
0.22778
0.13096
0.07686
0.04178
0.01972
0.00720
0.00148
0.00010
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

p=8
0.17718
0.10243
0.06064
0.03413
0.01845
0.01008
0.00610
0.00399
0.00241
0.00107
0.00024
0.00002
0.00000

p = 16
0.12495
0.07333
0.04254
0.02456
0.01307
0.00699
0.00395
0.00231
0.00148
0.00087
0.00043
0.00026
0.00019

p = 32
0.08752
0.05152
0.03003
0.01708
0.00914
0.00486
0.00266
0.00157
0.00092
0.00056
0.00033
0.00022
0.00015

p = 64
0.06241
0.03644
0.02127
0.01200
0.00633
0.00334
0.00187
0.00106
0.00062
0.00037
0.00023
0.00014
0.00009

p = 128
0.04426
0.02538
0.01500
0.00846
0.00447
0.00234
0.00131
0.00073
0.00043
0.00026
0.00016
0.00010
0.00006

p = 256
0.03132
0.01796
0.01065
0.00593
0.00320
0.00167
0.00091
0.00052
0.00030
0.00018
0.00011
0.00007
0.00004

Table 3.2. Standard deviation of the number of xors for the same q × p matrices
used in Table 3.1. All xor chains were produced by this paper’s algorithm with zero
elimination.

algorithm thus uses approximately pq/(lg q − lg lg q) xors. This heuristic
also suggests that the algorithm uses O(pq) vector comparisons; perhaps
this can be proven.
Modifications. One can completely sort the input rows, compute xors of
adjacent rows having the first bit set, sort the rows again (by sorting the
xors and merging with the other rows), handle all rows having the second
bit set, etc. This sorting does not significantly slow down the algorithm,
and might even speed up the algorithm, for example by allowing noncomparison-based sorting algorithms such as radix sort.
Perhaps more importantly, this sorting allows several variations in
how the first-bit-set rows are handled:
• The algorithm chooses the second-largest row as a source to xor into
the largest row. One can instead choose, e.g., the row that produces
the smallest xor; sorting allows this row to be located more quickly.
There are many plausible heuristics here.
• The algorithm reduces the first-bit-set rows in order, ending with the
smallest of these rows. One can instead choose to reduce the rows
from both ends, finishing with an intermediate row, such as a row
that shares many leading bits with a non-first-bit-set row.
• One can dynamically choose an order to reduce the first-bit-set rows,
for example tracing a low-Hamming-distance spanning tree.
Note that some of these changes also increase parallelism.
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One can also permute inputs at the start of, or during, the algorithm.
This produces different—and perhaps faster—computations of the same
outputs, at the expense of the feature that the inputs are read in order.
Perhaps there is a heuristic that chooses good permutations.

4

Comparison to input partitioning

“Input partitioning” is the following classic method to compute q sums
of subsequences of x0 , x1 , . . . , xp−1 :
• Partition {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} into p/c parts of size c. This description
assumes for simplicity that p is a multiple of c.
• For each part, and
S of the part, compute
P for each nonempty subset
c
the subset sum i∈S xi . This takes (p/c)(2 − c − 1) additions; note
that each new subset sum requires only one addition.
• Compute each of the output sums as a sum of (at worst) p/c subset
sums. This takes q(p/c − 1) additions.
A standard analysis chooses c ∈ lg q − lg lg q − lg log 2 + o(1) and produces
a bound of pq(1 + (1/ log 2 + lg log 2 + o(1))/ lg q)/(lg q − lg lg q) additions.
The total number of additions is therefore asymptotically (1+o(1))q 2 / lg q
in the typical case p = q.
Input partitioning for vectors of Boolean truth values was introduced
by Lupanov in [11]. Obviously input partitioning also works for vectors
of integers, vectors of integers modulo 2, etc. Fifteen years later the
same construction appeared in [3, “Lemma (M. Kronrod)”] as a tool
for Boolean matrix multiplication. Input partitioning is often called the
“Four-Russians algorithm” by people who
• see that [3] was written by Arlazarov, Dinic, Kronrod, and Faradžev,
all of which sound like Russian names to the ignorant observer;
• have not actually read [3], and are thus unaware that the method is
credited to Kronrod alone; and
• are unaware of previous work such as [11].
See, e.g., [18], [12], [5], and [7].
Algorithm comparison. This paper’s algorithm produces xor chains
that, for p = q, have length (1 + o(1))q 2 / lg q. Input partitioning also
produces chains of length (1 + o(1))q 2 / lg q, but a closer look at the o(1)
suggests that this paper’s chains are shorter by a factor of nearly 1+1/ lg q.
See below for a detailed analysis of the illustrative case (p, q) = (64, 128).
11
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Input partitioning also appears to be somewhat less register-friendly
than this paper’s algorithm. The number of subset sums computed is
typically on the scale of pq/(lg q)2 , nearly quadratic in the total number
of inputs and outputs. One can xor each subset sum into all relevant
output registers immediately after computing the sum, but the active
sums still require several temporary registers.
Analysis for p = 64 and q = 128. The following analysis assumes that
input partitioning is combined with dead-expression removal: a subset
sum that is not actually used will not be computed. The number of subsets
computed is at least the number of subsets used in the outputs; it can
be larger if a subset unused in the outputs is used to compute another
subset.
Consider partitioning 64 inputs into 16 4-bit parts, and computing 128
outputs from xors of subsets of the parts. One expects each of the 128
outputs to involve 16(1 − 1/24 ) nonzero subsets on average, and therefore
to consume at least 16(1 − 1/24 ) − 1 xors on average. Each part has
24 − 4 − 1 subsets of size 2 or larger; each subset is needed in the outputs
with probability 1 − (1 − 1/24 )128 , and therefore consumes on average at
least 1 − (1 − 1/24 )128 xors. The total algebraic complexity is at least
128(16(1 − 1/24 ) − 1) + 16(24 − 4 − 1)(1 − (1 − 1/24 )128 ) ≈ 1967.95 xors
on average.
A better strategy is to partition 64 inputs into 10 6-bit parts and
1 4-bit part. The algebraic complexity is, by a similar analysis, at least
128(10(1 − 1/26 ) + 1(1 − 1/24 ) − 1) + 10(26 − 6 − 1)(1 − (1 − 1/26 )128 ) +
1(24 − 4 − 1)(1 − (1 − 1/24 )128 ) ≈ 1757.06 xors on average.
One can consider other strategies, including “fractional” possibilities
such as partitioning 64 inputs into 4 6-bit parts and 8 5-bit parts, but
none of these strategies seem to come close to the 1575 xors used by the
algorithm introduced in this paper. The gap is even larger on two-operand
architectures.

5

Comparison to greedy additive CSE

Input partitioning chooses a partition, and computes sums of subsets of
parts, without paying attention to the structure of the target sums. Deadexpression removal eliminates unused subset sums but does not address
the underlying problem: namely, most of these subset sums are less useful
than other subset sums would have been.
Intuition suggests that one can do better by starting with the twoinput sum that is in fact most commonly used. By repeating this idea one
SPEED-CC Workshop Record
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obtains an additive (i.e., commutative and associative) variant of greedy
common-subexpression elimination (CSE). The complete algorithm is as
follows:
• If each output involves at most one input, stop.
• Select the pair of inputs whose sum appears most frequently in the
outputs. If there is more than one such pair, choose the first.
• Generate code to compute the sum of this pair of inputs.
• Use this sum as an additional input; shorten the outputs accordingly.
• Repeat.
For example, consider again the problem of computing x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕
x3 , x0 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 , x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x2 , x0 ⊕ x3 . This algorithm observes that x0 ⊕ x2
is used three times, and that no other input xor is used more than three
times. It then computes x4 = x0 ⊕ x2 and recursively solves the problem
of computing x4 ⊕ x1 ⊕ x3 , x4 ⊕ x3 , x4 ⊕ x1 , x0 ⊕ x3 . Next the algorithm
computes x5 = x1 ⊕ x4 and recursively solves the problem of computing
x5 ⊕ x3 , x4 ⊕ x3 , x5 , x0 ⊕ x3 . The algorithm continues in this way and ends
up using a total of 5 xors.
Paar in [14] illustrated this algorithm using another example: the 7×7
matrix


1001111
1 1 0 1 0 0 0


1 1 1 0 1 0 0


1 1 1 1 0 1 0


1 1 1 1 1 0 1


0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0011111
for a constant-multiplication problem in a field of size 128. Paar presented
a 16-xor computation of this matrix obtained by greedy additive CSE.
Recall that, when the maximum frequency is achieved by several sums
simultaneously, greedy additive CSE makes an arbitrary choice of sum.
Paar considered a variant of greedy additive CSE that combinatorially
explores every choice, and as a result presented a 14-xor computation of
the same 7×7 matrix shown above. For comparison, this paper’s algorithm
also uses 14 xors for this matrix.
Even without this combinatorial exploration, greedy additive CSE
can be extremely time-consuming. Paar’s fastest algorithm takes q 6+o(1)
vector operations for a typical q × q matrix: the number of inputs quickly
grows from q to q 2+o(1) , and the algorithm ends up considering q 4+o(1)
input pairs for each of the q 2+o(1) lines of code printed. On the other hand,
13
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Fig. 5.1. Code produced by greedy additive CSE for a 41 × 41 basis-conversion matrix.
Each white node has one edge leading down to it and copies the edge’s source. Each
black node has two edges leading down to it and computes the xor of the two sources.
Each green node is an input.
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Fig. 5.2. Code produced by this paper’s algorithm for a 41×41 basis-conversion matrix.
Each white node has one edge leading down to it and copies the edge’s source. Each
black node has two edges leading down to it and computes the xor of the two sources.
Each green node is an input.
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one can reduce the exponent of q in greedy additive CSE by maintaining
a database of active input-pair frequencies and updating the database
whenever an output is shortened.
Algorithm comparison. Experiments indicate that greedy additive
CSE has one advantage over this paper’s algorithm: the output code has,
on average, lower algebraic complexity. However, greedy additive CSE
also has some disadvantages: the code uses much more storage, and has
much higher two-operand complexity.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 visually illustrate these effects for a 41×41 matrix,
specifically the matrix converting F2 [x]/(x41 + x3 + 1) from polynomial
40
basis 1, x, x2 , . . . , x40 to normal basis x+1, (x+1)2 , . . . , (x+1)2 . Greedy
additive CSE generates the 309 xors and 132 copies shown in Figure 5.1,
fitting into 117 registers indicated by vertical lines. This paper’s algorithm
generates the 363 xors and 41 copies shown in Figure 5.2, fitting into 41
registers indicated by vertical lines.

6

Other algorithms

Recall that input partitioning has algebraic complexity asymptotically
(1 + o(1))q 2 / lg q. Combining input partitioning with “output clumping”
reduces the algebraic complexity to (1 + o(1))q 2 / lg(q 2 ), saving a factor
of 2 + o(1).
Output clumping was introduced by Nechiporuk and pushed much
further by Pippenger; see [15], [16], and [17]. Pippenger’s addition chains
are, for a wide variety of problems, within a factor of 1 + o(1) of the best
possible solutions, as measured by algebraic complexity. See generally [16,
Section 2] and [17, Section 2].
The asymptotics show that Pippenger’s chains are shorter than this
paper’s chains for sufficiently large p, q. However, preliminary experiments
indicate that this paper’s xor chains are shorter than Pippenger’s addition
chains for p, q ≤ 256. Perhaps there is some way to combine the ideas of
these algorithms.
Trifonov in [19] states that input partitioning produces addition chains
of length 2q 2 / lg q (“2k 2 / log2 k summations”), and that a much slower—
but apparently still usable—algorithm finds “considerably smaller” xor
chains. Input-partitioning chains actually have length (1 + o(1))q 2 / lg q,
so the comparison in [19] is clearly erroneous; it is nevertheless possible
that the algorithm of [19] has some merit.
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Abstract. This paper presents new software speed records for encryption and decryption using the block cipher AES-128 for different architectures. Target platforms are 8-bit AVR microcontrollers, NVIDIA
graphics processing units (GPUs) and the Cell broadband engine. The
new AVR implementation requires 7.8 and 11.3 cycles per byte for encryption and decryption with a code size of less than two kilobyte. Compared to the previous AVR records for encryption our code is 38 percent
smaller and 1.24 times faster. The byte-sliced implementation for the
synergistic processing elements of the Cell architecture achieves speed of
11.7 and 14.4 cycles per byte for encryption and decryption. Similarly,
our fastest GPU implementation, running on the GTX 295 and handling
many input streams in parallel, delivers throughputs of 0.17 and 0.19
cycles per byte for encryption and decryption respectively. Furthermore,
this is the first AES implementation for the GPU which implements both
encryption and decryption.
Key words: AES, AVR, Cell, GPU

1

Introduction

In 2001, as the outcome of a public competition, Rijndael was announced as the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) by the US National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST). Since then, it has become one of the most extensively
used encryption primitives for various applications. Besides its well-regarded security properties3 , AES is extremely efficient on many different platforms, ranging from 8-bit microcontrollers to 64-bit processors to FPGAs; the efficiency was
a crucial metric in making Rijndael an encryption standard. Much work on efficient and secure implementation of AES has been done, including the evaluation
of its performance on different architectures; this work further evaluates such
efficient AES implementations.
?
3

This work was done when the third author was visiting EPFL.
The only attack on the full AES is applicable in the related key scenario to the
192-bit [5] and 256-bit key versions [5,6].
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We present new, high-speed and small codesize, software implementations
of AES for 8-bit AVR microcontrollers, the Cell Broadband Engine architecture (Cell) and NVIDIA Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). To the best of our
knowledge, our results set new records on these platforms.
It is expected that the use of lightweight devices, i.e., low-end smart cards
and radio frequency identification (RFID) tags, in electronic commerce and identification will grow rapidly in the near future. The passive RFID tag market is
expected to reach up to US$ 486M by 2013 [10], and AES has already attracted
significant attention due to its capabilities for such devices. This work further
investigates the performance of AES on such devices; specifically, 8-bit microcontrollers.
The other target platforms, the Cell and the GPU, are chosen because of
their ability to process many streams simultaneously, using single instruction,
multiple data (SIMD) and single instruction, multiple threads (SIMT) techniques
respectively. Due to the low prices and wide availability of these devices it is
interesting to evaluate their performance as cryptologic accelerators.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly recalls the design of AES.
In Section 3 our target platforms are described. Section 4 describes the techniques
used and decisions made when porting AES to the different architectures. In
Section 5 we present our results and a comparison is made to other reported
results in literature. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2

A Brief Introduction to AES

AES is a fixed block length version of the Rijndael block cipher [8,14], with
support for 128-, 192-, and 256-bit keys. The cipher operates on an internal
state of 128 bits, which is initially set equal to the plaintext block, and at the
end it is output as the ciphertext block. The state is organized in a 4 × 4 array of
8-bit bytes, which is transformed according to a round function Nr times. The
number of rounds is Nr = 10 for 128-bit keys, Nr = 12 for 192-bit keys, and
Nr = 14 for 256-bit keys. In order to encrypt, the state is initialized, then the
first 128-bits of the key are xored into the state, after which the state is modified
Nr − 1 times according to the round function, followed by the slightly different
final round.
The round function consists of four steps: SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns
and AddRoundKey (except for the final round which omits the MixColumns step).
Each step operates on the state, at each round r, as follows:
1. SubBytes: substitutes every entry (byte) of the state with an S-box entry,
2. ShiftRows: cyclically left shifts every row i of the state matrix by i, 0 ≤ i ≤ 3,
3. MixColumns: multiplies each column of the state (taken as a polynomial over
the finite field F28 ) by a fixed polynomial modulo x4 + 1,
4. AddRoundKey: xors the r-th round key into the state.
Each transformation has an inverse from which decryption follows in a straightforward way by reversing the steps in each round: AddRoundKey (inverse of itself),
InvMixColumns, InvShiftRows, and InvSubBytes.
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The key expansion into the Nr 128-bit round keys is accomplished using
a key scheduling algorithm, the details of which can be found in [14] and [8].
The design of the key schedule allows for the full expansion to precede the round
transformations, which is advantageous if multiple blocks are encrypted using the
same key, while also providing the option for on-the-fly key generation, a method
that proves useful in memory constrained environments (e.g., microcontrollers).
For 32-bit (and greater word length) processors, the designers in [8] detail
a fast implementation method that combines the SubBytes, ShiftRows, and
MixColumns transformations into four 256-entry (each entry is 4 bytes) look-up
tables, Ti , 0 ≤ i ≤ 3. Following [8], the “T -table” approach reduces the round
transformations to updating the j-th column according to:
3
 0
T M
s0,j , s01,j , s02,j , s03,j =
Ti [si,j+Ci ], for 0 ≤ j ≤ 3,

(1)

i=0

where sj,k is the byte in j-th row and k-th column of the state, and Ci is
a constant equivalently doing the ShiftRows in-place. After the columns are
updated, the remaining transformation is AddRoundKey (which is a single 4-byte
look-up and xor per column).

3

Target Platforms

We target AES for low-end lightweight devices and evaluate its performance on
an 8-bit AVR, both in terms of speed and code size; independently, we also target
the many-core, high performing, Cell and GPU platforms. Below, we introduce
the three target platforms and discuss their overall design and execution models.
3.1

8-bit AVR microcontroller

Advanced Virtual Risc (AVR) is a family of 8-bit microcontrollers designed by
Atmel, targeting low-power embedded systems. Although a lightweight microcontroller, the AVR has 32 8-bit registers, a large number of instructions (125 for
the AT90USB82/162), between 512B and 384KB in-system programmable flash
(ISP), 0 to 4KB of EEPROM and 0 to 32KB SRAM, timers, counters, USART,
SPI, and many other features and peripherals that make it a good platform for
embedded development [2].
The AVR CPU is a modified Harvard architecture (program and data memories are separate) with a two stage single level pipeline supporting instruction
pre-fetching; the (memory) parallelism and pipelining greatly improve the microcontroller’s performance. Moreover, the majority of AVR instructions take
up only a single 16-bit word, and execute with single cycle latency, while a
small number of instructions require two or four cycles to complete. Features
like free pre-decrement or post-increment of pointer registers also contribute
towards small and efficient program code.
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The data memory consists of the register file, I/O memory and SRAM, and as
such the various direct and indirect addressing (through 16-bit pointer registers
X, Y, Z) modes can be used to not only access the data memory, but also the
32 registers. The ability to access the register file as memory, in addition to the
optimized direct register access, provides a designer with additional flexibility
in optimizing an application implementation. We note, however, that although
direct addressing can access the whole data space, indirect addressing (with
displacement) is limited to 63 address locations from only one of the pointer
registers [2], and this restriction may require the implementer to use techniques
such as double-jumping. Another limitation is that only the Z register may be
used for addressing flash memory, e.g. for AES S-box lookups, and in some AVR
implementations this is not possible at all. Additionally, the flash memory is
relatively small and because in practical applications it is of little interest to
dedicate the whole flash to a cryptographic primitive, it is critical that the codesize of AES remain small.
Most AVRs are clocked between 0 and 20 MHz, with some of the higherend ones reaching 32 MHz, and with the ability to execute one instruction per
cycle the embedded microcontrollers can achieve throughputs up to 20 MIPS (16
MIPS for the AT90USB162). Thus, given the relatively high computation power
of these low-cost and low-power devices, the performance of block ciphers, such
as AES, is of practical consideration for applications requiring cryptographic
primitives (e.g., automobile electronic keys).
3.2

The Cell Broadband Engine

The Cell architecture [12], jointly developed by Sony, Toshiba, and IBM, is
equipped with one dual-threaded, 64-bit in-order “Power Processing Element”
(PPE), which can offload work to the eight “Synergistic Processing Elements”
(SPEs) [24]. The SPEs are the workhorses of the Cell processor. Each consists
of a Synergistic Processing Unit (SPU), 256 kilobyte of private memory called
Local Store (LS) and a Memory Flow Controller (MFC). The latter handles
communication between each SPE and the rest of the machine, including main
memory, as explicitly requested by programs. All code and data must fit within
the LS if one wants to avoid the complexity of sending explicit DMA (Direct
Memory Access) requests to the MFC.
Most SPU instructions are 128-bit wide SIMD operations performing sixteen
8-bit, eight 16-bit, four 32-bit, or two 64-bit computations in parallel. Each SPU
is also equipped with a large register file containing 128 registers of 128 bits
each, providing space for unrolling and software pipelining of loops, hiding the
relatively long latencies of its instructions. Unlike the processor in the PPE, the
SPUs are asymmetric processors, having two pipelines (denoted by the odd and
the even pipeline) which are designed to execute two disjoint sets of instructions.
In the ideal case, two instructions can be dispatched per cycle.
The SPUs are in-order processors with no hardware branch-prediction. The
programmer (or compiler) must instead tell the instruction fetch unit in advance
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where a (single) branch instruction will jump to. Hence, for most code with infrequent jumps and where the target of each branch can be computed sufficiently
early, perfect branch prediction is possible.
One of the first applications of the Cell processor was to serve as the heart of
Sony’s PlayStation 3 (PS3) video game console. The Cell contains eight SPEs,
but in the PS3 one of them is disabled, allowing improved yield in the manufacturing process as any chip with a single faulty SPE can still be used. One of the
remaining SPEs is reserved by Sony’s hypervisor, a software layer providing a
virtual machine environment for running e.g., Linux. In the end we have access
to six SPEs when running Linux on (the virtual machine on) the PS3. Fortunately, the virtualization does not slow down programs running on the SPUs, as
they are naturally isolated and protection mechanisms only need to deal with
requests sent to the MFC.
Besides being used in the PS3, (parts of) the Cell has been placed on an PCIExpress card such that it can serve as an arithmetic accelerator. Such cards are
available with a complete Cell (by Mercury), one PPE and eight SPEs running at
2.8GHz, equipped with 5 GB of memory or with four SPEs (by Leadtek) running
at 1.5GHz with access to 128 MB of memory. The Cell has also established
itself in the high-performance market by occupying the first place, with the
Roadrunner supercomputer, in the top 500 supercomputing list [9].
3.3

GPU Using CUDA

Similar to the PS3, Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) have mainly been gameand video-centric devices, processing complex graphics renderings at high frame
rates for high resolution displays. Due to the increasing computational requirements of graphics-processing applications, GPUs have become very powerful
parallel processors and thus incited research interest in computing outside the
graphics-community. Until recently, however, programming GPUs was limited
to graphics libraries such as OpenGL [22] and Direct3D [7], and for many applications, especially those based on integer-arithmetic, the performance improvements over CPUs was minimal or even degrading. The release of NVIDIA’s
G80 series and ATI’s HD2000 series GPUs, both of which implemented the unified shader architecture, along with the companies’ release of higher-level languages Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) and Close to the Metal
(CTM) [19], however, facilitates the development of massively-parallel general
purpose applications for GPUs [16,1]. These general purpose GPUs (GPGPUs)
have become a common target for numerically-intensive applications given their
ease of programming (compared to previous generation GPUs), and ability to
outperform CPUs in data-parallel applications, commonly by orders of magnitude. In this paper we focus on NVIDIA’s GPU architecture with CUDA,
programming ATI GPUs with Stream SDK (successor of CTM) is part of our
ongoing work.
In addition to the common floating point processing capabilities of previousgeneration GPUs, starting with the G80 series, NVIDIA’s GPU architecture
added support for integer arithmetic, including 32-bit addition/subtraction and
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bit-wise operations, scatter/gather memory access and various memory spaces
(global, texture, constant and shared) [15,16]. Each GPU contains between 10
and 30 streaming multiprocessors (SMs) each equipped with: eight scalar processor (SP) cores, fast 16-way banked on-chip shared memory (16KB/SM), a
multithreaded instruction unit, large register file (8192 for G80-based GPUs,
16384 for the newer GT200 series), read-only caches for constant (8KB) and
texture memory (varying between 6 and 8 KB/SM), and two special function
units for transcendentals. We refer to [16] for further details.
CUDA is an extension of the C language that employs the new massively parallel programming model, single-instruction multiple-thread. SIMT differs from
SIMD in that the underlying vector size is hidden and the programmer is restricted to writing scalar code that is parallel at the thread-level. CUDA extends
the C language to support SIMT by allowing the programmer to define kernel
functions, which are compiled for and executed on the SPs of each SM, in parallel: each light-weight thread executes the same code, operating on different data.
A maximum of 512 threads can be grouped into a thread block which is scheduled on a single SM, the threads of which time-share the SPs. This additional
hierarchy provides for threads within the same block to communicate using the
on-chip shared memory and synchronize their execution using barriers (specifically, the syncthreads() intrinsic blocks thread execution until all threads
within the block have reached the synchronization point). Moreover, multiple
thread blocks can be executed simultaneously on the GPU, a maximum of eight
thread blocks can be scheduled per SM and in order to hide instruction and
memory (among other) latencies, it is recommended that a minimum of two
blocks be available for scheduling on each SM.

4

Porting AES

When porting the AES to our target platforms different implementation decisions have to be made. These decisions are influenced by the features, or restrictions, of the instruction sets and the available memory.
First, an optimized 8-bit implementation of AES for the AVR was designed.
This version was implemented in AVR assembler, with each of the transformations independently optimized to minimize register usage and execution cycles.
Furthermore, this 8-bit version of the AES was used as a framework to create a
byte-sliced 4 , implementation on the SIMD-architecture of the SPE. Hence, 16
instances of the AES are processed in parallel per SPE.
Unlike the Cell and AVR, the GPU does not directly benefit from the bytesliced framework and, instead, the T -table approach is used, see Equation (1).
We observe that this approach requires 4 look-ups and 3 xors per column; thus, a
total of 16 look-ups and 12 xors per round. Moreover, for applications targeting
GPUs older than the GT200 series, with additional rotations a single Ti table
can be used as the tables are simply rotations of each other.
4

The notion of bitslicing was introduced by Biham in [4].
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for the Cell architecture to fetch 16 S-box constants
simultaneously in a SIMD-fashion. All variables are 128-bit wide registers, variable in contains 16 bytes which are used as indices to look up substitution
values in the S-box which is 16 × 16 bytes; the 16-byte rows are denoted by Si ,
0 ≤ i ≤ 15.
Input: in
Output: out
r := and (in, 0x1F);
a0 := shuffle (S0 , S1 , r);
a1 := shuffle (S2 , S3 , r);
a2 := shuffle (S4 , S5 , r);
a3 := shuffle (S6 , S7 , r);
a4 := shuffle (S8 , S9 , r);
a5 := shuffle (S10 , S11 , r);
a6 := shuffle (S12 , S13 , r);
a7 := shuffle (S14 , S15 , r);
sel := cmpgt (in, 0x7F);
a0 := select (a0, a4, sel);
a1 := select (a1, a5, sel);
a2 := select (a2, a6, sel);
a3 := select (a3, a7, sel);
r := shift left (in, 1);
sel := cmpgt (r, 0x7F);
a0 := select (a0, a2, sel);
a1 := select (a1, a3, sel);
r := shift left (r, 1);
sel := cmpgt (r, 0x7F);
out := select (a0, a1, sel);

4.1

Optimizing Code for the Cell

In this work we use the naming convention of the Cell when discussing the
implementation for the SPE. That is, a word consists of 32 bits and a 128bit register on the SPE is called either a vector or quadword. The SPE has a
rich instruction set which operates simultaneously on single-, double- or quadwords. All distinct binary operations f : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1} are available, other
instructions of particular interest are the shuffle and select. The shuffle
instruction can rearrange (shuffle) 16 bytes of the 32-byte input (two quadwords)
specified by a pattern or select one of the constants {0x00, 0xFF, 0x80} to the
output quadword. The select instruction acts as a multiplexer; depending on
the input pattern the corresponding bit from either the first or the second input
quadword is selected as output.
The 16-way SIMD capabilities of the SPE, working on 16 bytes simultaneously, are used to create a byte-sliced implementation of AES. In an optimistic
scenario one expects to achieve a 16-fold speedup compared to machines which
natively have a wordsize of one byte and a comparable instruction set. For many
of the operations required by AES, e.g., bitwise operations, this speedup holds
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on the Cell with the additional advantage that the Cell has a more powerful
instruction set when compared to other architectures.
Some operations, however, are not so trivial to perform in SIMD. A prime
example is the S-box lookup. Typically this can be done in a few instructions,
depending on the index, by calculating the address to load from and then performing the load. Doing this for 16 values in parallel in a straight-forward (naive)
way can become a bottleneck. In [17] some techniques are briefly described on
how to do this efficiently on the SPE architecture. The idea is to use the five least
significant bits as input to eight different table lookups – one for each possible
value of the three most significant bits. Then we extract those three bits one by
one, and for each of them we build a value we use to select one or the other half
of the outputs from those eight table lookups. In the end we have the correct
output for the full 8-bit input, performed 16 times in parallel. See Algorithm 1
for the SPE pseudo-code.
4.2

Optimizing Code for the GPU

As the instruction set of the GPU is substantially less rich than that of the
Cell, when optimizing an implementation using CUDA, it is essential to be able
to execute many threads concurrently and maximally utilize the device. Thus,
our GPU implementation processes thousands of streams. We also consider implementations with on-the-fly key scheduling, key-expansion in texture memory,
key expansion in shared memory, and variants of the first two with storage of
the T -tables and S-box (or inverse S-box) in shared memory. To maximize the
throughput between the device and host, our implementations use page-locked
memory with concurrent memory copies and kernel execution on the GT200
GPUs; the older G80 series GPUs do not support these features.
Similar to the implementation of [13], for the first three variants we layout
the tables in constant memory. Because the constant memory cache size is 8KB,
the full tables can be cached with no concern for cache misses. Although this
approach has the advantage of simplicity, unless all the threads of a half-warp
(16 threads executing concurrently) access the same memory location, the accesses must be serialized and thus the gain in parallelism is severely degraded.
Nonetheless, we improve on [13], by including on-the-fly key scheduling and keyexpansion in texture and shared memory variants. The AES implementation
of [13] assumed the availability of the expanded key in global memory, which
is of practical interest for single-stream cryptographic applications; for multistream cryptographic and cryptanalytic applications, however, key scheduling is
critical as deriving many keys on the CPU is inefficient.
For the on-the-fly key scheduling variants, each thread is independent and the
designs are thus ideal for key search applications or multi-stream applications
with many thousand streams. For many applications, however, having on the
order of a few hundred streams to a few thousand is sufficient and thus further
speedup can be achieved by doing the key expansion in texture or shared memory.
Texture memory, unlike constant memory, allows for multiple non-broadcast
accesses and, like constant memory, has the advantage that it can be written
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once and have the expanded keys live across multiple kernel launches, making
its use very advantageous in the encryption and decryption of multiple blocks.
We note that although a single instruction is issued per warp, the warp execution is split into two half-warps and if no threads in the half-warp access
the same shared memory location, i.e., there is no bank conflict, 16 different
reads/writes can be completed in two cycles (per SM), thereby increasing the
throughput of AES using precomputed round keys. For the key expansion into
shared memory we create 16 stream-groups per block, each group consisting of
multiple threads that share a common expanded key. Although bank conflicts
on the GT200 series results in only serializing the conflicting accesses, as opposed to the G80s serialization of all the threads in the half warp, we carefully
implemented the shared memory access to avoid any bank conflicts. Moreover,
though the number of groups per block can be increased, we instead increased
the number of blocks to allow for the hiding of block-dependent latencies. Of
course, for the key expansion into texture and shared memory no additional
gain is achieved unless multiple blocks are encrypted.
As previously mentioned, the throughput of constant memory for random
access is quite low when compared to shared and texture memory and so we
further optimize AES by placing the T -tables and S-box in shared memory. To
avoid bank conflicts one Ti (of size 1KB) must be stored in each bank; this of
course, is not directly possible because kernel arguments are also usually placed
in shared memory, and furthermore if most of the table (save a few entries), as
in [11], is placed in shared memory, the maximum number of blocks assigned to
that SM would be limited to one. Thus, the overall gain would not be much higher
than using constant memory. The authors in [11] further propose a quad-table
approach in shared memory, but limit the details of whether the design contains
bank conflicts. Our shared memory table approach is a “lazy” approach in simply
laying out the tables in-order. Because we are targeting the newer generation
GPUs, a bank conflict is resolved by serializing only the colliding accesses; thus,
although bank conflicts are expected (simulations show that roughly 35% of the
memory accesses are serialized, so 6 of the 16), on average, the gain in using
shared memory is much higher than constant memory. Further optimizing the
T -table lookup method is part of our current ongoing work.
For on-the-fly key generation we buffered the first round key in shared memory, from which the remaining round keys are derived. Adopting the method
in [8], during each round four S-box lookups and five xors are needed to derive the new round key. Additional caching (e.g., the last round) can further
improve the performance of the implementation. The key scheduling for decryption consists of running the encryption key scheduling algorithm and then
applying InvMixColumns to all, except the first and last, round keys; it is apparent that on-the-fly key generation for decryption is considerably more complex.
For decryption we buffer the first round key, and (after running the encryption
key scheduler) the InvMixColumns of the final key. We derive all successive keys
from the second to last round key using six xors, a MixColumns transformation (of part of the key), and a transformation combing InvMixColumns and
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Reference

Key
Encryption Decryption Code size
scheduling (cycles)
(cycles)
(bytes)

[25] Fast
[25] Compact

on-the-fly
on-the-fly

1,259
1,442

1,259
1,443

1,708
840

[21]
[20] Fast
[20] Furious
[20] Fantastic
[18]
[18]

precompute
precompute
precompute
precompute
precompute
precompute

3,766
2,474
2,739
4,059
2,555
2,555

4,558
3,411
3,579
4,675
6,764
3,193

3,410
3,098
1,570
1,482
2,070
2,580

Notes
Hardware ext.
cost: 1.1 kGates

Key setup:
Enc 756 cycles
Dec 4,977 cycles
Key setup:
2,039 cycles
Key setup:
New - Low RAM precompute
2,153
2,901
1,912
789 cycles
New - Fast
precompute
1,993
2,901
1,912
747 cycles
Table 1. AES-128 implementation results on the 8-bit microcontroller AVR.

InvSubBytes per round. These complex transformations nonetheless take advantage of the T -tables, with the additional need for an S-box[S-box[·]] table
to further optimize the memory pressure. This efficient on-the-fly key scheduling is not GPU specific, and can be further applied to any other T -table based
implementations.

5

Results

All our implementations, for the three architectures, are designed to reduce the
number of clock cycles required for encryption and decryption. Table 1 states
AES-128 performance results obtained on the AVR microcontroller. Depending
on the AVR model used, the availability of RAM and flash memory varies.
The code size of the implementation, which needs to fit in the flash memory, is
presented in the table as well. We created two versions: a fast and a compact
version. The compact version only stores the key (176 bytes) in RAM but, no
additional tables. The faster version trades RAM usage for speed by placing the
S-box in RAM, and thus increasing the required size by 256 bytes. Our results
are obtained by running our compact version on the AT90USB162 (16 MHz, 512
byte RAM and 16 kilobyte flash) and the fast version on the larger AT90USB646
(16 MHz, 4 kilobyte RAM and 64 kilobyte flash). Although a direct comparison
is not possible, for completeness, estimates of an AVR implementation using
hardware extensions are also shown in Table 1. Figure 1 graphically shows the
code size versus the required cycles for decryption and encryption of different
AVR implementations of AES-128.
Table 2 gives AES-128 performance results obtained when running on the
various GPUs and the SPE architecture. Not many benchmarking results of
AES on the SPE architecture are reported in the literature. We therefore compare our results to the performance data given by IBM in [23]. This single-stream
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3600
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New

3400
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Cycles for Decryption

3600
3400

Code Size in Bytes

3200
3000
2800
2600
2400
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2000
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1600
1400
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2500
3000
3500
Cycles for Encryption

4000

4500

Fig. 1. Code size versus cycle count for decryption and encryption of different AES-128
AVR implementations.
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Reference
[13], 2007
[26], 2007
[11], 2008
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This
This

article,
article,
article,
article,
article
article
article
article,
article,
article
article
article
article,
article,

T -smem
T -smem
T -smem
T -smem

T -smem
T -smem

T -smem
T -smem

[23], 2005
[23], 2005

Algorithm

Architecture

Enc (P)
Enc (F)
Enc (P)

NVIDIA 8800 GTX, 1.35GHz
ATI HD 2900 XT, 750MHz
NVIDIA 8800 GTX, 1.35GHz

Enc (F)
Enc (T)
Dec (F)
Dec (T)
Enc (F)
Enc (T)
Enc (S)
Enc (F)
Enc (T)
Dec (F)
Dec (T)
Dec (S)
Dec (F)
Dec (T)

NVIDIA 8800 GTX, 1.35GHz

NVIDIA GTX 295, 1.24GHz

Enc (P)
Dec (P)

SPE, 3.2GHz

Cycles/
Gb/sec
byte
1.30
1.71
1.56

8.3
3.5
6.9

0.94
0.74
1.43
0.76
1.21
1.02
0.66
0.21
0.17
7.16
0.70
0.67
0.34
0.19

11.5
14.6
7.6
14.3
8.2
9.7
15.1
47.1
59.6
1.4
14.2
14.9
29.3
52.4

12.4
17.1

2.1
1.5

This article
Enc (P)
11.7
2.2
SPE, 3.2GHz
This article
Dec (P)
14.4
1.8
Table 2. Different AES-128 implementations results on a single SPE and various GPU
architectures. (P) = key scheduling is pre-computed, (F) = key scheduling is on-the-fly,
(T) = key expansion in texture memory, (S) = key expansion in shared memory

high-performance implementation is not byte-sliced, as our implementation, but
optimized for the SPE-architecture to take full advantage of the SIMD properties. Compared to the IBM implementation, our SPE implementation is 6%
and 16% faster for encryption and decryption, respectively. Our byte-sliced key
generation routine runs in 62 clock cycles per stream.
To give an indication how well our C-implementation of AES runs on the SPE
we estimate a rough lower bound of encryption using the techniques employed
in our implementation. Every round the AddRoundKey, SubBytes, ShiftRows
and the MixColumns need to be computed four times. A single instance of the
first three steps can be computed with four loads and four xors and four times
the operations as outlined in Algorithm 1 to load the S-box constants. The
computation of a single instance of the MixColumns is done with 3 odd and
27 even instructions. Hence, nine full rounds and one final round (without the
MixColumns) plus post-processing (the so-called output whitening) require 1752
odd and 2764 even instructions. This is without taking the loading and storing of
the input and output into account. Assuming everything is perfectly scheduled,
dispatching one pair of an odd and even instruction per cycle (if available), the
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encryption should run in 2764 cycles for sixteen streams in parallel. This gives
a lower bound of 2764/(16 · 16) = 10.8 cycles per byte for our encryption implementation. The 11.7 cycles per byte experienced in practice is slightly higher
and can be explained by the fact that some instructions are imperfectly scheduled, thus causing stalls, and due to a possible imbalance in the pipelines which
effectively prevents the dispatching of a pair of odd and even instructions every
clock cycle.
There have been numerous implementations of AES on GPUs, we however, only compare against GPUs with support for integer arithmetic. Table 2
compares our GTX 295 and GeForce 8800 GTX implementations with those
in [13,26,11]. The results in the table include the memory transfer along with
the kernel execution, each stream encrypting 256 random blocks. We further note
that the GTX 295 contains two GPUs (clocked-down version of the GTX 280
GPU). We point out the poor performance of decryption for the on-the-fly with
tables in constant memory (the simplest method) is due to cache misses; the decryption with on-the-fly key scheduling requires the T -tables for encryption and
decryption in addition to the S-box and inverse S-box, which are overall greater
than 8KB. We, of course, only present these results for comparison in evaluating
AES’s performance on the GPU using the various memory spaces available.
Since the GT200 series GPUs address many of the limitations of the G80
series GPUs a direct comparison is not appropriate, withal, we note that with
the exception of our simplest implementation our results outperform all previous GPU implementations of AES. Additionally, although our implementations
target the GT200 GPUs, which in addition to the previously-mentioned advantages over the G80 have more relaxed memory accesses pattern restrictions, for
completeness we benchmark our fastest implementations on the 8800 GTX. As
shown in Table 2, our fastest GTX 295 implementation is roughly 8 times faster
than [13], 10 times faster than [26], and 9.4 times faster than [11]. Similarly, our
fastest 8800 GTX implementation is 43%, 57% and 53% faster than [13], [26],
and [11], respectively. Moreover, unlike the implementations of [13] and [11],
our implementations also include key scheduling methods, without which the
throughput would increase by roughly 23% (see [26]). Compared to [11], we do
not limit our implementation to CTR, for which additional improvements can
be made [3]. When compared to the AES implementation in [26], our streams
encrypt different plaintext messages with different keys; tweaking our implementations for applications of key searching as in [26] would further speed up the
AES implementation by at least 35% as only one message block would be copied
to the device.

6

Conclusion

We presented new software speed records for encryption and decryption when
running AES-128 on the 8-bit AVR microcontroller, the Cell broadband engine
architecture and NVIDIA graphics processing units. To achieve these performance records a byte-sliced implementation is employed for the first two ar31
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chitectures, while a T -table approach is used for our GPU implementations.
The implementations targeting the Cell and GPU architectures process multiple streams in parallel to obtain the results. Furthermore, this is the first AES
implementation for the GPU which implements both encryption and decryption.
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Abstract. This paper presents modular multiplication performance results for a cryptologic interesting range of moduli on the synergistic processing elements of the Cell broadband engine architecture. These results
are obtained by running multiple streams of computations in parallel using the single instruction, multiple data architecture of the Cell. The
results are obtained by implementing Montgomery multiplication and
schoolbook multiplication with fast reduction exploiting the structure
of special prime moduli. The special primes used are the five recommended NIST primes, as specified in the FIPS 186-3 standard, and the
prime used in the elliptic curve curve25519. Our parallel modular multiplication implementation can be useful to speed up arithmetic in both
a cryptanalytic (solving discrete logarithms and integer factorization)
and cryptographic setting (elliptic curve batch decryption and ElGamal
based schemes).

1

Introduction

Modular multiplication is a key operation in many cryptologic schemes. The
availability of fast modular multiplication implementations aids the practical
use of these schemes. This work presents new performance results for a software
implementation of modular multiplication targeted at the Cell broadband engine (Cell) architecture. The unique heterogeneous multi-core single instruction,
multiple data (SIMD) Cell architecture, with its rich instruction set, is accessible
in the broadly available PlayStation 3 video game console.
Our implementation is designed for speed, this is achieved by interleaving
multiple streams of computations using the SIMD features of the Cell. Targeted
at relatively small moduli, ranging from 192 to 521 bits, this implementation
can be used, for instance, to speed up elliptic curve cryptology (ECC) [21, 24] in
cryptographic and cryptanalytic settings. Modular multiplication using Montgomery multiplication [25], is provided and multiplication plus reduction using
special primes. Examples of special primes are the recommended primes of special form by the National Institute of Standards (NIST) [33] and the prime used
in curve25519 as proposed by Bernstein [2]. These special primes are used to
enhance the performance of ECC in practice. This is the first work to present
(generic and special purpose) modular multiplication performance results for a
wide range of bitsizes targeted at the Cell architecture.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Cell broadband
engine architecture. Section 3 recalls some basic facts about elliptic curves, Montgomery multiplication and discusses the special primes used in this work. Section 4 describes the cryptographic and cryptanalytic applications where multistream modular multiplications can be used. Section 5 describes how the different
modular multiplication routines are translated to a high-performance implementation on the Cell. Section 6 presents our performance results together with other
implementations on the Cell. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

The Cell Broadband Engine

The Cell architecture [16], jointly developed by Sony, Toshiba, and IBM, is
equipped with one dual-threaded, 64-bit in-order “Power Processing Element”
(PPE), which can offload work to the eight “Synergistic Processing Elements”
(SPEs) [32]. The SPEs are the workhorses of the Cell processor. Each of them
consists of a Synergistic Processing Unit (SPU), 256 kilobyte of private memory
called Local Store (LS) and a Memory Flow Controller (MFC). The latter handles communication between each SPE and the rest of the machine, including
main memory, as explicitly requested by programs. All code and data must fit
within the LS if one wants to avoid the complexity of sending explicit DMA
(Direct Memory Access) requests to the MFC.
Most SPU instructions are 128-bit wide single instruction, multiple data
(SIMD) operations performing sixteen 8-bit, eight 16-bit, four 32-bit, or two
64-bit computations in parallel. Each SPU is equipped with a large register file
containing 128 registers of 128 bits each, providing space for unrolling and software pipelining of loops, hiding the relatively long latencies of its instructions.
Unlike the processor in the PPE, the SPUs are asymmetric processors, having
two pipelines (denoted by the odd and the even pipeline) which are designed to
execute two disjoint sets of instructions. In the ideal case, two instructions can
be dispatched per cycle.
The SPUs are in-order processors. However, the SPUs have no hardware
branch-prediction. Instead, the programmer (or compiler) can tell the instruction
fetch unit in advance where a (single) branch instruction will jump to. Hence,
for most code with infrequent jumps and where the target of each branch can
be computed sufficiently early, perfect branch prediction is possible.
From now on we define a 128-bit register on the SPE as a vector. Each SPE
has access to a rich instruction set which operates simultaneously on 8-, 16- or 32bit words. All distinct binary operations f : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1} are available, other
instructions of particular interest are shuffle and select. The shuffle instruction
can rearrange (shuffle) 16 bytes of the 32-byte input (two vectors) specified by a
pattern or select one of the constants {0x00, 0xFF, 0x80} to the output vector.
The select instruction acts as a multiplexer; depending on the input pattern the
corresponding bit from either the first or the second input vector is selected as
output.
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The SPEs are equipped with a 4-SIMD multiplier which can compute four 16bit integer multiplications simultaneously per clock cycle. In addition, a 4-SIMD
multiply-and-add instruction, which performs a 16 × 16-bit unsigned multiplication and an addition of a 32-bit unsigned operand to the 32-bit product, is
provided and has the same latency as a single 16 × 16-bit multiplication. This
instruction requires the four 16-bit operands to be placed in the higher positions
of the 32-bit word elements of the vectors. Note that carries are not generated
for these instructions.

3

Preliminaries

All (modular) multiplication operations in this work are designed to operate on
relatively small (≤ 521 bits) integers. Therefore the “naive” schoolbook multiplication method, see Algorithm 1, is used as the multiplication routine and
assumed to run faster compared to algorithms with a lower asymptotic runtime complexity such as Karatsuba multiplication [19]. Verifying if the use of
other multiplication methods leads to speed improvements when multiplying
such small integers on the Cell is left as future work. According to [15] the
Karatsuba multiplication method is to be preferred over the schoolbook multiplication method for integers of ≥ 832 bits, when using the GNU Multiple
Precision (GMP) arithmetic library [13], on x 86 and x 86 64 architectures.
In the following we assume we want to compute the product C ≡ A·B mod M
or C ≡ A · B · rn mod M with A, B, C ∈ Z in the setting where schoolbook and
Montgomery multiplication is used respectively. Here, M is the n-word, odd
modulus such that rn−1 ≤ M < rn . We call r the radix of the system, in
practice r = 2w with w the word-size in bits, for the algorithms implemented for
the SPE we either use w = 32 or w = 16.
3.1

Elliptic Curves

Let p > 3 be a prime and a, b ∈ Fp such that 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0. An elliptic curve
E(Fp ) is defined as the set of points (x, y) ∈ Fp × Fp which satisfy the affine
Weierstrass equation y 2 = x3 + ax + b [30]. These points, together with a point
at infinity form an abelian group where the group operation is point addition
and the identity is the point at infinity. Repeated point addition is called point
multiplication, point addition can be implemented requiring multiple modular
multiplications. Besides the affine Weierstrass representation one can use a whole
range of different representations, a good overview of the costs, expressed in
arithmetic operations in the underlying field, for elliptic curve arithmetic using
different representations is given by Bernstein and Lange in [5].
3.2

Montgomery Multiplication

The Montgomery modular multiplication method is introduced in [25] and can
be used to replace the conventional modular multiplication. In order to be used
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Algorithm 1 Schoolbook (left) and Montgomery (right) multiplication algorithms.

P
ai ri ,
A = n−1
Pi=0
Input:
i
B = n−1
i=0 bi r
C =A·B
P
Output:
i
= 2n−1
i=0 ci r
1: C := A · b0 ;
2: for i = 1 to n − 1 do
3:
C := C + ri (A · bi );
4: end for
5: return C;

P
i
A = n−1
i=0 ai r , B, M, µ such that
n
0 ≤ A, B < r , rn−1 ≤ M < rn ,
Input:
2 - M, gcd(r, M ) = 1
µ = −M −1 mod r,
C ≡ A · B · rn mod N such that
Output:
0 ≤ C < rn
1: C := 0;
2: for i = 0 to n − 1 do
3:
C := C + ai · B;
4:
q := µ · C mod r;
5:
C := (C + q · M )/r;
6: end for
7: if C ≥ rn then
8:
C := C − M ;
9: end if
10: return C;

the operands need to be converted into Montgomery representation: given an
e = X · R mod
integer X, the Montgomery residue of this integer is defined as X
M . Here, the constant R is the Montgomery radix such that gcd(R, M ) = 1
and 0 ≤ X < M < rn = R. The Montgomery product of two integers is
e · Ye · R−1 mod M , addition and subtraction remain unchanged.
defined as X
Since converting to and from Montgomery form requires computational effort
the Montgomery multiplication is mostly used in settings where a sequence of
modular multiplications are required. See Algorithm 1 for a high-level description
of the Montgomery multiplication method.

3.3

Fast Reduction

One way to speed up elliptic curve arithmetic is to perform arithmetic in the
underlying prime field where the prime has a special form. The multiplication
and reduction part are done in two different phases.

NIST Primes. In FIPS 186-3 [33] NIST recommends the use of five prime fields
when using the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (a scheme which can
be used to demonstrate the authenticity of a digital message). These primes are
selected because they allow fast reduction, see Appendix A for the algorithms
optimized for a machine word size (limb) of 32-bit, based on the work by Solinas
[31].
The five recommended primes are
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P192
P224
P256
P384
P521

= 2192 − 264 − 1
= 2224 − 296 + 1
= 2256 − 2224 + 2192 + 296 − 1
= 2384 − 2128 − 296 + 232 − 1
= 2521 − 1

An extensive study of a software implementation of the NIST-recommended
elliptic curves over prime fields on the x 86 architecture is given by Brown et.
al [7].
Curve25519. The Curve25519 is proposed by Bernstein in [2]. Besides offering
high-speed arithmetic a list of other advantages can be found in the original
article [2]. The field arithmetic is done using the prime P255 = 2255 − 19, an
element x ∈ F2255 −19 can be represented as
x=

9
X

xi 2d25.5ie .

i=0

Bernstein proposes to implement the arithmetic using floating point instructions
and representation inside the CPU is done using floating-point registers. The
original article gives performance data obtained when running on a Pentium M.

4

Applications

By performing computations on the SPE in 4-SIMD four, or small multiples of
four when different sets of computations are interleaved, multiplication operations are being calculated concurrently. When a sequence of multiplications has
to be computed, for instance in integer exponentiation or elliptic curve point
multiplication, the algorithm performs the same operations in SIMD-mode on
all the inputs. When the exponents, or point multipliers, are different a squareand-multiply algorithm needs to perform a different sequence of multiplications
and squaring since this depends on the binary expansion of the exponent or
point multiplier. Operating on such streams in parallel in a SIMD fashion might
be suboptimal. In this section we present some applications in cryptography and
cryptanalysis for high-performance SIMD modular multiplication algorithms.
4.1

Cryptography

Cryptographic schemes schemes often need to perform exponentiations with a
randomly selected exponent. If this exponent is used several times, and if each
instance is independent, these operations can be performed in parallel in a SIMD
fashion. Examples are the ElGamal encryption schemes [12] which require two
exponentiations with the same random exponent. Other related methods perform more exponentiations with the same exponent. The double base variant
of ElGamal by Damgård, often referred to as Damgård ElGamal [10], performs
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three exponentiations. The “double” hybrid Damgård ElGamal, as proposed by
Kiltz et al. [20] requires four exponentiations with the same exponent every
encryption.
In elliptic curve public-key schemes the computation of multiple streams
of modular multiplication can be used for batch decryption. Examples of such
schemes are the elliptic curve integrated encryption scheme (ECIES), proposed
by Bellare and Rogaway [1] and standardized in [8], and the provably secure
encryption curve scheme (PSEC), based on the work by Fujisaki and Okamoto
[14] and standardized in [18]. The decryption of a message requires to multiply
an elliptic curve point, specified by the ciphertext, by the private key d in PSEC
or by h · d in the case of ECIES, where h is the cofactor of the group order and is
constant for a given private key. When many message need to be decrypted for
the same private key SIMD algorithms as described in this article can be used
to speed up computations.
4.2

Cryptanalysis

In cryptanalysis, multi-stream modular multiplications can be used in the Pollard rho discrete logarithm algorithm [28], the asymptotically fastest method to
solve the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) which is essential
to the security of ECC. In practice, modular inversions in the Pollard rho algorithm are traded by modular multiplications, to increase speed, by using the
Montgomery simultaneous inversion technique [26]. This technique allows one to
trade, when running N computations in parallel, N inversions for roughly 3N
modular multiplications and N1 inversion. For example, this technique is used in
[6] to solve a 112-bit ECDLP on the SPE architecture by working concurrently
on 400 computations.
Another cryptanalytic application is for factoring integers, the integer factorization problem is essential to cryptographic algorithms as RSA [29]. The fastest
known method to factor integers is the number field sieve [27, 22], this method
can use the elliptic curve factorization method (ECM) [23] in a co-factorization
phase. Performing elliptic curve arithmetic on multiple points allows the use the
multi-stream modular multiplication methods. Performance details of a highperformance multi-stream implementation of modular arithmetic and the ECM
on graphics cards are given by Bernstein et al. [4].

5

Multiplication on the SPE Architecture

In this section our approach to implement high-performance (modular) multiplication routines on the SPE architecture is explained. In order to maximize
performance, multiple streams of computations are interleaved to eliminate, or
reduce, data dependencies. One 128-bit vector represents (part) of four integers
in a SIMD-fashion, for multiplication a radix-216 system and for addition and
subtraction a radix-232 system is used. The integer representation is the same
as in [6], for completeness this is recalled in Section 5.1.
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the most significant position of X1 is located in
either the lower or higher 16-bit of the 32-bit word

Fig. 1. Four numbers arranged, in either all lower or higher parts of each of the four
32-bit words of the n vectors.

The remaining part of the section describes in detail the implemented algorithms for schoolbook and Montgomery multiplication and discusses approaches
to implement fast reduction for the curves from Section 3.3 on the SPE architecture. The algorithms are given for one stream but in practice four calculations
are being processed in parallel. Both multiplication algorithms have been designed to take advantage of the multiply-and-add instruction. In order to avoid
carry propagation in a finalization phase the following property, in combination with the multiply-and-add instruction, is used: If 0 ≤ a, b, c, d < 2n , then
a · b + c + d < 22n .
5.1

Integer representation in the Cell

For a high-performance implementation of arithmetic algorithms on the Cell,
vectorization techniques (cf. [11]) are applied and data are represented using
a 4-SIMD organization. If the radix of the number system is r = 2w , with
0 < w ≤ 32, then a b-bit number is represented using n = wb digits. In the
4-SIMD representation, four b-bit numbers X0 , X1 , X2 , and X3 are stored in n
vectors. Each vector X[j], 0 ≤ j < n, holds four w-bit digits of the four numbers
that correspond to the same digit position. The notation [X0 , X1 , X2 , X3 ] means
that the four numbers X0 , X1 , X2 , and X3 are grouped using 4-SIMD and
operations are applied in parallel digit-wise (for the same digit positions) for
all the four numbers. For modular multiplication, w = 16 is selected and each
of the n vectors is composed of four 32-bit word elements, where the 16-bit
digits of four numbers are stored either in the higher or lower positions of these
32-bit word elements.
Hence, each
 of the four b-bit numbers is represented as
Pn−1 j j X[j] k
mod r for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and h ∈ {0, 1}, where h is 1
Xi = j=0 r
r 2·i+h
if data are placed in the higher bit positions and 0 otherwise. Fig. 1 depicts
the data structure. For modular subtraction, w = 32 and each of the four b-bit
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Algorithm 2 Radix-216 schoolbook multiplication algorithm.
Integer a = (an−1 , . . . , a1 , a0 ), each ai is a 16-bit word.
Integer b = (bn−1 , . . . , b1 , b0 ), each bi is a 16-bit word.
Output: Integer c = (c2n−1 , . . . , c1 , c0 ) = a · b, each ci is a 16-bit word.
1: di := 0, i ∈ [1, n];
2: for j = 0 to n − 1 do
3:
(e0 , Dj ) := split(a0 · bj + d1 );
4:
for i = 1 to n − 1 do
5:
(ei , di ) := split(ai · bj + ei−1 + di+1 );
6:
end for
7:
dn := en−1 ;
8: end for
9: return (c := (dn , dn−1 , . . . , d1 , Dn−1 , Dn−2 , . . . , D0 ));

Input:


Pn−1 j X[j] k
numbers is represented as Xi = j=0 rj
mod
r
for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and
i
r
adjusting the value n accordingly.
5.2

Schoolbook Multiplication

Algorithm 2 depicts schoolbook multiplication, which can be run four times in
parallel using the 4-SIMD instructions on the SPE-architecture, when integers
are represented using a 216 -radix system. After the multiply-and-add, and a
possible extra addition of one word, the 32-bit result z is split into the most
and least 16 significant bits, x and y respectively. This is denoted by (x, y) :=
split(z) with split(z) = (b 2z16 c, z mod 216 ). On the SPE this splitting can be
implemented in different ways, i.e. by using two odd shuffle instructions, one
even and and one odd shuffle instruction or two even and instructions. Which
implementation for splitting is chosen depends in which pipeline the surrounding
instructions are dispatched.
Note that when i = 1 the extra addition of di+1 can be omitted. Hence, Algorithm 2 requires n2 × split, n2 × muladd and n(n − 2) × add. When balancing
the odd and even instructions 2n(n − 34 ) cycles are required for computing four
streams of data in parallel. This estimation assumes no stalls due to instruction
dependencies, all pairs of odd and even instructions are dispatched simultaneously and ignores overhead related to loading and storing the in- and output. An
(optimistic) estimation Es for the required number of cycles for a single schoolbook multiplication of two n-word integers on a SPE when using Algorithm 2
is


n
3
Es (n) =
n−
.
2
4
5.3

Special Reduction

Most of the special reduction algorithms, as given in Appendix A, do not fully
reduce the input to the range [0, pi but to [0, t · pi, where p is the prime modulus
used and t a small positive integer.
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compare select and subtraction generate borrow
t
0
t · d n2 e t · d n2 e
t · (d n2 e − 1)

Repeated masking
and subtracting
Look-up and subtract
t
t · d n2 e
0
d n2 e
d n2 e − 1
correct value
Table 1. Required number of instructions for different approaches, which operate in a
4-SIMD fashion, to subtract up to t times a constant from a (16 · n)-bit number.

In order to reduce multiple streams simultaneously one could use different
generic approaches. Obviously the reduction algorithm can be applied again.
A most likely faster approach is to subtract p repeatedly until the result is in
the desired range. Since multiple streams are processed in parallel the repeated
subtracting is done by masking the value appropriately before subtracting and
repeating this t − 1 times. A more cost efficient approach, when the modulus is
constant, is to select the desired multiple of p, which needs to be subtracted,
from a look-up table and subtract once. To do this for multiple streams in parallel the select instruction can be used. Table 1 states the number of different
instructions needed for both approaches.
For special form moduli an addition performance gain is possible if one allows
the result to not always be properly reduced to [0, pi. If reduction to [0, 2m i, for
an m-bit modulus p, is allowed the most significant word, containing the possible
carry, has to be inspected only. Note that these reduced numbers can be used
without problems as input to the same modular multiplication routines.
For example consider the modulus P224 = 2224 − 296 + 1. As described in
Algorithm 5 in Appendix A the algorithm returns with (s1 + s2 + s3 − s4 − s5 ),
where all the si are 224-bit integers. At the implementation level we work with
unsigned integers and do not prefer to work with negative numbers. In order to
add a positive value we subtract s4 + s5 from 2P224 . We can bound the return
value d by
d = s1 + s2 + s3 + (2P224 − s4 − s5 )
< 3P224 + 2P224 = 5P224

t

t · P224 = {c7 , . . . , c0 }
c7
c6
c5
c4
c3 c2 c1 c0
0 0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0
32
32
32
32
1 0 2 −1 2 −1 2 −1 2 −1 0 0 1
2 1 232 − 1 232 − 1 232 − 1 232 − 2 0 0 2
3 2 232 − 1 232 − 1 232 − 1 232 − 3 0 0 3
4 3 232 − 1 232 − 1 232 − 1 232 − 4 0 0 4
Table 2. The values of the 32-bit limbs of t · P224 , c7 and c0 are the most and least
significant limb respectively.
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Algorithm 3 Radix-216 Montgomery Multiplication Algorithm.
Integer a = (an−1 , . . . , a1 , a0 ), each ai is a 16-bit word.
Integer b = (bn−1 , . . . , b1 , b0 ), each bi is a 16-bit word.
Input: Integer M = (Mn−1 , . . . , M1 , M0 ), each Mi is a 16-bit word and
gcd(M, 216 ) = 1.
An 16-bit integer m
e = −M −1 mod 216 .
Output: Integer c = (cn−1 , . . . , c1 , c0 ) ≡ a · b · 2−16n mod M .
1: di := 0, i ∈ [0, n];
2: for i = 0 to n − 1 do
3:
(e0 , d0 ) := split(a0 · bi + d0 );
4:
for j = 1 to n − 1 do
5:
(ej , dj ) := split(aj · bi + dj + ej−1 );
6:
end for
7:
dn := dn + en−1 ;
8:
(∗, q) := split(d0 · m);
e
9:
(e0 , d0 ) := split(M0 · q + d0 );
10:
for j = 1 to n − 1 do
11:
(ej , dj−1 ) := split(Mj · q + dj + ej−1 );
12:
end for
13:
(dn , dn−1 ) := split(dn + en−1 );
14: end for
15: if dn > 0 then
16:
(dn−1 , . . . , d1 , d0 ) := (dn , dn−1 , . . . , d1 , d0 ) − (Mn−1 , . . . , M1 , M0 );
17: end if
18: return (c := (dn−1 , . . . , d1 , d0 ));

In order to reduce the d to [0, 2224 i the value t · P224 , for some t ∈ [0, 5i, should
be subtracted for four possibly different values of t in parallel after inspection
of the most significant word. As can be seen from the representation in Table 2,
when using a 232 radix system, selecting the correct value when t > 0 is computationally easy since c0 = t, c1 , c2 , c4 , c5 , c6 are constant and c3 = 232 − t = 0 − t
in an unsigned representation. To fix the values for the case t = 0 only c4 , c5
and c6 need to be handled using a select operation since c7 is not needed in
the subtraction and the other words are already correct. The reductions for the
other special NIST primes can be handled in a similar fashion.
The special reduction for the prime P255 = 2255 − 19 used in curve25519 is
handled differently compared to the methods proposed by Bernstein [2]. After
multiplying, the result is first reduced modulo 2 · P255 = 2256 − 38, this can
be done efficiently using the same approach as described in [6] for the 112-bit
prime. Let R = rh · 2256 + rl be the 512-bit result after multiplication. Next,
a reduction step is computed by computing rl + 38 · rh , this result is ≤ 262
bits. Another reduction step, which is computationally faster since the new rh
is small, ensures that the bitsize is ≤ 257 bits. Similar techniques as described
for the NIST primes are used to reduce the result to [0, 2256 i.
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5.4

Montgomery Multiplication

Algorithm 3 gives Montgomery multiplication, using a word size of 16-bit, designed to be run in 4-SIMD on the SPE architecture. A conditional subtraction
step is needed at the end of the algorithm to ensure that the result is < 216n . On
the SPE the algorithm is run four times in parallel, the conditional subtraction
is replaced by a comparison from which the output is used to mask the value
to subtract in order to eliminate the branch. For efficiency reasons the integer
representation is switched to a 232 radix system when doing the masking and
subtraction.
The same notation for the split function is used as in Section 5.2. Hence,
Algorithm 3 requires 2n(n + 1) × split, 2n(n + 1) × muladd (when counting
the multiplication in line 8 as an multiply-and-add) and 2n(n − 1) × add since
the addition of dj in line 5 when j = 1 can be omitted. For the conditional
subtraction we first convert the integer representation to a 232 radix system using
d n2 e shuffle instructions. Next we compare the carry (one cmpgt instruction)
and mask the value which we are going to subtract using d n2 e and instructions.
The subtraction requires d n2 e (extended) subtraction instructions and d n2 e − 1
(extended) generate borrow instructions.
When trying to make an optimistic estimation for the required number of
instructions for a single stream we first note that, by simply counting, 4n2 +3d n2 e
even and d n2 e odd instructions are needed plus 2n(n+1) times the split function.
Hence, the estimation Ek of the required number of cycles on a SPE for a single
Montgomery multiplication, operating on n 16-bit limb integers, when using
Algorithm 3 is
9n
.
Ek (n) = n2 +
16

6

Results

Results obtained with high-performance implementations of Montgomery multiplication and schoolbook multiplication with fast reduction are presented in Table 3. As far as we know, these are the first modular multiplication performance
results presented in literature to cover a large spectrum of bit sizes targeted at
the Cell architecture. The performance data of Montgomery multiplication is
presented side by side with the performance data of modular multiplication using fast reduction by the standardized NIST primes showing the benefits of these
primes in practice on this platform. A plot of the cycle counts of our different
implementations is given in Figure 2.
Our results are obtained by running on a single SPE of a PlayStation 3 video
game console using the multi-stream algorithms as presented in Section 5. The
multi-stream algorithms are implemented in the C-programming language, no
hand optimized assembly code is used. Our reported cycle counts in Table 3
are per single modular multiplication. Benchmarking is done by timing long
sequences, hundreds of millions, of different multiplications and include the timing overhead of benchmarking, the function call, loading and storing the in45
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From

Bitsize of
Generic or
Single or Cycles
the modulus special reduction multi-stream

This article
This article

192
192

special
generic

(P192 ) multi
multi

(8)
(4)

117
183

[3]

195

generic

multi

(6)

189

This article
This article

224
224

special
generic

(P224 ) multi
multi

(8)
(4)

137
237

[9]
This article
This article
This article
[9]
MPM unrolled [17]
MPM [17]

255
256
256
256
255
256
256

special
special
special
generic
special
generic
generic

(P255 ) multi
(P255 ) multi
(P256 ) multi
multi
(P255 ) single
single
single

(4)
(8)
(8)
(4)

168
180
191
300
444
877
1188

This article
This article
MPM unrolled [17]
MPM [17]

384
384
384
384

special
generic
generic
generic

(P384 ) multi
multi
single
single

(4)
(4)

378
719
1610
2092

This article
521
special
(P521 ) multi
(4)
620
This article
512
generic
multi
(4) 1560
MPM unrolled [17]
512
generic
single
2700
MPM [17]
512
generic
single
3275
Table 3. Performance details of modular multiplication using either Montgomery multiplication (generic) or schoolbook multiplication plus fast reduction (special) for varying
bit-lengths. The benchmarks are performed on a single SPE on a Cell in the PlayStation 3 video game console. The cycle numbers are per single modular multiplication.

and output from the LS to registers and converting the in- and output numbers
from a radix-232 to a radix-216 system and back. Table 3 shows other results
reported in literature as well. See for remarks related to comparing these results
the individual paragraphs in this section.
As described in Section 5.3 the multiplication plus fast reduction routines
have a (low) probability to reduce the result C to [pi , 2mi i, where pi is an mi -bit
prime, for the recommended NIST primes and to [0, 2256 i for p255 . The same
holds for the Montgomery multiplication where the results is reduced to [0, 2m i
for a m-bit modulus. These larger results can be used as input to the same multiplication routines, if fully reduced solutions are required this can be accomplished
with a single comparison and subtraction.
Timing results obtained with the Multi-Precision Math (MPM) Library [17],
provided by IBM in the example API for the Cell, are stated for different bitsizes. The MPM library implements a single-stream Montgomery implementation. Since this generic implementation is aimed at varying bit-sizes we unrolled
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Modular Multiplication Performance Results
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Fig. 2. A plot of our modular multiplication performance results for special and generic
moduli of different bitsizes on the SPE-architecture.

the loops creating an optimized version for a specific bitsize. Although the unrolled version for 256 bits is almost 1.4 times faster compared to the generic MPM
version our multi-stream implementation for this same bitsize outperforms the
unrolled version by almost a factor three.
In [9] Costigan and Schwabe implement elliptic curve arithmetic aimed at
Curve25519 on the SPE architecture. The representation differs slightly from
the one in [2]; an element x ∈ F2255 −19 is represented as
x=

19
X

xi 2d12.75ie .

i=0

The representation of x is called reduced if all coefficients xi ∈ [0, 213 − 1].
Single stream modular multiplication of two reduced field elements requires 444
cycles, this consists of 144 cycles for the multiplication, 244 for the reduction and
56 to load input and store output (this excludes the overhead for the function
call). A faster multi-stream version, working on four streams, is discussed as
well. This version is implemented in assembly and “perfectly” scheduled with
the surrounding code in a larger function implementing curve arithmetic. This
multi-stream version computes a single modular multiplication in around 168
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cycles, this is without considering any overhead for saving and storing the inand output registers to and from the LS. In comparison, our implementation runs
in 180 cycles per single modular multiplication, including loading and converting
(from 32-bit to 16-bit limbs) the input (12 cycles per number) and storing the
output (2 cycles per number) plus additional latencies because not all code can
be scheduled perfectly. Comparing the performance of the different approaches
for the reduction step is difficult since the two versions are different by design;
ours is a stand-alone multiplication function while the Costigan and Schwabe
implementation is an inlined version working on registers only. The reported
cycle counts show that both approaches are comparable in terms of speed.
Improved multi-stream modular multiplication results, compared to [4], are
given by Bernstein et al. in [3]. Here, not only results for GPUs are reported
but also for the Cell architecture as used in the PlayStation 3. In this setting
a multi-stream result for one bit size is given: a 195-bit generic modulus. A
radix-213 system is used to represent 195-bit integers using 15 limbs, this has
an advantage of accumulating more carries before an overflow occurs (on the
SPE architecture) compared to a radix-216 system but more limbs are needed to
represent integers. When scaling our 192-bit result, in a similar fashion as done
195 2
) = 189 cycles; the same number of cycles as
in [3], we expect to need 183 · ( 192
reported in [3].

7

Conclusions

In this paper we presented performance results for modular multiplication on
the synergistic processing elements of the Cell broadband engine architecture
for moduli ranging from 192 to 521 bits in size. The required number of cycles
on this architecture to perform modular multiplication are presented when using
multi-stream Montgomery multiplication and multi-stream special modular multiplication routines targeted at the five special recommended primes by NIST
and the special prime by Bernstein. These special primes are used to enhance
the speed of elliptic curve arithmetic.
These fast routines can be used in cryptography, for instance if multiple
exponentiations with the same random exponent need to be computed as in
ElGamal schemes or when one computes batch decryption in elliptic curve public
key schemes. For cryptanalytic purposes these routines can be used in the Pollard
rho elliptic curve discrete logarithm algorithm or to accelerate the elliptic curve
factorization method.
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A

NIST Reduction

Algorithm 4 Fast reduction modulo P192 = 2192 − 264 − 1.
2
Input: Integer c = (c11 , . . . , c1 , c0 ), each ci is a 32-bit word, and 0 ≤ c < P192
.
Output: Integer d ≡ c mod P192 .
Define 192-bit integers:
s1 = (c5 , c4 , c3 , c2 , c1 , c0 ), s2 = (0, 0, c7 , c6 , c7 , c6 ),
s3 = (c9 , c8 , c9 , c8 , 0, 0), s4 = (c11 , c10 , c11 , c10 , c11 , c10 );
return (d := s1 + s2 + s3 + s4 );

Algorithm 5 Fast reduction modulo P224 = 2224 − 296 + 1.
2
.
Input: Integer c = (c13 , . . . , c1 , c0 ), each ci is a 32-bit word, and 0 ≤ c < P224
Output: Integer d ≡ c mod P224 .
Define 224-bit integers:
s1 = ( c6 , c5 , c4 , c3 , c2 , c1 , c0 ), s2 = ( c10 , c9 , c8 , c7 , 0, 0, 0),
s3 = ( 0, c13 , c12 , c11 , 0, 0, 0), s4 = ( c13 , c12 , c11 , c10 , c9 , c8 , c7 )
s5 = ( 0, 0, 0, 0, c13 , c12 , c11 );
return (d := s1 + s2 + s3 − s4 − s5 );
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Algorithm 6 Fast reduction modulo P256 = 2256 − 2224 + 2192 + 296 − 1.
2
Input: Integer c = (c15 , . . . , c1 , c0 ), each ci is a 32-bit word, and 0 ≤ c < P256
.
Output: Integer d ≡ c mod P256 .
Define 256-bit integers:
s1 = ( c7 c6 , c5 , c4 , c3 , c2 , c1 , c0 ), s2 = ( c15 c14 , c13 , c12 , c11 , 0, 0, 0),
s3 = ( 0, c15 , c14 , c13 , c12 , 0, 0, 0), s4 = ( c15 , c14 , 0, 0, 0, c10 , c9 , c8 ),
s5 = ( c8 , c13 , c15 , c14 , c13 , c11 , c10 , c9 , ), s6 = ( c10 , c8 , 0, 0, 0, c13 , c12 , c11 ),
s7 = ( c11 , c9 , 0, 0, c15 , c14 , c13 , c12 ), s8 = ( c12 , 0, c10 , c9 , c8 , c15 , c14 , c14 ),
s9 = ( c13 , 0, c11 , c10 , c9 , 0, c15 , c14 );
return (d := s1 + 2s2 + 2s3 + s4 + s5 − s6 − s7 − s8 − s9 );

Algorithm 7 Fast reduction modulo P384 = 2384 − 2128 − 296 + 232 − 1.
2
Input: Integer c = (c23 , . . . , c1 , c0 ), each ci is a 32-bit word, and 0 ≤ c < P384
.
Output: Integer d ≡ c mod P384 .
Define 384-bit integers:
s1 = ( c11 , c10 , c9 , c8 , c7 , c6 , c5 , c4 , c3 , c2 , c1 , c0 ),
s2 = ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, c23 , c22 , c21 , 0, 0, 0, 0),
s3 = ( c23 , c22 , c21 , c20 , c19 , c18 , c17 , c16 , c15 , c14 , c13 , c12 ),
s4 = ( c20 , c19 , c18 , c17 , c16 , c15 , c14 , c13 , c12 , c23 , c22 , c21 ),
s5 = ( c19 , c18 , c17 , c16 , c15 , c14 , c13 , c12 , c20 , 0, c23 , 0),
s6 = ( 0, 0, 0, 0, c23 , c22 , c21 , c20 , 0, 0, 0, 0),
s7 = ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, c23 , c22 , c21 , 0, 0, c20 ),
s8 = ( c22 , c21 , c20 , c19 , c18 , c17 , c16 , c15 , c14 , c13 , c12 , c23 ),
s9 = ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, c23 , c22 , c21 , c20 , 0),
s10 = ( 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, c23 , c23 , 0, 0, 0);
return (d := s1 + 2s2 + s3 + s4 + s5 + s6 + s7 − s8 − s9 − s10 );

Algorithm 8 Fast reduction modulo P521 = 2521 − 1.
2
Input: Integer c = (c33 , . . . , c1 , c0 ), each ci is a 32-bit word, and 0 ≤ c < P521
.
Output: Integer d ≡ c mod P521 .
Define 521-bit integers:
s1 = (c16 , . . . , c1 , c0 ), s2 = (c32 , . . . , c17 , c16 );
2
return (d := s1 mod 2521 + 2s23
);
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Virtual Ideal Functionality Framework –
Design and Implementation
Martin Geisler
University of Aarhus, Denmark

The Virtual Ideal Functionality Framework (VIFF) is a general framework for implementing
secure multiparty computation. It comes with a number of basic primitives such as secure addition,
multiplication, and comparison, which application programmers combine into larger programs. In
this talk we will describe the architecture behind VIFF and look at the design choices we took:
what worked well and what worked less well.
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Abstract. Pairing-Based Cryptography has become relevant in industry mainly because of the increasing interest in Identity-Based protocols.
Although there are plenty of applications, however efficiently implementing the pairings functions is often difficult as it requires more knowledge
than previous cryptographic primitives. In this paper we present a tool
for semi-automatically generating optimal code for the pairing function
which can be used in the construction of cryptographic protocols.
Our cryptographic compiler chooses the optimal pairing function; the
Tate, the ate or the R-ate function, and generates its optimized code. It
also generates optimised code for the final exponentiation and code for
fast hashing to G2 using the parametrisation of the chosen pairingfriendly
elliptic curve.

1

Introduction

One of the first applications of cryptographic pairings was the transformation of
an elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) instance into an instance
of the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) in a finite field. This was shown by
Menezes, Okamoto and Vanstone in [MOV91] using the Weil pairing and later
Frey and Rück [FR94] also presented a similar technique using the Tate pairing.
There are also many constructive uses for pairings in Cryptography. For
instance, Joux [Jou00] showed how pairings can be used for a tripartite authentication protocol. In [Sha84] Shamir proposed the concept of an Identity-Based
Encryption scheme. The first practical ID-based protocol was proposed by Boneh
and Franklin [BF01] using the Weil pairing. Many more state-of-the-art protocols using bilinear pairings have been proposed such as short digital signatures
[BLS01], privacy on E-cash [BCKL09], discretionary access to resources [AI09]
and a certificate-less key agreement [LBN09].
To use these protocols, it is important to have pairing-friendly curves appropriate for different security levels. Many constructions of non-supersingular
?
??
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pairing-friendly elliptic curves have been proposed by different authors; using
MNT [MMNT01], Freeman [Fre06] and BN [BN05] curves, one can produce
ideal pairing-friendly elliptic curves for a given security level. These families of
elliptic curves have group size approximately equal to the size of the underlying
field, making them very efficient for implementation. Some of these curves also
support twists of higher order, allowing high compression rates for points on the
curve. There are also pairing-friendly elliptic curves which are near-ideal. For
instance, curves as proposed by Barreto, Lynn and Scott [BLS02], Brezing and
Weng [BW05], Kachisa, Scott and Schaefer [KSS08] and Lee and Park [LP09].
These curves are defined over a finite field which is somewhat larger than the
size of the prime order subgroup. There is always a need to look for optimal
ways to implement pairings on such curves.
The computation of pairings basically involves two groups, G1 and G2 . These
groups are finite, cyclic, additively-written groups and at least one of which is
of prime order r. The pairing will take an element from each of the two groups
and map them to a group, denoted GT , which is a finite, cyclic, multiplicativelywritten group also of prime order r.
A useful cryptographic pairing satisfies the following properties:
– Bilinearity:
For all P, P 0 ∈ G1 and all Q, Q0 ∈ G2 , one has: e(P + P 0 , Q) = e(P, Q)×
e(P 0 , Q) and e(P, Q + Q0 ) = e(P, Q)× e(P, Q0 )
– Non-degeneracy:
For all P ∈ G1 with P 6= 0, there is some Q ∈ G2 such that e(P, Q) 6= 1.
For all Q ∈ G2 with Q 6= 0, there is some P ∈ G1 such that e(P, Q) 6= 1.
– Computable:e can be easily evaluated.
The best known method for computing pairings is based on Miller’s algorithm. This is a standard method and many researchers have been working on
improving its efficiency. The emphasis has mainly been the optimisation of the
Miller loop [[BLKS02], [ATN07], [MKHO07], [Sco07]] and the final exponentiation in the algorithm [[DSD07], [BLS03], [SBC+ 09b]].
1.1

Automatic code generation of pairing functions

When implementing RSA one can write generic code (just once) and then use
it for different security levels and with different parameters without having to
change the code.
For pairings it is much more complex. As the security level changes, a different family of curves must be used for maximum efficiency so the implementation
will be very different. Once-written generic pairing code can therefore not work
optimally in every case, hence there is a need for a special cryptographic compiler.
This compiler should accept the family description of the pairing-friendly
curve as a set of polynomials in x, p(x), r(x) and t(x) and from these generate
the optimal pairing Miller algorithm (Tate, ate, R-ate), detecting and using the
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optimal twist and generating the optimal code for the final exponentiation and
an optimized function for hashing to G2. While the inputs are very simple, the
desired output is quite complex.
Our current compiler works for values of k of the form k = 2i 3j , where i > 0
and j >= 0.
The generated code uses the miracl library [Sco] for the multiprecision representation of the values.

2

Twist of a curve

One way to speed up the pairing computation is through the use of twisted
curves. Let E(Fpk ) and E 0 (Fpd ) be elliptic curves, then E 0 is said to be a twist of
degree e, where k = ed, if there exists an isomorphism ψ : E 0 −→ E defined over
Fpd with d minimal. This optimisation was used in [[Sco07], [DSD07], [ATN07]].
Unfortunately, the values of e are limited: for p ≥ 5 only e ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6} is
possible.
There exists E 0 , an isomorphic twist of E(Fpk ), defined over Fpd , where d | k
with,
– d = 2 if j(E) 6= 0, 1728,
– d = 4 if j(E) = 1728,
– d = 3, 6 if j(E) = 0.
In the case of j(E) = 0, also d = 3 applies.
Let W e − χ be irreducible over Fpd [W ] with χ ∈ Fpd . If δ ∈ Fpk is a root of
W e − χ, then there exists a homomorphism which maps points on a particular
twist to the points of the original curve as follows:
ψd=2 : E 0 (Fpd ) → E(Fpk )

with

(x0 , y 0 ) 7→ (x0 δ, y 0 δ 3/2 ),

ψd=4 : E 0 (Fpd ) → E(Fpk )

with

(x0 , y 0 ) 7→ (x0 δ 1/2 , y 0 δ 3/4 )

ψd=6 : E 0 (Fpd ) → E(Fpk )

with

(x0 , y 0 ) 7→ (x0 δ 1/3 , y 0 δ 1/2 ).

with an isomorphism given by:
[.] : µe → Aut(E) : δ 7→ [δ] with [δ](x0 , y 0 ) = (x0 δ 2 , y 0 δ 3 ) [HSV06].
The twisted curve for a such a curve is of the form:
a
b
x
+
,
χ2
χ3
a
d = 4, E 0 :y 02 = x03 + x,
χ
b
d = 6, E 0 :y 02 = x03 + .
χ
d = 2, E 0 :y 02 = x03 +
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3

Tate, ate and R-ate pairing

Originally there were two cryptographic pairings, the Weil and Tate-Lichtenbaum pairings. The Weil pairing requires two Miller loops to generate mth roots
of unity [Sil86, III.§8], while the Tate pairing requires only one application of the
Miller loop. Recent research efforts have concentrated on finding viable pairings
with shorter loops.
The Tate pairing was introduced as a general pairing on Abelian varieties over
local fields. Lichtenbaum gave an application of this pairing to the Jacobians
of curves over local fields [CF06]. The Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing is hereafter
referred to as the Tate pairing.
The definition of the Tate pairing is as follows [BSS05]:
Let P ∈ E(Fp )[r] and let Q ∈ E(Fpk ). Let fa,P be a function with a divisor
(fa,P ) = a(P ) − (aP ) − (a − 1)(O) for a ∈ Z. A non-degenerate, bilinear Tate
pairing can be defined as a map:
er :E(Fp )[r] × E(Fpk )/rE(Fpk ) → F∗pk /(F∗pk )r
(P, Q) 7→ hP, Qir = fr,P (Q)
The value of the pairing is an equivalence class in F∗pk /(F∗pk )r . For practical
purposes it is preferred to raise the value of the pairing to the power of (pk −1)/r
to obtain a unique representative of the class, i.e er : (P, Q) 7→ hP, Qir =
k
fr,P (Q)(p −1)/r (and also for security as pairing can be inverted more easily
without it). This exponentiation is known as the final exponentiation, and the
pairing is referred to as the Reduced Tate Pairing or simply the Tate pairing.
3.1

The ate pairing

The ate pairing [HSV06] is a variant of the Tate pairing and it is a generalisation
of the Eta pairing [BGhS07] on ordinary pairing-friendly elliptic curves. The
ate pairing is particularly suitable for pairing-friendly elliptic curves with small
values of the trace of the Frobenius, given by t(x).
Let πp be the Frobenius endomorphism, πp : E 7−→ E : (x, y) 7−→ (xp , y p ).
We denote by G1 the group E[r] ∩ Ker(πp − [1]), and by G2 the group E[r] ∩
Ker(πp − [p]). Let T = t − 1, N = gcd(T k − 1, pk − 1) and T k − 1 = LN . For
Q ∈ G2 and P ∈ G1 the ate pairing is defined as [HSV06]:
eT : (Q, P )L = fT,Q (P )c(p

k

−1)/N

,

Pk−1
where c = i=0 T k−1−i pi ≡ kpk−1 mod r. The ate pairing is a bilinear, nondegenerate pairing if r - L. What should be noted here is the change in arguments. The point over the extension field has become the first argument.
k
In practice, the reduced ate pairing: fT,Q (P )(p −1)/r is preferred.
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The Miller Loop for the ate Pairing. The length of the Miller loop of the
ate pairing depends on the size of the trace of the Frobenius, t, rather than on
the size of the subgroup r. Thus, if ω = log r/ log |t| is greater than one for
a particular family of elliptic curves whose code needs to be generated, then
it is possible to compute the ate pairing faster than the Tate pairing for that
family of curves. The larger the ω, the shorter the Miller loop in the ate pairing
computation.
If the family of curves to implement presents a small trace of Frobenius, it is
referred as “ate-friendly” and one should generate code for this pairing instead
of for the Tate pairing.
3.2

The R-ate pairing

The R-ate pairing is a generalisation of the ate [HSV06] and atei [ZZH07] pairings improving its computation efficiency [LLP08]. The computation uses two
short Miller loops, together they are shorter than the loop required in a typical
application of the ate pairing.
The definition of the R-ate pairing for A = aB + b where A, B, a, b, ∈ Z is as
follows [LLP08]:
eA,B (P, Q) = fa,BP (Q) × fb,P (Q) × GaBP,bP (Q).
Generally this definition does not always give a bilinear and non-degenerate
pairing. With a careful choice of pairs A and B, one can have the desired properties of the pairing function. For efficiency, one looks for the shortest non-trivial
combination of A and B.
In [LLP08, Algorithm 2], the definition dictates three Miller loops, computed
separately, with a shared final exponentiation calculated at the end of the whole
computation. The length of one of the Miller loops is the ratio of the loop length
of the A and B functions, hence the name: R-ate.
From the atei pairing it is known that Ti ≡ pi mod r [ZZH07]. From the Rate pairing definition: A = aB + b. Then, Ti = aTj + b, where A = Ti , B = Tj ,
and Tj ≡ pj mod r. [LLP08]
The Ti -Tj combinations can be calculated and their properties verified. There
are k possible polynomials to combine for the Ti ’s construction, however not all
of them are useful.
To evaluate the R-ate pairing, the generic algorithm shown in the Lee, Lee
and Park paper can be used. Then, the overall shortest Miller loop can be constructed.
The three (two) Miller loop calls are:
M (Q, P, m2 )

(1)

M (m2 Q, P, c)

(2)

M (Q, P, d)

(3)
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where the parameters for these Miller function calls are as follows:
–
–
–
–

m1 ← max{a, b};
m2 ← min{a, b};
1
c ← [m
m2 ];
d ← m1 − c · m2 .

If an A-B pair is chosen such that the parameters are close to each other,
then the ratio can be one (or close to), leaving a Miller loop that does not require
execution as the result will be known in advance 1 . The other two function calls
can be embedded inside each other to use a partial result from the computation
[DPKS, Listing 15].
On the another hand, if the chosen parameters have a high ratio, some speed
improvement is still possible (in some environments), as some of the intermediate
values of the R-ate pairing can be computed in parallel. This is not always
possible for all of the families of pairing-friendly curves and still a smaller ratio
may beat a longer but distributed loops. At the moment, the authors have not
been able find a family of curves for which the Ti − Tj combinations suggest that
it is necessary to compute 2 parallel Miller loops instead of one short loop. 2 .
For example, we examine the case of the KSS curves with embedding degree
k = 18 [KSS08] using table 1:
Miller-length in iterations
#
a
b
loops Ham m2 c
1
3
x
23
4
0 23
2
2 5/7x 1/7x
47
6 24 23
3 8/7x 3/7x2 48
7 25 23
4 3/7x 2/7x2 48
4 24 24
2
2
5 5/49x 3/49x 47
5 47 0
6 5/49x2 8/49x2 48
2 48 0
7 5/14x 3/14x2 47
6 23 24
2
2
8 8/49x 3/49x 47
5 47 0
9 4/7x 1/7x2 47
6 24 23
10 3/7x 2/7x 23
4 23 0
11 2/7x 3/7x 23
4 23 0
12 3/14x 1/14x2 46
8 23 23
13 8/49x2 5/49x2 48
2 48 0
14 3/49x2 8/49x2 47
5 47 0
2
2
15 3/49x 5/49x 47
5 47 0
Table 1. KSS: k = 18 Curves A,B parameters

1
2

f ← 1 if the number of loops < 4
If the third Miller loop needs to be embedded into the first one, it means that we
need the second Miller loop, otherwise the first loop is not needed
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The first and second columns give the a and b parameters from Ti = aTj + b.
The ‘loops’ column presents the total number of loops necessary for the Rate pairing computation. The columns ‘m2 ’ and ‘c’ represent the parameters of
the Miller loop (as given in formulae 1 and 2). The column ‘Ham’ shows the
Hamming-weight of the Miller loops for an equivalent security level of 128.
The required number of loops for row 12 should be 46, as 2 Miller loops of
length 23 need to be executed. On the another hand, it is possible to execute
the Miller loops simultaneously as separate process and the total length would
be 23. We see in Table 1 that for the illustrated example above, there are several
A-B pairs: row 1,10, and 11, which already have the shortest Miller loop length.
These are the recommended parameters.
As mentioned before, other families of pairing-friendly elliptic curves may
present favourable ratios and this feature can be exploited. Generating code for
parallel computation would be left as a future option.
3.3

Choosing the R-ate pairing parameters

Choosing the length parameters of the R-ate pairings is an easy task that requires
the p(x) and r(x) parameters of the desired curve, see Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Generate the Ti − Tj combinations
for i = 0 to k − 1 do
Polyi ← pi mod r
 Discard Polyi ∈ [1,-1]
for j = i + 1 to k − 1 do
 Discard Polyj ∈ [1,-1]
 Discard negative A,B components
 Discard trivial combinations
Polyi
Ai ← [ Poly
]
j
Bi ← Polyi mod Polyj
Ti ← i
Tj ← j
end for
end for

Once the polynomials are generated, it is necessary to verify the bilinearity
and non-degeneracy properties of the R-ate pairing parameters.
It is possible to generate the code and embed the desired Miller loops.

4

Addition chains

One of the hard parts of the pairing calculation that requires specific optimisation for the Tate and similar pairing functions is the so-called “final exponentiation” performed after the Miller loop. This exponentiation is to the power
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of (pk − 1)/r in Fpk . This exponentiation can be simplified using multiplication
and squaring operations using addition chains, making the calculation faster by
reusing intermediate values of the computation.
Definition 1. An addition chain for a given number e is a sequence U =
(u0 , u1 , u2 , . . . , ul ) such that u0 = 1,ul = e and uk = ui + uj for some i, j
with 0 ≤ i ≤ j < k ≤ l.
Finding a minimal addition chain for a given positive integer is an NPcomplete problem [DLS81]. It is clear that a short addition chain for a exponent e gives a fast algorithm to compute f e mod (pk ), if ak = ai + aj then
f uk = f ui × f uj [CCRHC08]. There are special cases where the shortest addition chain, however, is not the fastest. Details will be covered in Section 5.
Definition 2. Given a list of integers Γ = {v1 , .., vl } where vl ≥ vi ∀i = 1, .., l −
1, an addition sequence for Γ is an addition chain for vl containing all elements
of Γ .
A multi-addition-chain is a generalisation of the concept of the addition
chains, which can be used to solve the final exponentiation, as will be seen in
Section 5. It is a minimal sequence of powers that should be computed sharing
some elements. In a multi-addition-chain, the necessary coefficients can be arranged into a so called proto-sequence, an addition-chain, which does not form a
sequence. The elements of this proto-sequence are the coefficients of the exponent
in polynomial form.
To automate the multi-addition-chain code generation we modify the CruzCortéz et al. method [CCRHC08] which is designed to generate a simple additionchain for the RSA method, based on a modification of the Bos and Coster [BC89]
method, using “Artificial Immune Systems”, and constructing the code using
vectorial addition chains as in Olivos [Oli81].
Constructing optimal addition-chains is an NP-complete problem, therefore
we propose to limit the search for a reduced number of improvements against the
original sequence and let the user decide if he wants to continue finding better
solutions.
Algorithm 2 finds several candidates for an addition chain. Each candidate
is shorter than the previous. After a user defined number of generations in the
algorithm the smallest chain is presented. All the previous best candidates are
stored. A discussion on the importance of storing these chains is extended in the
following sections.
The algorithm executes for M generations, as specified by the user, and it
will try to reduce elements from S, the first sequence created from the protosequence C containing the coefficients of the polynomial representation of the
final exponentiation (pk − 1)/r.
The “hypermutation” function is basically a modification of the Cruz-Cortéz
et al. method [CCRHC08]. In this case, the elements of the proto-sequence need
to be included, the only modification is to take care not to remove them during
the mutation process.
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Algorithm 2 Construct the multi-addition chain
Input: C the proto-sequence, S an unoptimized full sequence of C, M the random
number of generations to mutate,
Algorithm
W ← M clones of S
G ← number of elements that are solved
Init avg
Init smallest
stop ← #elements expecting to reduce
for i ← 1 to M do
for j ← 1 to G do
if #W [j] ≥ avg then
W [j] ← hypermutation(W [j],1,C)
else
W [j] ← hypermutation(W [j],0,C)
end if
 Eliminate unused elements
 Create elements that are not solved
end for
 Get the new avg
 Detect the smallest of this generation
if smallest-here < smallest-ever then
smallest-ever ← smallest-here
end if
if #S − #smallest-here = stop then
return smallest
end if
end for
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Using the approximation method, it is possible to create an unoptimised full
sequence.
Using this algorithm, for the KSS curves with k = 8, after a few generations
the following addition chain results:
{1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15, 25, 26, 28, 30, 55, 60, 75, 80, 100, 108, 134, 144}
which is 2 elements shorter than the initial sequence and identical in size to the
Scott et al. [SBC+ 09b] sequence.
This method can not only be applied to the final exponentiation problem,
but can also be used to improve the fast hashing to G2 problem.

5

Final exponentiation

One of the most expensive operations in the pairing computation is the final
exponentiation by (pk − 1)/r, required in the computation of the Tate, ate and
R-ate pairings. This process eliminates the r-th powers and facilitates obtaining
the r-th roots of unity. The resulting value is unitary. In [SBC+ 09b] the authors
suggest exploiting the parametrisation of the curve, the Frobenius exponentiation, and the use of the multi-addition-chain method to avoid the use of any
multi-exponentiation technique.
To exploit the parametrisation of the elliptic curve, Devegili et al. [DSD07]
observed that if the exponent (pk − 1) is appropriately factored, then one can
perform the “easy part” of the exponentiation using the Frobenius and then
perform the “hard part” separately.
k
The idea is to separate the exponent into 3 pieces: (pk − 1)/r ⇒ (p 2 + 1) ·
k
(p 2 − 1)/Φk (p) · (Φk (p))/r. The first 2 parts can be easily executed as described
and for the rest one can use the Scott et al. method. [SBC+ 09b]
This. method unfortunately requires finding a multi-addition-chain. In their
paper they used manual search and some minor computation for their examples
curves. They also mentioned that in some circumstances doubling may be faster
than addition, but they did not specify any criterion and left that as an open
problem.
It is possible to generate the optimal code for the final exponentiation preferring a doubling to an addition when possible and still have a faster code than
any previous multi-exponentiation technique. Using this code only a few simple
exponentiations, which can be precomputed, and some extra multiplications and
squarings need to be computed.
As a short addition chain may generate more additions than doublings, one
may prefer a longer chain if it contains more doublings than additions. In some
scenarios, the field arithmetic, due to its structure, may bring slower doublings
and the compiler will need to check which addition chain is faster.
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5.1

Constructing the optimised final exponentiation code

To construct the code, use Algorithm 3, a modification of [SBC+ 09b, Algorithm
2] with the addition of pseudo-code for detecting the “awkward” denominator
mentioned in their paper.
Algorithm 3 Improved algorithm for generating the final exponentiation code.
Require: k, p(x), t(x), and c(x) : embedding degree k and polynomials p(x), t(x)
parametrising the field size, trace, respectively.
Ensure:
1: m ← deg(Φ(k))
2: h ← Φk (p(x))/r(x) //the hard exponent
3: g0 ← h
4: ♦ Express gi to the base p(x), using m as a max degree
5: ♦ Get the “awkward” denominator, if any
6: awk ← 1
7: for i = 0 to #g do
8:
for j = 0 to #Coefficients(gi ) do
9:
b ←Denominator(Coefficients(gi )[j])
10:
if awk 6= b then
11:
if (Gcd(awk, b) == awk) or (Gcd(awk, b) == b) then
12:
awk ←Max(awk, b)
13:
else
14:
awk ← awk · b
15:
end if
16:
end if
17:
end for
18: end for
19: ♦ Get rid of the ‘awkward’ denominator
20: ♦ Use the multi-addition-chain method.

Example 1. Using the KSS curves with embedding degree k = 8 [KSS08], one of
the multi-addition-chains generated using Algorithm 2 is as follows:
{1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15, 25, 26, 28, 30, 55, 70, 75, 80, 100, 108, 140, 144}.
The final code is given in Listing 1. The code shown is C++ code, it must be
read from left-to-right and top-to-bottom. In this case, it is arranged in columns
for presentation purposes.
Once the addition-chain is generated, a polynomial decomposition λi of the
final exponentiation is required. See [SBC+ 09b] for more details. Every element
in the λi with the same coefficient is precomputed into a yi register.
The automatic tool needs to match the xi elements from the code with the
corresponding yi from this decomposition. The resulting code is included as a
function for this computation.
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Listing 1. Code for the final exponentiation k = 8
t0=x2;
t5=(A)ˆ2;
t2=x8*A;
t1=t1*x3;
t1=t3*x10;
t1=t1*x13;
t3=t2*x7;
t3=t3*x0;
t1=t1*t4;
t1=t1*t4;
t2=t2*A;
t0=(t0)ˆ2;
t0=t0*t1;

A=x15;
A=x14;
t3=x11*x13;
t3=t4*t5;
t4=t3*x6;
t3=(t3)ˆ2;
t2=t2*x1;
t4=t1*t4;
t4=t4*t5;
A=x4;
t0=t1*t0;
t0=t0*t2;

t0=t0*A;
t1=x12*A;
t4=t3*t1;
t5=t1*t4;
t3=t1*x9;
t4=t3*t4;
t1=t3*t1;
t1=t1*x5;
t1=(t1)ˆ2;
t1=t1*A;
t1=t1*t3;
t0=(t0)ˆ2;

The hard part of the final exponentiation computation would require 28 extra
multiplications, and 5 extra squarings.
Example 2. Using the KSS curves with embedding degree k = 18 [KSS08], one
of the multi-addition-chains generated using Algorithm 2 is as follows:
{1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 14, 15, 21, 25, 35, 49, 54, 60, 62, 70, 87, 98, 112, 224, 245, 259,
273, 319, 336, 343, 434, 448, 450, 581, 609, 686, 784, 931, 980, 1372, 1407,
1911, 2695, 3822, 4802, 6517}
In this case, the generated code requires an additional 59 multiplications, and
10 extra squarings which is competitive with [SBC+ 09b]: 56 multiplications, and
14 squarings.

6

Fast hashing to G2

Implementing identity-based protocols using ordinary pairing-friendly elliptic
curves requires two groups, at least one of which is to be of order r. After
hashing an identity to a general point, a scalar multiplication of this point by
the cofactor of the particular curve is required. If G1 is required to be of order
r, the operation is quite simple, indeed trivial for families of curves with ρ-value
equal to 1.
If G2 is required to be of order r, the operation becomes much more complex. Thanks to the use of a twisted curve, the operation cost is not exorbitant,
but still need to be addressed. In [SBC+ 09a] Scott et al. suggest an algorithm
which make use of some identities for enabling the implementer to use the cheap
Frobenius endomorphism. In part though, it is necessary to apply the addition
chain method.
As their method requires only the parameters of the curve it is possible to use
the same approach as in Section 4. For this case, the addition sequence generated
will be used to obtain addition and doubling operations on points. This can be
done since the operation is to accelerate a scalar-point multiplication and not
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an exponentiation as described in Section 5. Once the addition chain has been
obtained, it is easy to generate the code for the cofactor operations.
6.1

Constructing the fast hashing to G2 code

Algorithm 4, is a modified version from [SBC+ 09a, Algorithm 2]. It contains
pseudo-code for detecting the ‘awkward’ denominator. For further details, please
refer to the paper.
Algorithm 4 Improved reduction of the cofactor c(x) to base ψ(·).
Require: k, p(x), t(x), and c(x) : embedding degree k and polynomials p(x), t(x), c(x)
parametrising the field size, trace, and G2 cofactor of a pairing-friendly elliptic
curve, respectively.
Ensure: g0 (x), g1 (x).....gϕ(k)−1 (x): deg gi (x) < deg p(x) will be coefficients of a base
ψ(·) representation of the cofactor c(x).
1: f ← bdeg(c(x))/ deg(p(x))c
2: ♦ First express c(x) to the base p
3: ♦ Get the awkward denominator, if any
4: awk ← 1
5: for i = 0 to #g do
6:
for j = 0 to #Coefficients(gi ) do
7:
b ←Denominator(Coefficients(gi )[j])
8:
if awk 6= b then
9:
if (Gcd(awk, b) == awk) or (Gcd(awk, b) == b) then
10:
awk ←Max(awk, b)
11:
else
12:
awk ← awk · b
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
end for
16: end for
17: ♦ Get rid of the ‘awkward’ denominator
18: ♦ Make first pass to determine the coefficients gi of c(x) to the base ψ(·): [p]Q =
[t]ψ(Q) − ψ 2 (Q).
19: ♦ Make a second pass to finally force all coefficients to have degree ≤ p
20: ♦ Exploit equation Φk (ψ)(Q) = (O)
21: ♦ Use multi-addition-chain method.

Example 3. For KSS curves with embedding degree k = 8 [KSS08], one possible
addition chain is:
{1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 11, 14, 15, 25, 30, 36, 50, 65, 75}.
Proceeding as in Section 5, the generated code requires 18 additions, and 5
doublings.
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These results are equivalent to those obtained by Scott et al. [SBC+ 09a]. See
Listing 2 for a sample of generated code.
Listing 2. Code for fast hashing to G2 , KSS curves: k = 8
t0=x8;
t1=x5;
t0=t0+B;
t0=2*t0;
t1=x6+A;
t1=t2+t0;
t1=t1+x3;
t2=t1+A;
t2=t2+x1;
t0=2*t0;

B=x10;
t1=t1+B;
t2=x4;
t0=t0+t1;
t1=2*t1;
t3=t2+x0;
t1=t1+t0;
t1=t1+t3;
t0=2*t0;
t0=t0+t1;

t0=t0+B;
B=x9;
t2=t2+B;
A=x7;
t2=t1+t2;
t1=2*t1;
t0=t0+x2;
t0=t2+t0;
t0=t0+t2;

Running this code, after associating the xi ’s with the corresponding gi ’s from
the cofactor reduction, a random point in G2 on E 0 (Fp2 ) of order r is stored at
t0.
Example 4. For KSS curves with embedding degree k = 18 [KSS08], one possible
addition chain is:
{1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 13, 18, 26, 28, 38, 44, 70, 83, 88, 98, 176, 189, 196, 240, 245, 323, 343,
381, 392, 686, 784, 867, 1029, 1218, 1568, 1656, 1911, 2058, 4116, 5145, 5772, 5774}.
In this case, the multi-addition-chain is longer than previous results [SBC+ 09a],
however, it would require 45 extra additions, 13 doublings versus 51 additions
and 5 doublings.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, algorithms for creating an automatic cryptographic compiler for
the generation of optimised pairing functions that can be used by protocol implementers are described.
For the cryptographic pairing function selection, as an implementer one may
be tempted to considerer only, for instance, the examples of the R-ate pairing
paper [LLP08], which cover some useful security levels. For higher security levels
it may be may preferred to use another family of curves, for which there may
not be enough examples or they may not be optimised.
The parameters for the pairing function vary between families of curves, so it
is necessary to evaluate them case-by-case as some of them may present not competitive Miller loop lengths for a particular pairing function. Our cryptographic
compiler gives the correct parameterisation and code for the pairing functions.
As we mentioned before, our compiler works best for curves with embedding
degree k of the form k = 2i · 3j , where i > 0 and j ≥ 0. Other curves will require
additional work.
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One of the problems to solve during this research was how to automate
the multi-addition-chain generation, which is an NP-complete problem. We presented a method that can achieve competitive results against constructions by
hand. The generated output should be good enough to be used for implementation. Some users may prefer to input their own sequence if it is better.

8

Future work

Having an environment which is appropriate for parallel computation, it should
be possible to find an elliptic curve whose R-ate parameters suggest it is better
to use parallel computation. This was left as a future option in the compiler.
One open problem is to determine if it is possible to create faster code with
the multi-addition-chain algorithm using more methods for the sequence construction and if giving priority to one algorithm or another is faster than choosing them at random. It would be possible to modify the algorithm of interest
for multi-addition-chains and to use different randomisation algorithms, such as
stochastic methods or token based methods.
Generating code for additional pairing functions can be tested to see if one
particular function can be faster than another for the chosen family of curves. In
this research the authors considered only the Tate, ate, and the R-ate pairing.
More pairings could be generated.
Another open problem is the automatic generation of code for optimal extension field arithmetic. This compiler will generate pairing functions that rely on
existing libraries. Generally, the towering method is used for implementing the
extension fields. Not only choosing an optimal method for towering is required,
but also the fields constructing the tower are required to be optimal.
For example, for the BN curves a sextic twist defined over the field Fp2
would be used, for which the arithmetic is already implemented. If required, for
example, k = 24, a sextic twist would also apply, but preferrably implemented
using quadratic and cubic tower extensions, such as: Fp2 → Fp4 → Fp12 → Fp24 ,
needing at least optimal Fp4 arithmetic. It is not known, however, if Fp2 →
Fp4 → Fp8 → Fp24 is better. This depends perhaps on the preferred compression
method for the E(Fpk ) operations.

9
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Abstract. In this paper we describe a high-speed software implementation of the ηT pairing over
binary supersingular curves at the 128-bit security level. This implementation explores two types
of parallelism found in modern multi-core platforms: vector instructions and multiprocessing. We
first introduce novel techniques for implementing arithmetic in binary fields with vector instructions. We then devise a new parallelization of Miller’s Algorithm to compute bilinear pairings.
This parallelization provides an algorithm for pairing computation without increasing storage
costs significantly. The combination of these acceleration techniques produce serial timings at
least 24% faster and parallel timings 66% faster than the best previous result in an Intel Core
platform, establishing a new state-of-the-art implementation of this pairing instantiation in this
platform.

1

Introduction

The computation of bilinear pairings is the most expensive operation in pairing-based cryptography,
specially for high levels of security. For this reason, implementations must employ all the resources
found in the target platform to obtain maximum efficiency. A resource being increasingly introduced
in computing platforms is parallelism, in the form of vector instructions (data parallelism) and multiprocessing (task parallelism). This trend is observed even in the embedded space, with proposals of
resource-constrained multi-core architectures for sensoring devices [1] and vector instruction sets for
multimedia processing in portable devices [2].
This work describes a high-performance implementation of the ηT pairing [3] over binary supersingular curves at the 128-bit security level which employs these two forms of parallelism in a very
efficient way. The target platform is the Intel Core [4] architecture, the most popular 64-bit computing
platform. Our main contributions are:
– Novel techniques for implementing arithmetic in binary fields: we explore powerful SIMD instructions to accelerate arithmetic in binary fields. We focus on the SSE family of vector instructions,
but the same techniques can be employed with other SIMD instruction sets such as Altivec [5] and
the upcoming SSE5 [6];
– Parallelization of Miller’s Algorithm to compute bilinear pairings: we develop a simple algorithm for
parallel pairing computation which does not increase storage costs. Our parallelization is completely
independent of the underlying pairing instantiation, allowing a parallel implementation to reach
scalability in a variable number of processors unrelated to the pairing mathematical definition.
This parallelization provides good scalability in fields of small characteristic;
– Static load balancing technique: we present a simple technique to balance the costs of parallel
pairing computation between the available processing units. The technique is successfully applied
for latency minimization, but its flexibility allows the implementation to determine controlled
non-optimal partitions of the algorithm;
– Experimental results: speedups of parallel implementations over serial implementations are estimated and experimentally verified for platforms up to 8 processors. We also obtain an approximation of the performance up to 32 processing units and compare our serial and parallel execution
times with the current state-of-the-art implementations with the same parameters.
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The results of this work can improve serial and parallel implementations of pairings. The parallelization may be important to reduce the latency of pairing computation in two scenarios: (i) desktopclass processors running real-time applications with strict response time requirements; (ii) embedded
multiprocessor architectures with weak processing units. The availability of parallel algorithms for application in the second scenario is suggested as an open problem by [7] and [8]. Our features of flexible
load balancing and small storage overhead are critical for this scenario, because they can support static
scheduling schemes for compromises between pairing computation time and power consumption; and
memory capacity is commonly restricted in embedded devices.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents target platform characteristics and the techniques employed for efficient binary field arithmetic along with finite field implementation timings.
Section 3 presents some parallel approaches for pairing computation already proposed in the literature and develops a novel approach for parallel pairing computation. This parallelization is applied to
the ηT setting and resulting speedups are estimated and experimentally verified. Section 4 discusses
experimental results and comparison with related work. The final section concludes the paper.

2

Finite field arithmetic

In this section we will represent the elements of F2m using a polynomial basis. Let f (z) be an irreducible
binary polynomial of degree m.PThe elements of F2m are the binary polynomials of degree at most
m−1
m − 1. A field element a(z) = i=0 ai z i is associated with the binary vector a = (am−1 , . . . , a1 , a0 )
of length m. In a software implementation, these bit coefficients are packed and stored in an array
(a[0], . . . , a[n − 1]) of n W -bit words, where W is the word size of the processor. For simplicity, we
assume that n is always even.
2.1

Vector instruction sets

Vector instructions, also called SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) because they operate in
several data objects simultaneously, are widely supported in recent families of processor architectures.
The number, functionality and efficiency of these instructions have been improved with each new
generation of processors, and natural applications include multimedia processing, scientific applications
or any software with high arithmetic density. Some well-known SIMD instruction sets are the Intel
MMX [9] and SSE [10] families, the Altivec extensions introduced by Apple and IBM in the Power
architecture specification [5] and AMD’s 3DNow [11]. Instruction sets supported by current technology
are restricted to 128-bit registers and provide simple orthogonal operations across 8, 16, 32 or 64-bit
data units stored inside these registers, but future extensions such as Intel AVX and AMD SSE5 [6] will
support 256-bits registers with the added inclusion of a heavily-anticipated carry-less multiplier [12].
The Intel Core microarchitecture is equipped with several vector instruction sets which operate
in 16 architectural 128-bit registers. A small subset of these instructions can be used to implement
binary field arithmetic, some found in the Streaming SIMD Extensions 2 (SSE2) and others in the
Supplementary SSE3 instructions (SSSE3). The SSE2 instruction set is also supported by the recent
VIA Nano processors, AMD processors since the K8 family and Intel processors since the Pentium 4.
A non-exhaustive list of SSE2 instructions relevant for our work is given below. Each instruction
described will be referred in the actual descriptions of algorithms by the short mnemonic which follows
the instruction opcode:
– MOVDQU/MOVDQA (load /store): implements load/store between unaligned/aligned memory addresses
and registers. In our implementation, all allocated memory is stored in 128-bit aligned base addresses so that the faster MOVDQA instruction can always be used.
– PSLLQ/PSRLQ (-8 , -8 ): implements bitwise left/right shifts of a pair of 64-bit integers while
shifting in zero bits. This instruction does not propagate bits from the lower 64-bit integer to the
higher 64-bit integer, thus additional shifts and additions are required to implement bitwise shifts
of 128-bit values.
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– PSLLDQ/PRLLDQ (8 , 8 ): implements byte-wise left/right shifts of a 128-bit register. Since this
instruction propagates bytes from the lower half to the higher half of a 128-bit register, this
instruction is preferred over the previous one when the shift amount is a multiple of 8. Thus shifts
by multiples of 8 bits should be used whenever possible. The latency of this instruction is 2 cycles
in the first generation of Core 2 Conroe/Merom (65nm) processors and 1 cycle in the more recent
Penryn/Wolfdale (45nm) microarchitecture.
– PXOR/PAND/POR (⊕, ∧, ∨): implements bitwise XOR/AND/OR of two 128-bit registers. These instructions have a high throughput, reaching 3 instructions per cycle when the operands are registers
and there are no dependencies between consecutive operations.
– PUNPCKLBW/PUNPCKHBW (interlo/interhi ): interleaves the lower/higher bytes in a register with the
lower/higher bytes of another register.
We also find application for two powerful but often-missed SSSE3 instructions:
– PALIGNR (C): takes registers ra and rb , concatenate their values, and pull out a 128-bit section
from an offset given by a constant immediate; in other words, implements a right byte-wise shift
with propagation of shifted out bytes from ra to rb . This instruction can be used to implement a
left shift by s bytes with the immediate (16 − s).
– PSHUFB (lookup or shuffle depending on functionality): takes registers of bytes ra = a0 , a1 , . . . , a16
and rb = b0 , b1 , . . . , b16 and replaces ra with the permutation ab0 , ab1 , . . . , ab16 ; except that it
replaces ai with zero if the most significant bit of bi is set. A powerful use of this instruction is to
perform 16 simultaneous lookups in a 16-byte lookup table. This can be easily done by storing the
lookup table in ra and the lookup indexes in rb . Intel introduced a specific Super Shuffle Engine
in the latest microarchitecture to reduce the latency of this instruction from 3 cycles to 1 cycle.
Alternate vector instruction sets present functional analogues of these instructions. In particular,
the PSHUFB permutation instruction is implemented as VPERM in Altivec and as PPERM in SSE5, although the PPERM instruction is reportedly more powerful as it can also operate at bit level. SIMD
instructions are critical for the performance of binary field arithmetic and can be easily accessed with
compiler intrinsics. In the remainder of this section, the optimization techniques applied during the
implementation of each field operation are detailed. We will describe algorithms in terms of vector
operations using the mnemonics defined above so that algorithms can be easily transcribed to other
target platforms. Specific instruction choices based on latency or functionality will be focused on the
SSE family.
2.2

Squaring

Pm−1
Since the square of a finite field element a(z) ∈ F2m is given by a(z)2 = i=0 ai z 2i = am−1 z 2m−2 +
· · · + a2 z 4 + a1 z 2 + a0 , the binary representation of a(z)2 can be computed by inserting a zero bit
between each pair of consecutive bits on the binary representation of a(z). This operation can be
accelerated by introducing a 16-byte lookup table, as shown by Algorithm 1 [13]. In 64-bit processors,
we can process a in groups of 8 bits with a bigger lookup table of 256 16-bit entries.
This method can be improved further if the table lookups can be executed simultaneously. This way,
squaring can be implemented mainly in terms of permutation instructions which convert groups of 4
bits (nibbles) to the corresponding expanded bytes. The proposed optimization is shown in Algorithm
2. The algorithm receives a field element a stored in a vector of n 64-bit words (or n2 128-bit values)
and expands the input into a double-precision vector t which can be reduced modulo f (z). At each
iteration of this algorithm, a 128-bit value a[2i] is loaded from memory and separated by a bit mask
into two registers containing the low nibbles (aL ) and the high nibbles (aH ). Each group of nibbles is
then expanded from 4 bits to 8 bits by a parallel table lookup. The proper order of bytes is restored
by interleaving instructions which pick alternately the lower or higher bytes of aL or aH to form two
consecutive 128-bit (t[2i], t[2i + 1]) values produced as the result.
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Algorithm 1 Squaring in F2m .
Input: a(z) = a[0..n − 1].
Output: c(z) = c[0..n − 1] = a(z)2 mod f (z).
1: For each 4-bit u, compute T [u] = (0, u3 , 0, u2 , 0, u1 , 0, u0 ).
2: for i ← 0 to n − 1 do
3:
cL ← 0, cH ← 0
4:
for j ← W − 8 downto 0 by 8 do
5:
cL ← cL ∨ (T [(a[i]  2j ) ∧ 0x0F]  j)
6:
cH ← cH ∨ (T [(a[i]  W2+j ) ∧ 0x0F]  j)
7:
end for
8:
c[2i] ← cL , c[2i + 1] ← cH
9: end for
10: return c mod f (z)

Algorithm 2 Proposed optimization for the implementation of squaring in F2m .
Input: a(z) = a[0..n − 1].
Output: c(z) = c[0..n − 1] = a(z)2 mod f (z).
1: . Store in table the squares u(z)2 of all 4-bit polynomials u(z).
2: table ← 0x5554515045444140,0x1514111005040100
3: mask ← 0x0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F,0x0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F
4: for i ← 0 to n2 − 1 do
5:
a0 ←load (a[2i])
6:
aL ← a0 ∧ mask
7:
aL ←lookup(table, aL )
8:
aH ← a0 -8 4
9:
aH ← aH ∧ mask
10:
aH ←lookup(table, aH )
11:
t[2i] ←store(interlo(aL , aH ))
12:
t[2i + 1] ←store(interhi(aL , aH ))
13: end for
14: return c = t mod f (z)

2.3

Square root

Given an element a(z) ∈ F2m , the√field element c(z) such that c(z)2 = a(z) mod f (z) can be computed
by the expression c(z) = aeven + z · aodd mod f (z), where aeven represents the concatenation
of even
√
coefficients of a(z), aodd represents the concatenation of odd coefficients of a(z) and z is a constant
depending on the irreducible polynomial f (z) [14]. When f (z) is a suitable trinomial f (z) = z m +z t +1
√
√
m+1
t+1
with odd exponents m, t, z has the sparse form z = z 2 +z 2 and multiplication by this constant
can be computed with shifts and additions only.
This algorithm can also be efficiently implemented with simultaneous table lookups. Algorithm 3
presents our implementation of this method with vector instructions. The algorithm processes 128 bits
of a in each iteration and progressively separates the coefficients of a[2i] in even or odd coefficients.
First, a permutation mask is used to divide a[2i] in bytes of odd index and bytes of even index. The
bytes with even indexes are stored in the lower 64-bit part of a0 and the bytes with odd indexes
are stored in the higher 64-bit part of a0 . The high and low nibbles of a0 are then divided into aL
and aH and additional lookup tables are applied to further separate the bits of aL and aH into bits
with odd and even indexes. At the end of the 128-bit section, a0 stores the interleaving of odd and
even coefficients of a packed into groups of 4 bits. The remaining instructions in the 128-bit sections
√
separate the even and odd coefficients into u and v, which can be reordered and multiplied by z
inside the 64-bit section. We implement these final steps in 64-bit mode to avoid expensive shifts in
128-bit registers.
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Algorithm 3 Proposed optimization for the implementation of square root in F2m .
Input: a(z) = a[0..n − 1], exponents m and t of trinomial f (z).
1
Output: c(z) = c[0..n − 1] = a(z) 2 mod f (z).
1: . Permutation mask to divide a 128-bit value in bytes with odd and even indexes.
2: perm ← 0x0F0D0B0907050301,0x0E0C0A0806040200
3: . Lookup table to separate a low nibble in bits with odd and even indexes.
4: sqrtL ← 0x3332232231302120,0x1312030211100100
5: . Lookup table to separate a high nibble in bits with odd and even indexes (sqrtL  2).
6: sqrtH ← 0xCCC88C88C4C08480,0x4C480C0844400400
7: . Bit masks to isolate bytes in lower or higher nibbles.
8: maskL ← 0x0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F,0x0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F
9: maskH ← 0xF0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0,0xF0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0
10: c[0 . . . n − 1] ← 0
11: h ← n+1
, l ← t+1
, s1 ← m+1
mod 64, s2 ← t+1
mod 64
2
128
2
2
12: for i ← 0 to n2 − 1 do
13:
a0 ←load (a[2i])
14:
a0 ←shuffle(a0 , perm)
15:
aL ← a0 ∧ maskL
16:
aH ← a0 ∧ maskH
17:
aH ← aH -8 4
18:
aL ←lookup(sqrtL , aL )
19:
aH ←lookup(sqrtH , aH )
20:
a0 ← aL ∨ aH
21:
aL ← a0 ∧ maskL , aH ← a0 ∧ maskH
22:
u ← store(aL ), v ← store(aH )
23:
. From now on, operate in 64-bit registers.
24:
aeven ← u[0] ∨ u[1]  4
25:
aodd ← v[1] ∨ v[0]  4
26:
c[i] ← c[i] ⊕ aeven
27:
c[i + h − 1] ← c[h + i − 1] ⊕ (aodd  s1 )
28:
c[i + h] ← c[h + i] ⊕ (aodd  (64 − s1 ))
29:
c[i + l] ← c[i + l] ⊕ (aodd  s2 )
30:
c[i + l + 1] ← c[i + l + 1] ⊕ (aodd  (64 − s2 ))
31: end for
32: return c

2.4

Multiplication

Two different strategies are commonly considered for the implementation of multiplication in F2m .
The first one consists in applying the Karatsuba-Ofman algorithm [15] to divide the multiplication
in sub-problems and solve each problem independently by the following formula [13] (with a(z) =
A1 z dm/2e + A0 and b(z) = B1 z dm/2e + B0 ):
c(z) = a(z) · b(z) = A1 B1 z m + [(A1 + A0 )(B1 + B0 ) + A1 B1 + A0 B0 ]z dm/2e + A0 B0 .
The second one consists in applying a direct algorithm like the comb method (Algorithm 4) proposed by López and Dahab in [16]. This algorithm is commonly instantiated with t = 4 so that the
precomputed table T has 16 rows.
Conventionally, the series of additions involved in the LD multiplication are implemented through
additions over sub parts of a double-precision vector. In order to reduce the number of memory accesses
during these additions, we employ n registers. These registers simulate the series of memory additions
by accumulating consecutive writes, allowing the implementation to reach maximum XOR throughput.
We also employ an additional table T1 analogue to T0 which stores u(z) · (b(z)  4) to eliminate shifts
by 4, as discussed in [16]. Recall that shifts by multiples of 8 bits are faster in the target platform.
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Algorithm 4 López-Dahab multiplication in F2m [16].
Input: a(z) = a[0..n − 1], b(z) = b[0..n − 1].
Output: c(z) = c[0..n − 1].
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Compute T0 (u) = u(z) · b(z) for all polynomials u(z) of degree lower than t.
c[0 . . . 2n − 1] ← 0
for k ← W downto 0 by 4 do
for j ← 0 to n − 1 do
Let u = (u3 , u2 , u1 , u0 ), where ut is bit (k + t) of a[j].
for i ← 0 to n − 1 do
c[i + j] ← c[i + j] ⊕ T0 (u)[i]
end for
end for
if k 6= 0 then
c ← c · z4
end if
end for
return c mod f (z)

We assume that the length of operand b[0..n − 1] is at most 64n − 7 bits; if necessary, terms of higher
degree can be processed separately at relatively low cost. The implemented LD multiplication algorithm
is shown as Algorithm 5. The element a(z) is processed in groups of 8 bits separated by intervals of
128 bits. This avoids shifts of the register vector since a 128-bit shift can be emulated by referencing
mi+1 instead of mi . The multiple precision shift by 8 bits of the register vector (C8) is implemented
with 15-byte shifts with carry propagation (C) of register pairs.

Algorithm 5 LD multiplication implemented with n 128-bit registers.
Input: a(z) = a[0..n − 1], b(z) = b[0..n − 1].
Output: c(z) = c[0..n − 1].
Note: mi denotes the vector of n2 128-bit registers (r(i−1+n/2) , . . . , ri ).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

Compute T0 (u) = u(z) · b(z), T1 (u) = u(z) · (b(z)  4) for all u(z) of degree lower than 4.
(rn−1 . . . , r0 ) ← 0
for k ← 56 downto 0 by 8 do
for j ← 1 to n − 1 by 2 do
Let u = (u3 , u2 , u1 , u0 ), where ut is bit (k + t) of a[j].
Let v = (v3 , v2 , v1 , v0 ), where vt is bit (k + t + 4) of a[j].
m(j−1)/2 ← m(j−1)/2 ⊕ T0 (u)
m(j−1)/2 ← m(j−1)/2 ⊕ T1 (v)
end for
(rn−1 . . . , r0 ) ← (rn−1 . . . , r0 ) C 8
end for
for k ← 56 downto 0 by 8 do
for j ← 0 to n − 2 by 2 do
Let u = (u3 , u2 , u1 , u0 ), where ut is bit (k + t) of a[j].
Let v = (v3 , v2 , v1 , v0 ), where vt is bit (k + t + 4) of a[j].
mj/2 ← mj/2 ⊕ T0 (u)
mj/2 ← mj/2 ⊕ T1 (v)
end for
if k > 0 then (rn−1 . . . , r0 ) ← (rn−1 . . . , r0 ) C 8
end for
return c = (rn−1 . . . , r0 ) mod f (z)
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2.5

Modular reduction

Efficient modular reduction depends on the format of the irreducible trinomial or pentanomial. In
general, it’s better to choose f (z) such that bitwise shifts amounts are multiples of 8 bits. If the nonnull coefficients of f (z) are located in the lower words of the array representation of f (z), consecutive
writes into memory can also be accumulated into registers to avoid redundant memory writes. We
illustrate these optimizations with modular reduction by f (z) = z 1223 + z 255 + 1. Algorithm 6 presents
the standard way to implement reduction by this trinomial in 64-bit mode. Algorithm 7 presents the
optimized version implemented with 128-bit registers. The algorithm receives as input a vector of n
128-bit elements and reduces this vector by accumulating four memory writes at a time in registers.
Note also that shifts by multiples of 8 bits are used whenever possible.
Algorithm 6 Fast modular reduction by f (z) = z 1223 + z 255 + 1 in 64-bit mode.
Input: c(z) = c[0..2n − 1].
Output: c(z) mod f (z) = c[0..n − 1].
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

2.6

for i ← 2n − 1 downto n do
t ← c[i]
c[i − 15] ← c[i − 15] ⊕ (t  8)
c[i − 16] ← c[i − 16] ⊕ (t  56)
c[i − 19] ← c[i − 19] ⊕ (t  7)
c[i − 20] ← c[i − 20] ⊕ (t  57)
end for
t ← c[19]  7, c[0] ← c[0] ⊕ t, t ← t  7
c[3] ← c[3] ⊕ (t  56)
c[4] ← c[4] ⊕ (t  8)
c[19] ← (c[19] ⊕ t) ∧ 0x7F
return c

Inversion

For inversion in F2m we implemented a variant of the Extended Euclidean Algorithm for polynomials [13] where the length of each temporary vector is tracked. Since this algorithm requires flexible left
shifts by arbitrary amounts, we implemented the full algorithm in 64-bit mode. Some Assembly in the
form of a compiler intrinsic was used to efficiently count the number of leading 0 bits to determine the
highest set bit.
2.7

Implementation timings

In this section, we present our timings for finite field arithmetic. We implemented arithmetic in F21223
with irreducible trinomial f (z) = z 1223 + z 255 + 1. This field is suitable for instantiations of the ηT
pairing over supersingular binary curves at the 128-bit security level [8]. The C programming language
was used in conjunction with compiler intrinsics for accessing vector instructions. The chosen compiler
was GCC version 4.1.2 because it generated the fastest code from vector intrinsics, as already observed
by [8]. The differences between our implementations in the 65nm and 45nm processors can be explained
by the lower cost of the PSLLDQ and PSHUFB instructions in the newer generation after the introduction
of the Super Shuffle Engine by Intel.
Field multiplication was implemented by a combination of one instance of Karatsuba and the LD
method depicted as Algorithm 5. Karatsuba’s splitting point was at 632 bits and the divide-andconquer steps were also implemented with vector instructions. Note that our binary field multiplier
precomputes two tables of 16 rows, while the multiplier implemented in [8] precomputes a single table.
This increase in memory consumption is negligible when compared to the total memory capacity of
the target platform.
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Algorithm 7 Proposed fast modular reduction by f (z) = z 1223 + z 255 + 1 in 128-bit mode.
Input: t(z) = t[0..n − 1] (vector of 128-bit elements).
Output: c(z) mod f (z) = c[0..n − 1].
Note: The accumulate function R(r3 , r2 , r1 , r0 , t) executes:
s ← t -8 7, r3 ← t -8 57
r3 ← r3 ⊕ (s 8 64)
r2 ← r2 ⊕ (s 8 64)
r1 ← r1 ⊕ (t 8 56)
r0 ← r0 ⊕ (t 8 72)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

r0 , r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ← 0
for i ← 19 downto 15 by 4 do
R(r3 , r2 , r1 , r0 , t[i]),
t[i − 7] ← t[i − 7] ⊕ r0
R(r0 , r3 , r2 , r1 , t[i − 1]), t[i − 8] ← t[i − 8] ⊕ r1
R(r1 , r0 , r3 , r2 , t[i − 2]), t[i − 9] ← t[i − 9] ⊕ r2
R(r2 , r1 , r0 , r3 , t[i − 3]), t[i − 10] ← t[i − 10] ⊕ r3
end for
R(r3 , r2 , r1 , r0 , t[11]), t[4] ← t[4] ⊕ r0
R(r0 , r3 , r2 , r1 , t[10]), t[3] ← t[3] ⊕ r1
t[2] ← t[2] ⊕ r2 ,
t[1] ← t[1] ⊕ r3 , t[0] ← t[0] ⊕ r0
r0 ← m[9] 8 64, r0 ← r0 -8 7,
t[0] ← t[0] ⊕ r0
r1 ← r0 8 64,
r1 ← r1 -8 63, t[1] ← t[1] ⊕ r1
r1 ← r0 -8 1,
t[2] ← t[2] ⊕ r1
for i ← 0 to 9 do
c[2i] ← store(t[i])
end for
c[19] ← c[19] ∧ 0x7F
return c

Table 1. Comparison of different software implementations of finite field arithmetic in two Intel Core 2
platforms. All timings are reported in cycles. Improvements are computed in comparison with the previous
fastest result in an Intel Core 2 65nm platform, since the related works do not present timings for field operations
in an Intel Core 2 45nm platform.
Operation
1
Implementation
a2 mod f a 2 mod f a · b mod f a−1 mod f
Hankerson et al. [8]
600
500
8200
162000
Beuchat et al. [17]
480
749
5438
–
This work (Core 2 65nm)
160
166
4030
149763
Improvement
66.7%
66.8%
25.9%
7.6%
This work (Core 2 45nm)
108
140
3785
149589

3

Pairing computation

Miller’s Algorithm for pairing computation requires a rich mathematical framework. We briefly present
some definitions and point the reader to more complete treatments of the subject presented in [18,19].
3.1

Preliminary definitions

An admissible bilinear pairing is an efficiently computable map e : G1 × G2 → GT , where G1 and G2
are additive groups of points in an elliptic curve E and GT is a related multiplicative group. Let P, Q be
r-torsion points. The computation of a bilinear pairing e(P, Q) requires the construction and evaluation
of a function fr,P such that div(fr,P ) = r(P ) − r(O) at a divisor D which is equivalent to (Q) − (O).
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Miller [20] constructs fr,P in stages by using a double-and-add method. Let gU,V : E(Fqk ) → Fqk be
the line equation through points U and V . If U = V , the line gU,V is the tangent to the curve at U . If
V = −U , the line gU is the shorthand for gU,−U . A Miller function is any function fc,P with divisor
div(fc,P ) = c(P ) − (cP ) − (c − 1)(O), c ∈ Z. The following property is true for all integers a, b ∈ Z [19,
Theorem 2]:
gaP,bP (D)
fa+b,P (D) = fa,P (D) · fb,P (D) ·
.
(1)
g(a+b)P (D)
Direct corollaries are:
(i) f1,P (D) = 1;
(ii) fa,P (D) = fa−1,P (D) ·
(iii) f2a,P (D) = fa,P (D)2 ·

g(a−1)P,P (D)
;
gaP (D)
gaP,aP (D)
g2aP (D) .

Miller’s Algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 8. It constructs and evaluates fr,P at a divisor D =
(Q + R) − (R). The work by Barreto et al. [19] later showed how to use the final exponentiation of
the Tate pairing to eliminate the denominators involved in the algorithm and to evaluate fr,P at Q
instead of the divisor D. Additional optimizations published in the literature focus on minimizing the
computational cost of the Miller loop, that is, reduce the length of r while keeping its low Hamming
weight [3,21,22].

Algorithm 8 Miller’s Algorithm [20].

Plog (r)
Input: r = i=02 ri 2i , P, Q + R, R.
Output: fr,P (D).
1: T ← P
2: f ← 1
3: for i = blog2 (r)c − 1 downto 0 do
4:
T ← 2T
g
(Q+R)g (R)
5:
f ← f 2 · gT2T,T(Q+R)gT2T
,T (R)
6:
if ri = 1 then
7:
T ←T +P
g
(Q+R)gT +P (R)
8:
f ← f · gTT ,P
+P (Q+R)gT ,P (R)
9:
end if
10: end for
11: return f

3.2

Related work

In this work, we are interested in parallel algorithms for pairing computation with no static limits on
scalability, or more precisely, algorithms in which the scalability is not restricted by the mathematical
definition of the pairing. Practical limits will always exist when: (i) the communication cost is dominant;
(ii) the cost of parallelization (divide and conquer steps) is higher than the cost of computation.
Several works already developed parallel strategies for the computation of pairings achieving mixed
results. Grabher et al. [7] analyzes two approaches: parallel extension field arithmetic and a parallel
Miller loop. Parallel extension field arithmetic gives good results, but this approach has a clear limit
on scalability. A parallel Miller loop strategy is also proposed for two processors. First, all line evaluations in Miller’s Algorithm are precomputed. Then processor 0 executes the iterations for ri = 0 and
processor 1 executes the iterations for ri = 1. Because this method heavily relies on precomputation
of the line functions for all the log2 (r) iterations of the Miller loop and because r frequently has a low
Hamming weight, this strategy results in performance losses due to unbalanced computational costs
between the processors.
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Mitsunari [23] observes that the different iterations of the algorithm can be computed in parallel if
the points T of different iterations are available and proposes a specialized version of the ηT pairing over
1i
1i
i
i
F3m for parallel execution in 2 processors. In this version, the values (xP 3 , yP 3 ) and (xQ 3 , yQ 3 )
used for line evaluation in the i-th iteration of the algorithm are precomputed and the Miller loop
iterations are divided in sets of the same size. Hence load balancing is trivially achieved. Since the cost
of cubing and cube root computation is small, this approach achieves good speedups ranging from 1.61
to 1.76 at two different security levels. However, it requires significant storage overhead, since 4( m+1
2 )
field elements must be precomputed and stored. This approach is generalized and extended in the work
by Beuchat et al. [17], where results are presented for fields of characteristic 2 and 3 at the 128-bit
security level. For characteristic 2, the speedups achieved by parallel execution reach 1.75, 2.53 and
2.57 for 2, 4, and 8 processors, respectively. For characteristic 3, the speedups reach 1.65, 2.26 and 2.79,
respectively. This parallelization represents the current state-of-the-art in parallel implementations of
cryptographic pairings.
Cesena and Avanzi [24,25] propose a novel technique to compute pairings over trace zero varieties
constructed from supersingular elliptic curves and extensions with degrees a = 3 or a = 5. This
approach allows a pairing computation to be packed in a short Miller loops by the action of the ath power of Frobenius. These loops can be implemented in parallel in a straightforward way and the
storage and parallelization overheads are small. The problem with this approach is again the scalability
limit (restricted by extension degree a). From the implementation results provided in [25], the speedup
achieved with parallel execution in 3 processors is 1.11 over a serial implementation of the ηT pairing
at the same security level.
3.3

Parallelization

In this section, a parallelization of Miller’s Algorithm is derived. This parallelization can be used to
accelerate serial pairing implementations or improve the scalability of parallel approaches restricted
by the pairing definition. This formulation is similar to the parallelization presented by [23] and [17],
but our method focuses on minimizing the number of points needed for parallel executions of different
iterations of the algorithm. This allows us to eliminate the overhead of storing 4( m+1
2 ) precomputed
field elements.
Miller’s Algorithm computes fr,P in log2 (r) iterations. For a parallel algorithm, we must be able
to divide these log2 (r) iterations between some number of processors π. To achieve this, first we need
a simple property of Miller functions [22,26].

Lemma 31 Let P, Q be points on E(Fq ), D ∼ (Q) − (∞) and fc,P denote a Miller function. For all
integers a, b ∈ Z, fa·b,P (D) = fb,P (D)a · fa,bP (D).
We need this property because Equation (1) just divides a Miller’s Algorithm instance computed in
log2 (r) iterations in two instances computed in at least log2 (r) − 1 iterations.
If we could represent r as a product r0 · r1 , it would be possible to compute fr,P in two instances
of log22 (r) iterations. Since for some pairing instantiations, r is a prime group order, we write r in the
simple and flexible form 2w r1 + r0 , with w ∼ log22 (r) . This way, we can compute:
fr,P (D) = f2w r1 +r0 ,P (D) = f2w r1 ,P (D) · fr0 ,P (D) ·

g(2w r1 )P,r0 P (D)
.
grP (D)

The previous Lemma provides two choices to further develop f2w r1 ,P (D):
w

(i) f2w r1 ,P (D) = fr1 ,P (D)2 · f2w ,r1 P (D);
(ii) f2w r1 ,P (D) = f2w ,P (D)r1 · fr1 ,2w P (D).
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The choice can be made based on efficiency: (i) compute w squarings in the extension field F∗qk and
a point multiplication by r1 ; (ii) compute an exponentiation to r1 in the extension field and a point
multiplication by 2w (or w repeated point doublings). In the general case, the most efficient strategy
will depend on the curve and embedding degree. The higher the embedding degree, the higher the cost
of exponentiation in the extension field in comparison with point multiplication in the elliptic curve. If
r has low Hamming weight, the two strategies should have similar costs. We adopt the first strategy:
w

fr,P (D) = f2w r1 +r0 ,P (D) = fr1 ,P (D)2 · f2w ,r1 P (D) · fr0 ,P (D) ·

g(2w r1 )P,r0 P (D)
.
grP (D)

(3)

This formula is clearly suitable for parallel execution in π = 3 processors, since each Miller function
can be computed in log22 (r) iterations. For our purposes, however, r will have low Hamming weight and
r0 will be very small. In this case, fr,P can be computed by two Miller functions of approximate log22 (r)
iterations. The parameter w can be adjusted to balance the costs in both processors (w extension field
squarings with a point multiplication by r1 ).
This formula can also be applied recursively for fr1 ,P and f2w ,r1 P to develop a parallelization
suitable for any number of processors. Observe that π also does not have to be a power of 2, because of
the flexible way we write r to exploit parallelism. An important detail is that a parallel implementation
will only have significant speedups if the cost of the Miller loop is dominant over the communication
overhead or the parallelization overhead. It is also important to note that the higher the number of
processors, the higher the number of squarings and the smaller the constants ri involved in point
multiplication. However, applying the formula recursively can increase the size of the integers which
multiply P , because they will be a product of ri constants. Thus, the scalability of this algorithm for
π processors depends on the cost of squarings in the extension field, the cost of point multiplications
by ri in the elliptic curve and the actual length of the Miller loop. Fortunately, these parameters are
constant and can be statically determined. If P is fixed (a private key, for example), the multiples ri P
can also be precomputed and stored with low storage overhead.
3.4

Parallel ηT pairing

In this section, the performance gain of a parallel implementation of the ηT pairing over a serial
implementation is investigated following the analysis by [8].
Let E be a supersingular curve with embedding degree k = 4 defined over F2m with equation
m+1
E/F2m : y 2 + y = x3 + x + b. The order of E is 2m + 1 ± 2 2 . A quartic extension is built over F2m
with basis {1, s, t, st}, where s2 = s + 1 and t2 = t + s. Let P, Q ∈ E(F2m ) be r-torsion points. An
associated distortion map ψ from E(F2m )[r] to E(F24m ) is defined by ψ : (x, y) → (x + s2 , y + sx + t).
For this family of curves, Barreto et al. [3] defined the optimized ηT pairing:
ηT : E(F2m )[r] × E(F24m )[r] → F∗24m ,

ηT (P, Q) = fT 0 ,P 0 (ψ(Q))M ,

(4)
m+1

with T 0 = (−v)(2m − #E(F2m )), P 0 = (−v)P , M = (22m − 1)(2m + 1 ± 2 2 ) for a curve-dependent
parameter v ∈ {−1, 1}.
At the 128-bit security level, the base field must have m = 1223 bits [8]. Let E1 be the supersingular
curve with embedding degree k = 4 defined over F21223 with equation E1 (F21223 ) : y 2 + y = x3 + x. The
order of E1 is 5r = 21223 + 2612 + 1, where r is a 1221-bit prime number. Applying the parallel form
developed in Section 3.3, the pairing computation can be decomposed in:
fT 0 ,P 0 (ψ(Q))M =



w

f2612−w ,P 0 (ψ(Q))2 · f2w ,2612−w P 0 (ψ(Q)) ·
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g2612−w P 0 ,P 0 (ψ(Q))
gT 0 P 0 (ψ(Q))

M
.
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Since squarings in F24m and point duplication in supersingular curves require only binary field squarings and these can be efficiently computed, the cost of parallelization is low, but further improvements
are possible. Barreto et al. [3] proposed a closed formula for this pairing based on a reversed-loop approach with square roots which eliminates the extension field squarings in Miller’s Algorithm. Beuchat
et al. [27] encountered further algorithmic improvements and proposed Algorithm 9 for the ηT pairing computation. We can obtain a parallel algorithm directly from the parallel formula derived above
by excluding the involved extension field squarings and simply dividing the loop iterations between
the processors. This algorithm is shown as Algorithm 10. In this algorithm, each processor i starts
the loop from the wi counter, computing wi squarings/square roots of overhead. Without extension
field squarings to offset these operations, it makes sense to assign processor 1 the first line evaluation (Algorithm 9, lines 2–7) and to increase the loop parts executed by processors with small wi .
The total overhead is smaller because extension field squarings are not needed and point doubling
and point halving in binary supersingular curves can be computed with inexpensive squarings and
square roots only. Observe that the combining step can be implemented in at least two different ways:
(i) serial combining of results with (π−1) serial extension field multiplications executed in one processor;
(ii) parallel logarithmic combining of results with latency of dlog2 (π)e extension field multiplications.
We will adopt the parallel strategy for efficiency.
Algorithm 9 Computation of the ηT pairing: reverse approach with square roots [3,27].
Input: P = (xP , yP ), Q = (xQ , yQ ) ∈ E(F2m [r]).
Output: ηT (P, Q) ∈ F∗24m .
1: yP ← yP + 1 − δ
2: u ← xP + α, v ← xQ + α
3: g0 ← u · v + yP + yQ + β
4: g1 ← u + xQ , g2 ← v + x2P
5: G ← g0 + g1 s + t
6: L ← (g0 + g2 ) + (g1 + 1)s + t
7: F ← L · G
do
8: for i ← 1 to m−1
2
√
√
2
9:
xP ← xP , yP ← yP , xQ ← x2Q , yQ ← yQ
10:
u ← xP + α, v ← xQ + α
11:
g0 ← u · v + yP + yQ + β
12:
g1 ← u + xQ
13:
G ← g0 + g1 s + t
14:
F ←F ·G
15: end for
m+1
2m

16: return F (2

3.5

−1)(2m +1±2

2

)

Performance analysis

Now we proceed with performance analysis of Algorithm 10. Processor 1 has an initialization cost of 3
multiplications and 2 squarings. Processor i has a parallelization cost of 2wi squarings and 2wi square
roots. Additional parallelization overhead is dlog2 (π)e extension field multiplications to combine the
results. A full extension field multiplication costs 9 field multiplications. Each iteration of the algorithm executes 2 square roots, 2 squarings, 1 field multiplication and 1 extension field multiplication.
Exploring the sparsity of Gi , this extension field multiplication costs 6 field multiplications. The final
exponentiation has a cost of 26 multiplications, 7 finite field squarings, 612 extension field squarings
and 1 inversion. Each extension field squaring costs 4 finite field squarings [27].
Let m,
e se, re, ei be the cost of finite field operations: multiplication, squaring, square root and inversion,
respectively. For our efficient implementation of finite field F21223 in an Intel Core 2 65nm processor,
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we have re ≈ se, m
e ≈ 25e
s and ei ≈ 37m.
e From these ratios, we will illustrate how to compute the optimal
wi values which balance the computational cost between processors. Let cπ (i) be the computational
cost of a processor 0 < i ≤ π while executing its portion of the parallel algorithm. For π = 2 processors:
c2 (1) = (3m
e + 2e
s) + (7m
e + 4e
s)w2 = 80e
s + (186e
s)w2
c2 (2) = (4e
s)w2 + (7m
e + 4e
s) (611 − w2 ) .

Algorithm 10 Proposed parallelization of the ηT pairing (π processors).
Input: P = (xP , yP ), Q = (xQ , yQ ) ∈ E(F2m [r]), starting point wi for processor i.
Input: P, Q ∈ F2m [r], Output: ηT (P, Q) ∈ F∗24m .
1: yP ← yP + 1 − δ
2: parallel section(processor i)
3: if i = 0 then
4:
ui ← xP + α, vi ← xQ + α
5:
g0 i ← ui · vi + yP + yQ + β
6:
g1 i ← ui + xQ , g2 i ← vi + x2P
7:
Gi ← g0 i + g1 i s + t
8:
Li ← (g0 i + g2 i ) + (g1 i + 1)s + t
9:
Fi ← Li · Gi
10: else
11:
Fi ← 1
12: end if
wi
wi
13: xQ i ← (xQ )2 , yQ i ← (yQ )2
1
1
14: xP i ← (xP ) 2wi , yP i ← (yP ) 2wi
15: for j ← wi to wi+1 − 1 do
√
√
16:
xP i ← xP i , yP i ← yP i , xQ i ← xQ 2i , yQ i ← yQ 2i
17:
ui ← xP i + α, vi ← xQ i + α
18:
g0 i ← ui · vi + yP i + yQ i + β
19:
g1 i ← ui + xQ i
20:
Gi ← g0 i + g1 i s + t
21:
Fi ← Fi · Gi
22: end for
23: end parallel
Q
24: F ← πi=0 Fi
25: return F M

Naturally, we always have w1 = 0 and wπ+1 = 611. Solving c2 (1) = c2 (2) for w2 , we can obtain
the optimal w2 = 309. For π = 4 processors, we solve c4 (1) = c4 (2) = c4 (3) = c4 (4) to obtain
w2 = 158, w3 = 312, w4 = 463. Observe that by solving a simple system of equations it is always
possible to balance the computational cost between the processors. Furthermore, the latency of the
Miller loop will always be equal to cπ (1). Let c1 (1) be the cost of a serial implementation of the main
loop, par be the parallelization overhead and exp be the cost of final exponentiation. Considering the
additional dlog2 (π)e extension field multiplications as parallelization overhead and 26m+(7+2446)e
e
s +ei
as the cost of final exponentiation, the speedup for π processors is the ratio between the cost of the
serial implementation over the cost of the parallel implementation:
s(π) =

c1 (1) + exp
c1 (1) + (3978)e
s
77 + 179 · 611 + 3978
=
=
.
cπ (1) + par + exp
cπ (1) + 9dlog2 (π)em
e + (3978)e
s
cπ (1) + 225dlog2 (π)e + 3978

Table 2 presents speedups estimated by our performance analysis. Note that our efficient implementation of binary field arithmetic in a 45nm processor has a bigger multiplication-to-squaring ratio,
concentrating higher computational costs in the main loop of the algorithm. This explains why the
speedups should be higher in the 45nm processor.
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Table 2. Estimated speedups for our parallelization of the ηT pairing over supersingular binary curves at the
128-bit security level. The optimal partitions were computed by a Sage1 script.
Number π of processors
Estimated speedup s(π) 1 2
4
8 16 32
Core 2 65nm
1 1.90 3.45 5.83 8.69 11.48
Core 2 45nm
1 1.92 3.54 6.11 9.34 12.66

4

Experimental results

We implemented the parallel algorithm for the ηT pairing over our efficient binary field arithmetic in
two Intel Core platforms: an Intel Core 2 Quad 65nm platform running at 2.4 GHz (Platform 1) and
a dual quad-core Intel Xeon 45nm processor running at 2.0 GHz (Platform 2). The parallel sections
were implemented with OpenMP 2 constructs. OpenMP is an application programming interface that
supports multi-platform shared memory multiprocessing programming in C, C++ and Fortran. We
used a special version of the GCC 4.1.2 compiler included in Fedora Linux 8 with OpenMP support
backported from GCC 4.2 and SSSE3 support backported from GCC 4.3. This way, we could use both
multiprocessing support and fast code generation for SSE intrinsics.
The timings and speedups presented in Table 3 were measured on 104 executions of each algorithm.
We present timings in millions of cycles to ignore differences in clock frequency between the target
platforms. From the table, we can observe that real implementations can obtain speedups close to
the estimated speedups derived in the previous section. We verified that threading creation and synchronization overhead stayed in the order of microseconds, being negligible compared to the pairing
computation time. Timings for π > 4 processors in Platform 1 and π > 8 processors in Platform 2 were
measured through a high-precision per-thread counter measured by the main thread. These timings
might be an accurate approximation of future real implementations, but memory effects (such as cache
locality) or scheduling influence may impose performance penalties.
Table 3. Experimental results for serial and parallel executions of the ηT pairing. Execution times are presented
in millions of cycles and the speedups are computed by the ratio between execution times of serial implementations over execution times of parallel implementations. The columns marked with (*) present estimates based
on per-thread data.
Number of threads
Platform 1 – Intel Core 2 65nm 1
2
4
8* 16* 32*
Hankerson et al. [8] – latency
39
–
–
–
–
–
Beuchat et al. [17] – latency
26.86 16.13 10.13
–
–
–
Beuchat et al. [17] – speedup
1
1.67 2.65
–
–
–
This work – latency
18.76 10.08 5.72 3.55 2.51 2.14
This work – speedup
1
1.86 3.28 5.28 7.47 8.76
Improvement
30.2% 32.9% 39.9% –
–
–
Platform 2 – Intel Core 2 45nm 1
2
4
8 16* 32*
Beuchat et al. [17] – latency
23.03 13.14 9.08 8.93 –
–
Beuchat et al. [17] – speedup
1
1.77 2.54 2.58 –
–
This work – latency
17.40 9.34 5.08 3.02 2.03 1.62
This work – speedup
1
1.86 3.42 5.76 8.57 10.74
Improvement
24.4% 28.9% 44.0% 66.2% –
–

1
2

SAGE: Software for Algebra and Geometry Experimentation. http://www.sagemath.org
Open Multi-Processing. http://www.openmp.org
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Table 3 shows that the proposed parallelization presents good scalability. We improve the stateof-the-art serial and parallel execution times significantly. The fastest timing for computing the ηT
pairing obtained by our implementation was 1.51 milliseconds using all 8 cores of Platform 2. The
work by Beuchat et al. [17] reports a timing of 3.08 milliseconds in a Intel Core i7 45nm processor
clocked at 2.9GHz. Note that we obtain a much faster timing with a lower clock frequency and without
requiring the storage overhead of 4 · ( m+1
2 ) field elements present in [17], which may reach 365KB for
these parameters and be prohibitive in resource-constrained embedded devices.

5

Conclusion and future work

In this work, we proposed novel techniques for exploring parallelism during the implementation of
the ηT pairing algorithm over supersingular binary curves in modern multi-core computers. Powerful
instructions of the SSE family of vector instructions were shown to accelerate considerably the performance of binary field arithmetic. We obtained significant performance in computing the ηT pairing,
using an efficient implementation of field multiplication, squaring and square root computation. These
optimizations alone allowed us to improve the state-of-the-art timings of this pairing instantiation at
the 128-bit security level by 24% and 30% in two different Intel Core processors.
We also derived a parallelization of Miller’s Algorithm to compute bilinear pairings. This parallelization is generic and can be applied to any pairing algorithm or instantiation. Moreover, the construction achieves good scalability in the symmetric pairing case and this scalability is not restricted
by the mathematical definition of the pairing. We illustrated the parallel formulation when applied to
the ηT pairing over supersingular binary curves and validated our performance analysis with a real
implementation. The experimental results show that the actual parallel implementation could sustain
performance gains close to the estimated speedups. Parallel execution of the ηT pairing allowed us to
improve the state-of-the-art timings by at least 28%, 44% and 66% in 2, 4 and 8 cores respectively. This
parallelization is suitable for embedded platforms and can be applied to reduce pairing computation
latency in applications with strict response time limits.
Future work can adapt the introduced techniques for the case F3m . Improvements to the parallelization should focus on minimizing the serial region and parallelization cost and concentrate on
efficient algorithms for: (i) repeated binary field squaring and square root computations (ternary field
cubings and cube-root computations); (ii) repeated extension field squarings (extension field cubings);
(iii) repeated point doublings (point triplings in the ternary case). The proposed parallelization should
also be applied to an optimal asymmetric pairing setting, where parallelization costs (point duplications and extension field squarings) are clearly higher. Preliminary data for the R-ate pairing [22] over
Barreto-Naehrig curves [28] in the 128-bit security level points to a 10% speedup using 2 processor
cores.
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Implementing Multivariate Public-Key Cryptosystems
Bo-Yin Yang
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Multivariate Public-Key Cryptosystems (MPKCs) used to be touted as efficient and operable
on low-resource systems as well as a future-proofing investment against the impending appearance
of quantum computers. However, this lead has been eroding with the recent directions taken by
computer architecture. We discuss how MPKCs are implemented on current hardware and how do
the speed trends compare to other cryptosystems such as ECC and RSA.
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Implementing Secure Multi-Party Computation
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Secure computation is one of the great achievements of modern cryptography, enabling a set of
untrusting parties to compute any function of their private inputs while revealing nothing but the
result of the function. Advances in modern cryptography coupled with rapid growth in processing
and communication speeds make secure computation a realistic paradigm. This was demonstrated
by the Fairplay system, which is a generic system for secure two-party computation that supports
high-level specification of the computation.
We will describe in this talk the lessons that can be learned from recent advances in implementing secure computation. These include a system for secure two-party computation which
has fully-simulatable security against malicious adversaries, and FairplayMP (for “Fairplay MultiParty”), a system for multi-party computation secure against semi-honest adversaries. The design
of these systems required modifying the theoretical feasibility results on which the systems were
based. The experimental results that were gained provide insight on the best future approaches for
improving the performance of secure multi-party computation.
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Abstract. Zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZK-PoK) play an important role in
many cryptographic applications. Direct anonymous attestation (DAA) and the identity
mixer anonymous authentication system are first real world applications using ZK-PoK
as building blocks. But although having been used for many years now, design and
implementation of sound ZK-PoK remains challenging. In fact, there are security flaws
in various protocols found in literatur. Especially for non-experts in the field it is often
hard to design ZK-PoK, since a unified and easy to use theoretical framework on ZKPoK is missing.
With this paper we overcome important challenges and facilitate the design and implementation of efficient and sound ZK-PoK in practice. First, Camenisch et al. have
presented at EUROCRYPT 2009 a first unified and modular theoretical framework for
ZK-PoK. This is compelling, but makes use of a rather inefficient 6-move protocol. We
extend and improve their framework in terms of efficiency and show how to realize it
using efficient 3-move Σ-protocols. Second, we perform an exact security and efficiency
analysis for our new protocol and various protocols found in the literature. The analysis
yields novel - and perhaps surprising - results and insights. It reveals for instance that
using a 2048 bit RSA modulus, as specified in the DAA standard, only guarantees an
upper bound on the success probability of a malicious prover between 1/24 and 1/224 .
Also, based on that analysis we show how to select the most efficient protocol to realize
a given proof goal. Finally, we also provide low-level support to a designer by presenting
a compiler realizing our framework and optimization techniques, allowing easy implementation of efficient and sound protocols.
Keywords: Zero knowledge; Proof of knowledge; Protocol design

1

Introduction

Zero-knowledge proofs and arguments of knowledge (ZK-PoK) are main building blocks of
many higher level cryptographic protocols and applications. Examples include secure watermark detection [1], group signatures [21], interactive verifiable computation [26], efficient
secure multiparty computation [53], and identification schemes [65] – just to name a few.
?

This work is being performed within the FP7 EU project CACE (Computer Aided Cryptography
Engineering). This work was done while Tsay was at the Chair for System Security at RuhrUniversity Bochum.
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Almost all ZK-PoK protocols being used in practice today are based on so called Σprotocols [34], which are 3-move protocols. Basic Σ-protocols are used to prove knowledge of
a preimage under a homomorphism (e.g., a secret discrete logarithm). More complex variations
and compositions of these preimage proofs allow to perfom, e.g., AND- and OR-proofs, proofs
of linear relations among preimages, etc..
While many applications using ZK-PoK only exist on a specification level, a direction
of applied research has produced first such applications that are deployed in the real world.
The probably most prominent example is Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) [19]. Another
example is the identity mixer anonymous credential system [22], which was released by IBM
into the “Higgins” open source project5 .
Yet, while they are important and widely used, design and implementation of sound and
efficient ZK-PoK remains challenging. This has certainly to do with the fact that ZK-PoK are
significantly more complex than other, non-interactive, crypto primitives. The main problem
is the lack of a unified, modular, and easy to understand theoretical framework underlying
the various ZK-PoK protocols and proof techniques. As a result there is no methodological
formal way to guide cryptographic protocol designers. In fact, there is a large number of
tricks and techniques “to prove this and that”, yet combining various tricks and preserving
the security properties is neither modular nor straightforward. The composition of techniques
often requires intricate knowledge, and may also require modifications of the techniques being
used. As a result, finding and designing ZK-PoK protocols for a specific purpose is a heuristic
process based on experience and a detailed understanding of the techniques being used.
Also experts in the field of ZK-PoK are not immune to protocol design errors. In fact,
minor flaws in protocol designs [3,8,41] (which can be fixed easily) can lead to serious security
issues [31,37,49]. Moreover, experiences made while implementing, e.g., a prototype of the
identity mixer [22,24] protocols have shown that implementing ZK-PoK is tedious and error
prone. Minor changes in the protocol design can lead to substantial changes in the implementation. In particular, it is hard for software engineers who are non-experts in the field
of ZK-PoK to correctly implement specifications, since there are many intricate choices and
dependencies concerning protocol parameters.
1.1

Our Contribution

In this paper we describe several theoretical and practical contributions that overcome the
challenges mentioned above and facilitate the design and implementation of efficient and sound
ZK-PoK in practice. The three following paragraphs summarize our main contributions.
Efficient and comprehensive framework for ZK-PoK. At EUROCRYPT 2009 Camenisch et al [23] have presented a compelling unified modular framework (henceforth called
CKY-framework ) for what they call unconditionally portable ZK-PoK for exponentiation homomorphisms. The framework overcomes many of the challenges concerning ZK-PoK protocol
design mentioned before.
We extend and improve the CKY-framework towards further practicability and efficiency.
To this end we replace the unconditionally portable 6-move Στext,+ -protocol from [23] by an
also unconditionally portable 3-move Σ-protocol that we call the Σ exp -protocol. The Σ exp protocol will mainly be employed to obtain ZK-PoK for exponentiation homomorphisms in
hidden order groups (e.g., RSA groups).
5

See http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/20974.wss
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Using the Σ exp -protocol and other existing protocols we describe a framework of unconditionally portable ZK-PoK for homomorphisms that is exclusively based on 3-move Σ-protocols.
Therefore our framework leverages in a straightforward manner existing proof techniques for
so called AND-, OR-proofs as well as various techniques to prove linear relations between
secret preimages [17,18,30,35]. Also, all protocols in our framework can be turned into noninteractive zero-knowledge (NIZK) or signature proofs of knowledge using the Fiat-Shamir
heuristic [40]. To the best of our knowledge it is not known how to obtain practical NIZK
proofs for the 6-move protocol used by the CKY-framework. We also describe some other, relatively minor, improvements over the CKY-framework. For instance, our framework additionally supports ZK-PoK for power homomorphisms as used in the RSA system [64] or the mixed
exponentiation-power homomorphisms of the Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme [38,59].
Our Σ exp -protocol is an argument of knowledge in the auxiliary string model [36]. From a
theoretical point of view, PoK in the auxiliary string model are less desirable than standard
PoK. The reason is that the dependency on an auxiliary string might result in less modular
security proofs, and setting up and distributing the auxiliary string might be inefficient or
impractical. We shall see that these problems can be avoided for the Σ exp -protocol. In fact, it
is often sufficient to have a single, systems-wide certified RSA modulus for the Σ exp -protocol
to work.
Concrete security analysis and efficiency optimizations. The Σ exp -protocol and a series
of published ZK-PoK protocols [5,8,23,37,41] are all based on the same basic idea originally
proposed by Fujisaki and Okamoto [41]. In the following we refer to this class of protocols as
FO-based protocols. The main application area of these protocols are ZK-PoK for exponentiation homomorphisms in hidden order groups. FO-based protocols play an important role
in many practical applications such as DAA and identity mixer. All FO-based protocols are
arguments of knowledge under the Strong RSA assumption, i.e., their soundness is based on
the Strong RSA assumption. In this paper, we present the first exact security analysis of the
soundness for the class of FO-based protocols. The analysis shows that even the best currently
known reduction is not tight, which leads to - perhaps surprising - results and insights. The
analysis reveals for instance that, using a 2048 bit RSA modulus, as specified in the DAA
standard, yields an upper bound on the cheating probability of a malicious prover of only
1/24 - 1/224 , depending on the computational power attributed to a malicious prover. These
security guarantees are considered to be insecure by many. To reduce the cheating probability
to 1/280 , the RSA modulus used in FO-based protocols needs to be approximately 100 000 150 000 bits long (again depending on the computational power of the malicious prover). This
raises the question in how far FO-based protocols are computationally efficient.
We show that the answer to this question is multi-faceted. The folklore saying that FObased protocols are the most efficient technique to carry out ZK-PoK in hidden order groups
is not generally true. In fact, our analysis shows that sequentially repeating6 a variant of the
Schnorr protocol using binary challenges (i.e., a challenge set C = {0, 1}) is sometimes more
efficient than using a FO-based protocol.
Automated implementation of sound protocols. We have designed and implemented a
language for high-level specification of proof goals together with a compiler that outputs the
protocol implementation in the C language together with a human-readable documentation in
6

We recall that sequentially repeating a ZK-PoK with knowledge error κ, r-times reduces the knowledge error to κr .
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LATEX. The language and compiler realize our protocol framework and optimization strategies
based on the efficiency considerations mentioned above. They also support protocol designers
in getting sound protocols in various ways. For instance, given an overall security parameter for
the protocols to be generated, the compiler will appropriately choose protocol parameters (e.g.,
interval sizes, number of parallel executions of protocols, etc.) to assert that the knowledge
error and the (statistical) zero-knowledge property meet the specified security level. Also, we
have extensively tested the correctness of the compiler using conventional software testing
techniques. We plan to tackle the formal verification in future work. Due to lack of space, we
give only an overview of the compiler in this paper, the full version of this paper will contain
a detailed coverage.
1.2

Related Work

ZK-PoK were first introduced in the seminal work of Goldwasser et al. in [43]. The definitional
setting of proofs of knowledge was later refined [10], resulting in what is regarded the standard
definition today. The first efficient Σ-protocols for proving knowledge of discrete logarithms
in known order groups and roots in RSA groups were given by Schnorr [65] and Guillou and
Quisquater [45]. There are various works describing so called “AND-”, “OR-”compositions,
for proving knowledge of linear relations between secret pre-images etc., and also frameworks
for combining these techniques [17,18,30,35]. All these frameworks consider homomorphisms
with finite domain. A profound analysis of the Σ-protocols was performed by Cramer [34].
The first efficient ZK-PoK protocol for exponentiation homomorphisms in hidden order groups
was given in [41] and has been corrected later by Damgård and Fujisaki [37]. Subsequently,
other variants overcoming some limitations have been proposed [5,7,8].
In very recent work at EUROCRYPT 2009, a long overdue unified framework for exponentiation homomorphisms in hidden and known order groups was given by Camenisch et
al. [23]. As discussed above in more detail, we present a framework extending that in [23]. Our
framework also incorporates many of the proof techniques and protocols mentioned above. We
believe that our framework is the most comprehensive and efficient framework for homomorphisms in known and hidden order groups.
Our concrete security analysis of FO-based protocols, makes use of the analysis of the
knowledge extractor described by Damgård and Fujisaki [37]. The results of our analysis
concern the entire class of what we call FO-based protocols [5,8,23,37,41]. Otherwise our
analysis and related insights are novel.
A first prototype of a zero-knowledge compiler was started in [20,27], and was later extended in [7]. This compiler only supports a very basic framework of proofs in known order
groups and it lacks the underlying unified framework and efficiency optimizations used by
our compiler. Similar work to ours was performed in the field of secure function evaluation
[56,57]. Their compilers allow to specify the function to be evaluated in a high-level language,
and output executable code. In principle, zero-knowledge proofs could be realized by secure
function evaluation [46]. Yet, the resulting protocols are significantly less efficient than those
generated by our compiler.

2

An Efficient Three-Move Framework

In very recent work, Camenisch et al. gave a first unified framework for exponentiation homomorphisms in groups of known and hidden order [23]. We refer to this framework as the
CKY-framework. However, for many real-world applications, their results are not adequate
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because of the large computational and communicational overhead. In the following we propose a framework improving over the CKY-framework, whilst keeping its universality. We first
give an efficient protocol realizing its theory, and then extend its applicability by combining
our protocol with other well known techniques [34,35].
In §2.1, we introduce the novel Σ exp -protocol. The ZK property of this protocol holds in
the plain model, whereas it is proven to be sound in the auxiliary string model. For a formal
treatment of arguments and proofs of knowledge in this model we refer to [36]. Using the notion
of [23], it is an unconditionally portable protocol. This means, that it can be used for preimage
proofs under arbitrary exponentiation homomorphisms, independent of the distribution of the
inputs to the prover and the verifier. Besides reducing the computational costs compared to
the protocols proposed in [8,23], the Σ exp -protocol also reduces the number of moves from 6
to 3. We want to stress that the protocol was invented independently from, and earlier than,
the protocol in [23] already in [5].
After giving a short discussion of the auxiliary string model and a comparison to the
protocols of [8,23] in §2.2, we extend the scope of our framework also to power-homomorphisms
in §2.3. Those are used in various schemes such as RSA or the Damgård-Jurik encryption
scheme [38,59,64]. This is achieved by also including the well known Σ φ -protocol [34,45,65]
into our framework. Additionally, doing so allows to further increase the efficiency for certain
proof goals. Finally, we give an easy-to-use recipe guiding a cryptographic designer in finding
an efficient protocol for a given proof goal.
2.1

Σ exp - An Efficient, Unconditionally Portable Protocol

Before we describe the Σ exp -protocol we state the underlying intractability assumption, namely
the Strong RSA assumption. This also underlies previous protocols for proofs in hidden order
groups [8,23,37,41].
Definition 1 (Strong RSA assumption [41]). The Strong RSA problem is defined as
follows: given an RSA modulus n and y ∈ Zn , compute m ∈ Zn and e ≥ 2, such that y = me
mod n. The Strong RSA assumption then states, that there is no probabilistic polynomialtime algorithm, that on input (n, y ∈R Zn ) succeeds in solving the Strong RSA problem with
non-negligible probability.
Next, we describe how to generate the auxiliary string ϑ that we use in the description of
the Σ exp -protocol. Given the security parameter k and the number m of base elements, one
q−1
chooses a safe RSA modulus n (i.e. n = pq, where p, q, p−1
2 , 2 are large primes) of length k,
and a random element g ∈R Z∗n generating the quadratic residues modulo n, i.e. hgi = QRn .
Further, one chooses gi ∈R hgi for i = 1, . . . , m. Then the auxiliary string is given by the
xm x
homomorphism ϑ(x1 , . . . , xm , x) := g1x1 . . . gm
g mod n.
In the following we set ϑu (x1 , . . . , xu , x) := ϑ(x1 , . . . , xu , 0, . . . , 0, x) for any u ≤ m.
We now explain knowledge of the preimage of a public value x := φE (w1 , . . . , wu ) for
some exponentiation homomorphism φE with u ≤ m can be proven. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ u, let
Li , Ri be given such that wi ∈ [Li , Ri ]. (Throughout the whole paper, we always consider
integer intervals.) These intervals can be chosen arbitrarily, and are only needed to control
the provers random choices to make the protocol statistical honest-verifier zero-knowledge
(HVZK) whenever wi ∈ [Li , Ri ] for all i. Further, we set mi := Ri − Li to the length of the
interval wi lies in.
The tightness of the statistical ZK property is controlled by the additional security parameter l.
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Definition 2 (Σ exp -protocol). Let ϑ be generated as above, and let φE be an exponentiation
homomorphism with domain Zu (u ≤ m), and x := φE (w1 , . . . , wu ) with wi ∈ [Li , Ri ]. Then
the Σ exp -protocol with challenge set C := [0, c+ ] and auxiliary string ϑ consists of two parties,
P and V, performing the joint computation described in Fig. 1.

P[x, w, ϑ]

V[x, ϑ]

P1 w ∈R [0, 2l n]; x := ϑu (w1 , . . . , wu , w)
ri ∈R [−2l c+ mi , 2l c+ mi ], 1 ≤ i ≤ u
r ∈R [−22l c+ n, 22l c+ n]
t := φE (r1 , . . . , ru ), t := ϑu (r1 , . . . , ru , r)



(x, t, t)
c

-

(s, s)

-

c ∈R C = [0, c+ ]

P2 si := ri − c · (wi − Li ), 1 ≤ i ≤ u
s := r − c · w

?

s ∈ [−22l c+ n − 2l c+ n, 22l c+ n] V
?

si ∈ [−2l c+ mi − c+ mi , 2l c+ mi ], 1 ≤ i ≤ u
?

xc · φE (s1 − cL1 , . . . , su − cLu ) = t
?

xc · ϑu (s1 − cL1 , . . . , su − cLu , s) = t

Fig. 1. The Σ exp -protocol

By a slight modification the restriction u ≤ m can be overcome. The idea is to split the
set of preimages into subsets of at most m elements each, and committing to each of these
subsets seperately by a pair (x, t). We will examine this idea in detail in the full version of
this paper.
The following theorem states sufficient conditions for the Σ exp -protocol to be an argument
of knowledge.
Theorem 3. Let c+ be smaller than any divisor of the order of the image of φE . Under
the Strong RSA assumption, the Σ exp -protocol as defined above then is a statistical HVZK,
unconditionally portable argument of knowledge in the auxiliary string model.
We note that this theorem does not make any statement about the knowledge error of the
resulting protocol. This will be discussed in detail in §3. Due to space limitations we omit a
proof here. It works analogously to that of the six-move protocols proposed in [8,23] and will
be given in the full version of this paper.
We want to make one more remark on the Σ exp -protocol. By repeating an argument (or
proof) of knowledge with knowledge error κ, say, r times, the success probability of a malicious
prover can be reduced to κr . Note that for the Σ exp -protocol this can only be guaranteed by
using a different auxiliary string in each repetition. If otherwise a malicious prover manages
to factor n in the first execution of the protocol, the Strong RSA assumption does not hold
any more in the subsequent repetitions. In similar protocols [5,8,23] this problem is solved
inherently by the protocol: there, V chooses a new random modulus and base elements in its
first step in each repetition.
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Minimizing the auxiliary string. In the following we show how to reduce the auxiliary
string to the modulus only: the idea is that the prover and the verifier both compute the bases
themselves. Yet, this must happen in a way that guarantees gi ∈ hgi (for the protocol to be
ZK), without the prover learning either the discrete logarithms of gi in base g for any i, or
any non-trivial roots of a gi or g (for the protocol to be sound).
This can be achieved by requiring the modulus to be of the form n = p2 q for two safe
primes p, q. As such moduli are hard to factor, the Strong RSA problem is still believed to be
hard [62,63]. Yet, we want to mention that the length of such moduli has to be higher than
that of safe RSA moduli for the Strong Root problem to have the same complexity, which
results in less efficient protocols.

2 x 

= xq for all
Because of the multiplicativity of the Jacobi symbol we have nx = xp
q

x ∈ Z∗n . Hence, x is a quadratic residue modulo q, if and only if nx = 1. This check can be
performed efficiently without knowing the factorization of n [39].
Let additionally H be a hash-function with domain Zn , i.e., H : {0, 1}∗ → Zn . Note that
such full domain hashes can be obtained efficiently from existing hash-functions [11]. The
bases of the auxiliary string are then set to the first m + 1 randomly chosen quadratic residues
modulo q in Z∗n :
g := H(j0 ),

gi := H(ji )

with

ji := min{k > ji−1 :

H(k) 
= 1} and j−1 := 0
n

As the probability of a random g to be a quadratic residue modulo q is about 1/2, on
average 1.5(m + 1) evaluations of H are necessary to obtain the elements. Because of q being a
safe prime, for any x ∈ QRq either hxi = QRq or x ≡ 1 mod q holds. The probability for the
latter is 1/q and therefore negligible; thus the statistical ZK-property can be followed from
that of the Σ exp -protocol. Soundness of the protocol can be seen by using the same reduction
proof as for the Σ exp -protocol, e.g., [25,37].
2.2

Discussion of the Auxiliary String Model and Related Protocols

The Σ exp -protocol described before is an argument of knowledge in the auxiliary string model
(often also referred to as common reference string model ). The model was first introduced in
[14], and a formal definition of arguments and proofs of knowledge in that model was given
by Damgård [36].
The idea of the auxiliary string model is that all parties in a protocol have access to a
common auxiliary string which was chosen following some predefined distribution. Besides
distributing the auxiliary string, the main disadvantage of this approach is that often no information on the auxiliary string except the string itself must be leaked to one or more of
the participating parties. For instance, in the Σ exp -protocol the prover must neither learn
anything about the factorization of the modulus, nor discrete logarithms or roots of the base
elements. Yet, in our case this is mainly a theoretical problem. In practice, this can be guaranteed if a trusted third party (TTP) generates the auxiliary string once together with a
certificate vouching its correctness. Alternatively, it can be chosen by the verifier and proven
to be correct in zero-knowledge at the beginning of the system’s lifetime. Additionally, in most
applications, the advantages of this model outweigh the disadvantages. Especially, computationally or communicationally expensive setup phases can be avoided or moved forward to the
beginning of the system’s lifetime.
We believe that the Σ exp -protocol is the best compromise between the protocols in [8,23]
on the one hand and that in [37] on the other. By moving to the auxiliary string model,
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for each
conjunctive
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for all
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Check if
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Th. 1 [26] are
satisfied

no

Build product



homomorphism

Equivalent
to CKY framework
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generate
for all
 - predicates



GSP

protocol

generate

depending on costs, generate

 exp / 

GSP 0 ,1

protocol

Combine
according to
proof goal



protocol

Protocol

Fig. 2. How to use our Framework; the decision whether to generate a GSP with binary
challenge set, denoted Σ GSP0,1 , or generating Σ exp , will be made according to the efficiency
analysis of §3.2.
we keep the universality of the former. That is, the Σ exp -protocol can be used for arbitrary
preimage proofs of exponentiation homomorphisms, not depending on the distribution of the
input as is the case in [37]. Yet, as in [37] we shift the setup phase to the beginning of the
system’s lifetime (or to a TTP), and therefore save three moves and several computations at
runtime compared to [8,23].
2.3

How to Use Our Framework

In the following we explain how a cryptographic protocol designer can obtain an efficient
protocol for a given proof goal containing special homomorphisms (see App. A), and exponentiation homomorphisms in groups of known and unknown order, potentially along with
optional interval claims for the preimages. Consider for a moment a proof goal of the form


u
r
^
^
ωj ∈ [Ai , Bi ] .
xi = φi (ωi1 , . . . , ωiui ) ∧
ZPK (ω1 , . . . , ωu ) :
j=1

i=1

By a predicate we then understand a term xi = φi (wi1 , . . . , wiui ) together with all interval
claims associated to the preimages occurring in φi . A predicate is called special, if φi is a
special homomorphism and there are no interval claims. Predicates involving exponentiation
homomorphisms in groups of unknown order, or such with non-trivial interval claims are called
GSP-predicates.
The key ingredients of our framework are the Σ exp -protocol and the well known Σ φ -and
GSP
Σ -protocols. The latter two protocols are briefly recapitulated in App. A. Further we make
use of efficient techniques to compose Σ-protocols [35]. Using the notion introduced above,
Fig. 2 gives an easy-to-grasp recipe how to obtain an efficient protocol for a given proof goal.
The class of proof goals that can be proven by restricting Fig. 2 to the part within the gray
shape only, is equivalent to that considered by the framework proposed in [23]. For this class,
using the Σ exp -protocol improves over the protocols proposed in [8,23] in terms of efficiency.
Yet, by also considering the Σ φ -protocol, we extend this class to power-homomorphisms as
well.
All protocols generated in this way are at least statistical honest verifier zero knowledge
arguments of knowledge in the auxiliary string model. Yet, there are cases where perfect HVZK
respectively the proof of knowledge property in the plain model can be inferred.
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3

Exact Security Analysis of FO-based Protocols

As stated in §2, the Σ exp -protocol and the protocols proposed in [5,8,23,37] only yield arguments of knowledge (often also referred to as computational proofs of knowledge) [10], with the
underlying intractability assumption being the Strong RSA assumption. All those protocols
build on the same idea as the protocol proposed by Fujisaki and Okamoto [41], and we call
them FO-based henceforth. As any malicious prover can solve the Strong RSA problem with
probability strictly larger than zero (e.g. by trying to factor the modulus), the security of
FO-based protocols does not only depend on the size of the challenge set |C| but also on the
length of the modulus |n|. That is, both these parameters have to be increased simultaneously
to strengthen the security of the protocol.
Although FO-based protocols have been widely used for years [1,13,19,22,44], an exact
security analysis for the necessary length of the modulus is still outstanding. We perform this
analysis in §3.1, obtaining surprising results. To limit the prover’s cheating probability to 2−80 ,
the modulus has to have between 100 000 and 150 000 bits for provers computationally limited
to 240 respectively 280 steps. Alternatively, if moduli of a fixed length have to be used, a large
number of repetitions might be necessary (remember that r repetitions of a PoK decrease the
knowledge error to κr ). For instance, the DAA protocol using 2048-bit moduli as specified
in [19] only guarantees a cheating probability between 2−24 and 2−4 , again depending on
the prover’s power. This means, that 4 to 23 repetitions are necessary to achieve a cheating
probability of at most 2−80 .
Using very long moduli as well as repeating the protocol often causes high computational
costs. Yet, decreasing the length of the modulus in a FO-based protocols increases the number
of necessary repetitions, and vice versa. Hence some questions arise: What is the optimum in
this efficiency tradeoff? Are FO-based protocols practical at all? Or is the Σ GSP0,1 -protocol
(i.e. the Σ GSP -protocol with binary challenge set C = {0, 1}) more efficient, although often
being decried to be inefficient [5,7,8]? In §3.2 we discuss those questions for the Σ exp -protocol
in detail. We show that they cannot be answered in general, but that the answers very much
depend on, e.g., the concrete proof goal and the algebraic setting.
3.1

Determining the Size of the Modulus

For arguments of knowledge we follow the definition given in [37], and split the cheating
probability of the malicious prover into two parts: κ and ν. Informally, the former indicates
the “standard” knowledge error, whereas the latter denotes the probability that the knowledgeextractor fails for a prover convincing the verifier with probability larger than κ. For further
discussion, we refer to [37].
Definition 4 (Argument of knowledge [37]). A two-party protocol between a prover and
a verifier is a (ν, τ, κ)-convincing argument of knowledge, if the verifier accepts for an honest
prover, and if there exists a polynomial p(·) and an extractor M , such that the following holds:
for every prover that is limited to at most τ steps, and convinces the verifier with probability
p(·)
steps with probability at least (1 − ν). We refer to
ε, M computes a witness in at most ε−κ
κ + ν as the computational knowledge error.
We note that the computational knowledge error is an upper bound on the success probability of a malicious prover. One of the differences to the widely used definition given in [10]
is that latter requires the knowledge extractor to run within a strict time bound instead of an
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expected one. This is worse suited in our context, because the Strong RSA assumption does
not consider algorithms with a bound on their expected runtime either.
Let k denote the length of the modulus in a FO-based protocol, and let L(k) denote the
complexity of solving the Strong RSA problem for such a modulus. Further, let s(k) the
necessary key length to achieve the same security in a symmetric encryption scheme. The
following theorem then describes the relation between the computational knowledge error and
l. (For the proof see App. B.)
Theorem 5. Let 2a be the number of steps a malicious prover can perform. Then a FObased protocol using k-bit safe RSA moduli is an argument of knowledge with computational
knowledge error 36 · 2v , where v = 12 (log2 448 − log2 18 + a − s(k)), if dv + log2 92 e-bit challenges
are used.
Ensuring a FO-based protocol to be an argument of knowledge with computational knowledge error less than 2−b can now be achieved via two approaches: in the first, the length of
the modulus is fixed, e.g., by the scope of the application, and the computational knowledge
error is decreased by sequentially repeating the protocol. For example, this is the case for
DAA and other protocols using Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs), which, according to their
specification, have to support moduli with a length of up to 2048-bit only. In the second, the
modulus is chosen large enough to ensure the required computational knowledge error in only
one repetition of the protocol. This minimizes the length of the proof, which is important for
signature proofs of knowledge.
Those two approaches are captured by the following corollary, the proof of which is in
App. B:
Corollary 6. Using v from Th. 5, a FO-based protocol using k-bit safe RSA moduli has to be
−b
repeated r = d v+log
e times using at least d rb + 3e-bit challenges to achieve a computational
2 36
knowledge error of at most 2−b against a prover limited to 2a steps. Especially, if s(k) ≥
15 + a + 2b, one repetition of the protocol using b + 3-bit challenges is sufficient.
Applying results to practice. At the time of writing, all known algorithms for solving the
Strong RSA problem use the factorization of the modulus. The fastest algorithm to factor an
k-bit modulus currently is the general number field sieve (GNFS) [51], for which L(k) is then
given by:

L(k) = exp (α + o(1)) · (k ln 2)1/3 · (ln(k ln 2))2/3 .
The factor α depends on the form of the modulus to factor. For arbitrary moduli, the best
results can be obtained using the modification proposed by Coppersmith [33], having α ≈ 1.90,
while for moduli close to a power of a small integer this can be improved to α ≈ 1.53. Hence
such moduli should be avoided in practice.
We use that L(k)/L(k0 ) = 2s(k)−s(k0 ) . This is easy to see, as doubling the complexity
of solving the Strong RSA problem is equivalent to increasing the keylength in a symmetric
scheme by 1. Thus, knowing s(k0 ) for some k0 allows to estimate s(k) for arbitrary k. Today’s
recommendations are to use an 1248-bit RSA modulus to achieve a security level equivalent to
an 80-bit symmetric key [9,42,50,52,58]. Hence, we have k0 = 1248 and s(k0 ) = 80. Further we
assume the o(1)-term to be negligible for k ≥ 1248 and set it to zero. Note that this approach
to estimate the security of a modulus is almost identical to that in [58].
Table 1 shows that very large moduli are needed to perform the proof within only one
protocol run, or that the protocol has to be repeated sequentially, if the modulus is restricted
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Computational Computational Length of Repetitions needed for ...
power of P Knowledge Error modulus |n| = 2048
|n| = 4096
40
−80
2
2
10479
4
2
260
2−80
12852
6
3
280
2−80
15528
23
4
240
2−100
15528
5
3
260
2−100
18522
8
4
80
2
2−100
21847
29
5

Table 1. Either very large moduli or many repetitions are necessary to achieve reasonable
security.

to 2048 or 4096 bits. We stress that a computational bound of 280 steps yields security against
any malicious prover, whilst 240 steps is only reasonable against computationally weak provers.
Let us conclude this section with a short discussion of the previous results. On the one
hand, the length of the moduli will increase if a more efficient algorithm for factoring is found,
or if the Strong RSA problem turns out to be less complex than factoring. Yet, recent results
have given new evidence that these problems might be equally hard to solve [2]. On the other
hand, finding a tighter reduction proof than that in [37] could decrease the length of the
moduli significantly. There are at least two points where such an improvement could take
place. First, a more efficient rewinding algorithm (having black-box access to the cheating
prover) to extract two accepting communication triples having the same first message and
different challenges could be found for FO-based protocols. Second, the algebraic reduction
from a cheating prover to an algorithm solving the Strong RSA problem could be tightened.
3.2

Minimizing Computational Costs

In the following we show how to minimize the computational costs of a proof by choosing
the optimal length of the auxiliary modulus in the Σ exp -protocol, and by picking the Σ GSP0,1 protocol in certain cases. This optimization is essential when running the protocol on lowcost devices such as smart-cards. In many applications the prover authenticates itself to a
computationally powerful server acting as verifier. Hence, we perform our analysis for P. If
the computational costs of V are of main interest, the analysis can easily be adopted, yielding
similar results.
We first estimate the computational costs of the Σ exp - and the Σ GSP0,1 -protocols. These
costs are mainly determined by the number of modular multiplications, and the length of
the moduli therein. Thus, we neglect the costs of other operations such as additions over the
integers.
To ease the presentation we restrict the form of the co-domain of the homomorphism for
which knowledge of preimages has to be proven. That is, we assume the homomorphism is
given by:
Y
Y
xi
xi
φ : Zu → (Z∗n0 )d : (x1 , . . . , xu ) 7→ (
g1i
,...,
gdi
)
with
S1 , . . . , Sd ⊆ {1, . . . , u}.
i∈S1

i∈Sd

Note that this restriction on the co-domain is satisfied for many protocols proposed in literature.
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|n0 |
1024
1280
1536
2048

Multiplication proof
Costs(Σ exp ,|n|) ‹
Costs(Σ GSP0,1 )
|n| = 15528 |n| = 2048
optimal |n|
42.68
2.73 1.92 (|n| = 2610)
24.00
1.66 1.12 (|n| = 2610)
13.08
1.03 0.65 (|n| = 2748)
5.63
0.60 0.33 (|n| = 2939)

|n0 |
1024
1280
1536
2048

Lipmaa’s interval proof
Costs(Σ exp ,|n|) ‹
Costs(Σ GSP0,1 )
|n| = 15528 |n| = 2048
optimal |n|
14.77
1.20 0.77 (|n| = 2748)
8.33
0.80 0.47 (|n| = 2748)
4.56
0.56 0.30 (|n| = 2939)
1.97
0.40 0.17 (|n| = 3221)

Table 2. Relative computational costs of Σ exp and Σ GSP0,1 , when aiming to reach a computational knowledge error of 2−80 for a prover limited to 280 steps.

Costs of the Σ GSP0,1 -protocol. We start by estimating the computational costs when performing a proof using the Σ GSP0,1 -protocol. For efficient algorithms for multi-exponentiation,
i.e. evaluation of a term like g1x1 · . . . · gtxt , the number of multiplications is mainly determined
by the length of the largest exponent [4,15]. More precisely, it can be estimated by (1+ logt ` )`,
2
where ` = maxi |xi |. Using the notation from Def. 2, the costs of running the Σ GSP0,1 -protocol
b times, can now be estimated by:
Costs(Σ GSP0,1 ) := b ·

d
X
i=1

(1 +

|Si |
)`i
log2 `i

for

`i := max |mj | + l + 1.
j∈Sj

Costs of the Σ exp -protocol. Similarly, for the Σ exp -protocol using the auxiliary modulus n,
the number of multiplications in Z∗n0 respectively Z∗n can be estimated. Using Cor. 6 to obtain
the number r of repetitions, and the challenge length lc , we get the costs for the Σ exp -protocol:
Costs(Σ

exp

X

d

|Si |
u+1 0
u + 1 00 
(1 +
, |n|) := r ·
)`i + f (1 +
)` + (1 +
)`
.
log2 `i
log2 `0
log2 `00
i=1

Here we have `i := maxj∈Sj |mj | + l + lc , `0 := |n| + l, respectively `00 := |n| + 2l + lc for the
lengths of the exponents occurring in the protocol. Further, f describes the relative costs of
modular multiplications in Z∗n compared to Z∗n0 . We assume that these costs grow quadratically
|n| 2
in the length of the modulus, and therefore have f = ( |n
) . This can be reached by using
0|
efficient implementations of multiplication and modular reduction, for which the costs grow
(almost) linear in the length of the modulus, e.g. [61,66] respectively [48].
Minimizing computational costs. If the length of the modulus is not restricted by the
scope of the application, the costs of the Σ exp -protocol can be seen as a function in |n|. This
can be minimized numerically, because with the notation from §3.1 only |n| with 15 + a ≤
s(|n|) ≤ 15+a+2b have to be considered. Smaller |n| yield a computational knowledge error of
1 (cf. Th. 5), while larger |n| guarantee a smaller computational knowledge error than required
and therefore cause unnecessary effort. These costs can then be compared to the costs of the
Σ GSP0,1 -protocol, and the protocol yielding the minimal costs is chosen.
Table 2 illustrates these relative costs for a simple multiplication proof and Lipmaa’s interval proof [54] for different values of |n0 |. Both these examples are integral building blocks of
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various applications [1,19,22,44]. The table gives the relative costs of the Σ exp -protocol compared to the Σ GSP0,1 -protocol for a prover limited to 280 steps, and a required computational
knowledge error of 2−80 , for three different situations. In the first, a 150 528-bit modulus is
used to perform the proof in one run. In the second, the modulus has 2048 bits, as is the case
when using TPMs, e.g. [19]. In the third, there is no restriction on the choice of |n|. Values
larger than 1 give priority to the Σ GSP0,1 -protocol. It can be seen that the relative costs of the
Σ exp -protocol decrease with increasing complexity of the proof goal and the value of |n0 |. On
the contrary, restricting the length of the modulus speaks against the usage of Σ exp . Especially,
we see that the relative efficiency varies considerably for different proof goals.
Parameters determining relative costs. In the following we point out parameters the
relative efficiency of Σ GSP0,1 and Σ exp depends on. These do not allow to make a general
statement about which protocol is more efficient, but show that this very much depends on
the concrete proof. Yet, we can identify the relevant parameters and qualitatively describe
their influence on the relative costs:
– Proof goal: An increase in the number of images for which knowledge of the preimages
has to be proven increases the costs of the Σ GSP0,1 -protocol faster than those of the Σ exp protocol. Especially, if the length of the modulus does not underly any restrictions, the
Σ exp -protocol is more efficient for all values of |n0 | ≥ 1024, if knowledge for at least 5
images is proven.
– Algebraic setting: Larger values of |n0 |, i.e. an increasing size of the co-domain of the
homomorphism φ, decrease the relative costs of computations in Z∗n , and thus make the
Σ exp -protocol be applied more often.
– Underlying mathematical libraries: If the costs for multiplication or modular reduction grow superlinear in the length of the modulus, as is the case for Karatsuba’s
multiplication algorithm [47], the relative costs of operations in Z∗n grow. Further, using parallelized algorithms for multi-exponentiation [12,60] can decrease the complexity
of Σ GSP0,1 significantly. Especially in the latter case the Σ exp -protocol will only be given
priority for very complex proof goals.
– Restriction of the proof length: Especially when used for signature proofs of knowledge, the length of the proof is essential. This is minimal for the Σ exp -protocol using one
large modulus, at the cost of high computational costs. Yet, the Σ GSP0,1 -protocol is not
an alternative in this case.

4

Compiler Framework

We present a toolbox, consisting of tools and languages, for automatic generation of sound
ZK-PoK protocols which realizes the efficient three-move framework presented in §2 including
the optimizations described in §3. How such a toolbox can overcome several challenges in the
design and implementation of ZK-PoK protocols is discussed in [6]. We give an overview of
the architecture in §4.1 and details on the input language in §4.2.
4.1

Architecture of Toolbox

Our toolbox, as shown in Fig. 3, is modularly composed from multiple components to allow
for easy extension (e.g., via new plugins or backends), exchange (e.g., cryptographic libraries
used in C backend), and re-use of components.
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Protocol
Specification
Protocol
Compiler

Plugins
Σ2NIZK
Costs

Protocols,
Compositions, ...

Protocol
Implementation
C

Algorithms,
Operations,
Messages, ...

LATEX
Backends

Fig. 3. Architecture

Declarations {
RSA(1248) n’;
Int(1328) r, r’;
Unsigned T:=0xC0FFEE; [-T;T] m;
H=Zmod*(n’) g, h, x, x’;
}
Inputs {
ProverPrivate := m, r, r’;
Public
:= n’, g, h, x, x’;
}
Protocol {
KnowledgeError
:= 80;
SZKParameter
:= 80;
Composition := P_1;
}
SigmaPort(opt_computation) P_1 {
Homomorphism (phi : Z^3 -> H^2 :
(a,b,c) |-> (g^a * h^b, y^a * h^c));
Relation ((x,x’) = phi(m, r, r’ - m*r));
}

Fig. 4. PSL example for ZPK[(m, r, r0 ) : x =
2
0
g m · hr mod n0 ∧ x0 = g m · hr mod n0 ].

Protocol Specification. The user formulates the specification of the intended protocol in
our Protocol Specification Language (PSL). On a high level, this language concretizes the
Camenisch-Stadler notation [29] and allows to specify which kind of Σ-protocols with which
input parameters in which algebraic structures should be composed in which way (see example
in Fig. 4). In particular, PSL supports the Σ-protocols described in §2 and App. A: Σ φ , Σ GSP ,
and Σ exp with arbitrary compositions via AND, OR, and n-out-of-k-threshold composition
[35] using Shamir’s secret sharing [67]. Details on PSL together with a detailed description of
the example PSL file shown in Fig. 4 are given in §4.2.
Protocol Compiler. The Protocol Compiler takes the protocol specification and automatically chooses the size of the Σ exp moduli to achieve a given knowledge error which guarantees
the soundness property of the generated protocol as described in §3. All three optimizations
for fixed length moduli, optimal communication complexity, or optimal computation complexity are supported (see §4.2 for details). The output is the Protocol Implementation which
consists of the different rounds of the protocol and the operations (e.g., group operations, random choice of elements, ...) performed therein. Our Protocol Implementation Language (PIL)
describes the protocol implementation in pseudo-code.
Plugins. The protocol implementation of the generated Σ-protocols can then be transformed
with several plugins: The Σ2NIZK plugin transforms the generated Σ-protocol into a NonInteractive Zero-Knowledge protocol (NIZK) respectively a Signature-Proof of Knowledge by
applying the Fiat-Shamir transformation [40]. The Costs plugin counts the abstract costs of
the generated protocol, i.e., the communication complexity and the number of operations in
each group. In order to automatically determine the real costs of the protocol on a specific platform (in kBytes, CPU cycles and milliseconds), this plugin is coupled to the code generation
backend.
Backends. Multiple backends allow to transform the protocol implementation into source
code in various output languages: The C Backend generates source code in the C program-
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ming language for prover and verifier. The LaTeX Backend generates a human-readable
documentation of the protocol in LATEX. An example output will be given in the full version
of this paper.
4.2

Protocol Specification Language (PSL)

Here, we describe the rationale underlying our Protocol Specification Language (PSL) and
show how to formulate a given proof goal in this language using the following example:
We want to prove that a committed integer value lies in an interval. This need arises in
many applications such as electronic cash systems [32], group signature schemes [21], watermarking [1], or verifiable encryption [28]. Such efficient interval proof techniques were given by
Boudot [16] and Lipmaa [55]. The core of both techniques is to prove that a number committed
within a Damgård-Fujisaki integer commitment [37] is a square. Recall, the Damgård-Fujisaki
integer commitment scheme is Com(m, r) = g m · hr mod n0 , where n0 is an RSA modulus, g
is a generator of the quadratic residues modulo n0 , h ∈ hgi and the factorization of n0 as well
as the discrete logarithm between g and h are unknown to P. The corresponding proof goal
can be formulated in Camenisch-Stadler notation [29] as


2
0
ZPK (m, r0 ) : x0 = g m · hr mod n0 .
This can be rewritten algebraically to the following:

0
ZPK (m, r, r0 ) : x = g m · hr mod n0 ∧ x0 = xm · hr −m·r


mod n .
0

Using the homomorphism φ : Z3 → Z∗n0 2 : (a, b, c) 7→ (g a · hb mod n0 , xa · hc mod n0 ) we get:


ZPK (m, r, r0 ) : (x, x0 ) = φ(m, r, r0 − m · r) .
This proof goal together with the underlying algebraic setting can directly be formulated
in PSL as shown in Fig. 4 and described next. A PSL file consists of the following four sections:
Declarations. All variables used in the protocol must be declared in this section first. PSL
supports several data types with a given bitlength such as signed integers, unsigned integers,
RSA moduli, or primes. Also intervals and predefined multiplicative and additive groups such
as (Z∗n , ∗) or (Zp , +) are supported. During declaration, an identifier can be assigned to a
group and constants can be predefined. The compiler can easily be extended by implementing
abstract groups with one’s favorite group (e.g., to support elliptic curve groups).
Inputs. In this section, the inputs of the protocol are assigned to prover and verifier by
specifying which variables are private to the prover and which are publicly known to both
parties. All protocol inputs must have been declared before.
Protocol. In the protocol section, the properties of the protocol to be generated are specified. For instance, KnowledgeError := 80 describes an intended knowledge error κ of 2−80 .
Analogously, the SZKParameter specificies the intended tightness of the statistical ZK property. Afterwards, the protocol is composed by combining several Σ-protocols which prove
a given predicate with a monotone boolean formula consisting of arbitrary combinations of
AND, OR, and n-out-of-k-threshold composition [35] implemented over Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [67].
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Predicates. Finally, the predicates used in the protocol composition are specified. Each predicate is proven with a Σ-protocol, i.e., either SigmaPhi (cf. §A), SigmaGSP or SigmaPort for
the optimal unconditionally portable Σ-protocol (see below). For each Σ-protocol, the underlying homomorphism and the relation between public images and private preimages under
this homomorphism are specified. Linear relations between preimages can be proven explicitly
as shown in the example.
Automatic Choice of Unconditionally Portable Protocols. The compiler is capable to
automatically determine the optimal unconditionally portable Σ-protocol by choosing between
the Σ exp -protocol (cf. §2.1) and the Σ GSP -protocol with binary challenges (cf. App. A) and
optimizing the modulus size according to §3 as follows:
SigmaPort(T=1248,t=80) uses T = 1248 bit RSA moduli which correspond to t = 80 bit
symmetric security and computes the number of parallel executions of the protocol to achieve
the intended knowledge error as described in §3.1. Recommended sizes for T and t can be
found in [9,42,50,52,58].
SigmaPort(opt_communication) minimizes the communication complexity of the protocol by automatically choosing the bitlength of the single RSA modulus to achieve the intended
knowledge error in one repetition using the techniques described in §3.1.
SigmaPort(opt_computation) optimizes for minimum computation complexity of P by
choosing the optimal modul length: Currently, this optimization uses the formulas given in
§3.2. Future versions of the compiler could additionally use the code generation backend to
determine the parameters for minimal costs of a given protocol on a specific platform.
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A

The Σ GSP - and Σ φ -Protocol

In this section, we briefly recall the Generalized Schnorr Protocol Σ GSP , and the Σ φ -protocol
for special homomorphisms.
The Σ GSP -protocol. The Σ GSP -protocol is a generalization of the well known protocol proposed by Schnorr [65]. It is defined by a prover and a verifier performing the joint computation
given in Fig. 5. It can be used for arbitrary exponentiation homomorphisms in groups of known
and hidden order. Especially in the case C = {0, 1}, i.e. c+ = 1, the protocol is always known
to be a statistical HVZK proof of knowledge, not relying on any computational assumptions.
We refer to this special case as the Σ GSP0,1 -protocol. Other conditions for the protocol to be
a ZK-PoK are given in Theorem 1 of [23].
P[x, w]

V[x]

P1 ri ∈R [−2l c+ mi , 2l c+ mi ], 1 ≤ i ≤ u

t

t := φEj (r1 , . . . , ru )


P2 si := ri − c · (wi − Li ), 1 ≤ i ≤ u

-

c

c ∈R [0, c+ ]

?
(s1 , . . . , su) s ∈
[−2l c+ mi − c+ mi , 2l c+ mi ], 1 ≤ i ≤ u V
i
?

xc · φE (s1 − cL1 , . . . , su − cLu ) = t

Fig. 5. The Σ GSP -protocol to prove knowledge of w = (w1 , . . . , wu ) with wi ∈ [Li , Ri ], and
mi := Ri − Li .
As for the Σ exp -protocol, each secret witness is associated with an interval it lies in, i.e.
wi ∈ [Li , Ri ] for all wi . As for the Σ exp -protocol, the intervals are only needed to guarantee
the protocol to be HVZK.
The Σ φ -protocol. The Σ φ -protocol is given by two parties, P and V, performing the joint
computation depicted in Fig. 6. To be able to give sufficient conditions for the protocol to
be HVZK we have to recap the following definition due to Cramer [34]: a homomorphism
φ : G → H is called special, if there is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm that on input
φ and x ∈ Im φ outputs (u, v) ∈ G × Z \ {0}, such that xv = φ(u). For a given φ, the special
exponent v being output has to be the same for all x.
Many homomorphisms used in cryptography are special. For example every homomorphism
0
φ, for which a non-zero multiple v 0 of the order of Im φ is known, is special, since xv = 1 = φ(0)
for all x ∈ Im φ. Especially, if the order of H is known, one can set v 0 := ord(H). Further,
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P[x, w]

V[x]

P1 r ∈R G

t

t := φ(r)


P2 s := r − cw

-

c
s

c ∈R [0, c+ ]

-

?

xc · φ(s) = t V

Fig. 6. The Σ φ -protocol for a homomorphism φ : G → H.
power-homomorphisms φ(w) := we are special, since for x = φ(w) we always have xe = φ(x).
Those are important in many cryptographic schemes such as RSA or the Paillier encryption
scheme [38,59,64].
As shown in [34], the Σ φ -protocol is a perfect HVZK proof of knowledge with knowledge
error 1/|C|, if φ is a special homomorphism, and c+ is smaller than any prime divisor of its
special exponent v.
Note, that the Σ φ -protocol especially subsumes the protocols proposed by Schnorr [65]
and Guillou-Quisquater [45].

B

Proofs

We call that the Strong Root problem is (τ, ε)-secure, if there is no algorithm solving it in at
most τ steps with probability larger than ε.
The next corollary is directly derived from the results in [37].
τ
Corollary 7. If the Strong Root Problem is (τ, ε)-secure, and τ 0 ≤ 448
, then a DF-based pro0
4 448τ
0
tocol using a safe RSA modulus is a (18ε, τ , max( |C| , τ )) -convincing argument of knowledge.

Proof (of Th. 5). Given a k-bit modulus, and v 0 ∈ [0, s(k)], the Strong Root problem is
0
0
(2v , 2v −s(k) )-secure by the definition of s(k). Hence, according to Cor. 7, the protocol is a
0
4
(ν, 2a , κ)-convincing argument of knowledge, where ν = 18 · 2v −s(k) and κ = max( |C|
, 448 ·
0

0

2a−v ). As |C| can be chosen arbitrarily large, we assume κ = 448 · 2a−v for a moment.
Minimizing the computational knowledge error κ + ν in v 0 then yields a minimum of 36 · 2v
at v := log2 448−log22 18+a−s(k) .
Here we used that κ = 18 · 2v . To ensure that, we also need that 4/|C| ≤ 18 · 2v . This is
t
u
reached by using at least dv + log2 92 e bit challenges.
Proof (of Cor. 6). The computational knowledge error can now be reduced by repeating the
protocol sequentially, each repetition decreasing the success probability of a malicious prover
by a factor 36 · 2v . Thus, to reach a computational knowledge error of at most 2−b , the
protocol has to be repeated r times, where r satisfies (36 · 2v )r ≤ 2−b . Accordingly we get
b
r := d− v+log
e.
2 36
Having s(k) ≥ 15 + a + 2b directly yields r = 1, and hence b + 3 bit challenges.
t
u
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Abstract. We consider generic Garbled Circuit (GC)-based techniques
for Secure Function Evaluation (SFE) in the semi-honest model.
We describe efficient GC constructions for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and comparison functions. Our circuits for subtraction and
comparison are approximately two times smaller (in terms of garbled
tables) than previous constructions. This implies corresponding computation and communication improvements in SFE of functions using our
efficient building blocks. The techniques rely on recently proposed “free
XOR” GC technique.
Further, we present concrete and detailed improved GC protocols for
the problem of secure integer comparison, and related problems of auctions, minimum selection, and minimal distance. Performance improvement comes both from building on our efficient basic blocks and several
problem-specific GC optimizations. We provide precise cost evaluation
of our constructions, which serves as a baseline for future protocols.
Keywords: Secure Computation, Garbled Circuit, Millionaires Problem, Auctions, Minimum Distance

1

Introduction

We are motivated by secure function evaluation (SFE) of integer comparison,
and related problems such as auctions and biometric authentication. For this, we
propose new, more efficient SFE protocols for these functions. More specifically,
we propose improved constructions for subtraction, and comparison functions,
and demonstrate their advantages on the example of our motivating applications.
Comparison is a widely used basic primitive. In particular, it plays an especially important role in financial transactions, biometric authentication, database
mining applications, etc.
?
??
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Auctions. With the growth of the Internet and its widespread acceptance as the
medium for electronic commerce, online auctions continue to grow in popularity.
Additionally, many sellers consider the “name your price” model. For example,
sites such as priceline.com ask a buyer for a price he is willing to pay for a product, and the deal is committed to if that price is greater than a certain (secret)
threshold. In many such situations, it is vital to maintain the privacy of bids
of the players. Indeed, revealing an item’s worth can result in artificially high
prices or low bids, specifically targeted for a particular buyer or seller. While a
winning bid or a committed deal may necessarily reveal the cost of the transaction, it is highly desirable to keep all other information (e.g., unsuccessful bids)
secret. There has been a large stream of work dedicated to ensuring privacy and
security of online auctions and haggling (e.g., [13,7,39]). Our work complements,
extends, and builds on it.
Biometric authentication. Widespread adoption of biometric authentication (e.g.,
fingerprint or face recognition) is causing strong concerns of privacy violations.
Indeed, improper use of biometric information has far more implications than
“simple” collection of personal information. Adoption of privacy-preserving biometric authentication is highly desired and will benefit the users and the administrators of the systems alike. Because biometric images are never scanned
perfectly, the identity of the user is determined by proximity of the scanned
and stored biometrics. It is natural, therefore, that threshold comparisons are
frequently employed in such identification systems. Further, in some multi-user
systems, it may be desired to simply find the closest match in the database. In
such systems, secure comparison would be also extensively used.
State of the art for secure comparison and related algorithms. Starting
with the original paper of Yao [45], secure comparison, also referred to as the
“two Millionaires problem”, has attracted much attention [46,20,37,31]. A variety of techniques are employed in these solutions – homomorphic encryption,
evaluation of branching programs, Garbled Circuit (GC).
Today, in the standard computational setting, the most efficient protocol
is the simple evaluation of the generic GC. Indeed, the size of the comparison
circuit is quite small (linear in the size of the inputs), and its secure evaluation
is rather efficient (linear number of Oblivious Transfers (OT) and evaluations of
a cryptographic hash function, such as SHA-256).
Most popular alternative solutions are based on homomorphic encryptions.
For comparison, they offer a similar complexity compared to GC, as they still
must perform a linear (in the input) number of public key operations by both
players. However, GC offers more flexible and cheap programming possibilities,
due to its low cost of manipulation of boolean values. In contrast, homomorphic
encryptions are not suitable, e.g., for branching based on the encrypted value
which can be achieved only with much more expensive techniques than GC).
In sum, GC approach is a clear choice for integer comparison, its extensions,
such as auctions, simple integer manipulations (addition and even multiplicaSPEED-CC Workshop Record
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tions) and a variety of other problems that have small circuit representation. We
build our solutions in this framework.
Our contributions. As justified above, our work is based on GC. We advance
the state of the art of SFE for subtraction and comparison functions, by constructing their more efficient GC representations. We work in the semi-honest
model which is appropriate for many application scenarios.
More specifically, our optimizations take advantage of the recently proposed
method of GC construction [33], where XOR gates are evaluated essentially for
free (one XOR operation on keys, and no garbled table entries to generate or
transfer). We show how to compute comparison and other basic functions with
circuits consisting mostly of XOR gates. This results in reduction of the size
of GC (i.e., the size of garbled tables) by approximately half (see Table 2 for
detailed comparison). We note that the method of [33] (and thus our work)
requires the use of a weak form of Random Oracle, namely of correlation-robust
functions [26].
As further contribution, we then follow through, and discuss in detail GCbased constructions for the Millionaires problem, computing first-price auctions
and minimum Hamming- or Euclidian distance. In addition to improvements due
to our new building blocks, our protocols benefit from a number of GC-based
optimizations. In addition to establishing a new performance baseline for these
problems, we aim to promote GC as a very efficient solution, and prevent its
frequent unfair dismissal as an “impractical generic approach”.
Related work. SFE (and in particular GC), and secure comparison has received
much attention in the literature, all of which we cannot possibly include here.
In this section we summarize relevant work to give the reader a perspective on
our results. We discuss additional related work (on which we improve) in the
individual sections of the paper.
Circuit-Based Secure Function Evaluation. GC technique of SFE was introduced
by Yao [46], with a formal proof of security (in the semi-honest model) given
in [34]. Extensions of Yao’s garbled circuit protocol to security against covert
players were given in [1,25], and against malicious players in [27,35,40]. Our constructions rely on the recent work of [33], where a GC technique is proposed that
allows evaluation of XOR gates “for free”, i.e., with no communication and negligible computation costs. In [33] improved circuit constructions for multiplexer,
addition and (in-)equality testing are presented. Our main contribution – the
building block constructions – further improve their proposals (e.g., subtraction
and comparison are improved by a factor of two.
Secure Two-Party Comparison. The first secure two-party comparison protocol
was proposed in [45], and today GC [46] is the most efficient solution to this
problem as shown in this paper: our solution for comparing two `-bit numbers
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requires 16`t bit offline communication and 3`t bit online communication, where
t is a symmetric security parameter (i.e., length of a symmetric key).
Homomorphic encryption is another popular tool for comparison. The protocol of Fischlin [20] uses the Goldwasser-Micali XOR-homomorphic encryption
scheme [24] and has communication complexity `T (κ + 1), where κ is a statistical correctness parameter (e.g., κ = 40) and T is an asymmetric security
parameter (i.e., size of an RSA modulus). The comparison protocol of [6] uses
bitwise Paillier encryption and has communication complexity 4`T . This protocol was improved in [14,16,15] to communication complexity 2`T by using a
new homomorphic encryption scheme with smaller ciphertext size. These twoparty protocols were extended to comparisons in the multi-party setting with
logarithmic and linear round complexity in [21].
Minimum Selection. A two-party protocol for finding k-Nearest Neighbors was
given in [44], and improved from quadratic to linear communication complexity
in [43]. Our protocol for finding the nearest neighbor is a more efficient protocol
for the special case k = 1. A simple protocol to select the minimum of homomorphically encrypted values based on the multiplicative hiding assumption was
given in [30] in the context of privacy-preserving benchmarking. However, multiplicative blinding reveals some information about the magnitude of the blinded
value. Our minimum selection protocol can be used as a provably secure replacement of this protocol. Finally, we note that in our minimum Hamming distance
protocol we use several steps of the Hamming distance protocol of [28].
Efficient circuits for addition and multiplication. Boyar et al. [10,11,9] considered
multiplicative complexity3 of symmetric functions (i.e., functions only dependent
on the hamming weight of their inputs). As a corollary, Boyar et al. describe
efficient circuits for addition (and thus multiplication, via Karatsuba-Ofman
method [29]). Our subtraction and comparison building blocks are extensions of
their construction.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we summarize our conventions and setting in §2.1 and cryptographic tools used in our constructions: oblivious transfer (OT) in §2.3, garbled
circuits (GC) with free XOR in §2.4, and additively homomorphic encryption
(HE) in §2.2. Reader familiar with the prerequisites may safely skip to §3.
2.1

Parameters, Notation and Model

We denote symmetric security parameter by t and the asymmetric security parameter, i.e., bitlength of RSA moduli, by T . Recommended parameters for
short-term security (until 2010) are for example t = 80 and T = 1024 [23]. The
3

Multiplicative complexity of a function measures the number of AND gates in its
circuit (and gives NOT and XOR gates for free).
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bitlength of a garbled value is t0 := t + 1 (cf. §2.4 for details). The statistical
correctness parameter is denoted with κ (the probability of a protocol failure is
bounded by 2−κ ) and the statistical security parameter with σ. In practice, one
can choose κ = σ = 80. The bitlength of protocol inputs is denoted with ` and
the number of inputs with n. We write x` to denote `-bit value x.
We work in the semi-honest model. We note that the method of [33] (and
thus our work) requires the use of a weak form of Random Oracle, namely of
correlation-robust functions [26].
2.2

Homomorphic Encryption (HE)

Some of our constructions make black-box usage of a semantically secure homomorphic encryption scheme with plaintext space (P, +, 0), ciphertext space
(C, ∗, 1), and probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms (Gen, Enc, Dec).
An additively homomorphic encryption scheme allows addition under encryption as it satisfies ∀x, y ∈ P : Dec(Enc(x) ∗ Enc(y)) = x + y. It can be instantiated with a variety of cryptosystems including [41,17], or the cryptosystem of
[14,16,15] which is restricted to small plaintext space P – just to name a few.
For the sake of completeness we mention, that the cryptosystem of [8] allows
for an arbitrary number of additions and one multiplication and fully homomorphic encryption schemes allow to evaluate an arbitrary number of additions
and multiplications on ciphertexts. Possible candidates are the cryptosystem of
[3] (size of ciphertexts grows exponentially in the number of multiplications) or
the recently proposed scheme without such a restriction [22]. However, the size
of ciphertexts in these schemes is substantially larger than that of the purely
additively homomorphic schemes.
2.3

Oblivious Transfer (OT)

Parallel 1-out-of-2 Oblivious Transfer of m `-bit strings, denoted as OTm
` , is a
two-party protocol run between a chooser C and a sender S. For i = 1, . . . , m, S
inputs a pair of `-bit strings s0i , s1i ∈ {0, 1}` and C inputs m choice bits bi ∈ {0, 1}.
At the end of the protocol, C learns the chosen strings sbi i , but nothing about
i
the unchosen strings s1−b
whereas S learns nothing about the choices bi .
i
Efficient OT protocols. We use OTm
` as a black-box primitive which can be
instantiated efficiently with different protocols [38,2,36,26]. For example the protocol of [2] implemented over a suitably chosen elliptic curve has communication
complexity m(6(2t + 1)) + (2t + 1) ∼ 12mt bits and is secure against malicious
C and semi-honest S in the standard model as described in the full version of
this paper [32]. Similarly, the protocol of [38] implemented over a suitably chosen elliptic curve has communication complexity m(2(2t + 1) + 2`) bits and is
secure against malicious C and semi-honest S in the random oracle model. Both
protocols require O(m) scalar point multiplications.
Extending OT efficiently. The extensions of [26] can be used to efficiently reduce the number of computationally expensive public-key operations of OTm
`
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to be independent of m.4 Their transformation for semi-honest receiver ret
duces OTm
` to OTt and a small additional overhead: one additional message,
2m(` + t) bits additional communication, and O(m) invocations of a correlation
robust hash function (2m for S and m for C) which is substantially cheaper than
O(m) asymmetric operations. Also a slightly less efficient extension for malicious
receiver is given in their paper.
2.4

Garbled Circuits (GC)

The most efficient method for secure evaluation of a boolean circuit C for computationally bounded players is Yao’s garbled circuit approach [46,34]. We briefly
summarize the main ideas of this protocol in the following. The circuit construce with algorithm CreateGC: for each wire
tor (server S) creates a garbled circuit C
eij is
ei1 , where w
Wi of the circuit, he randomly chooses two garbled values w
ei0 , w
the garbled value of Wi ’s value j. (Note: w
eij does not reveal j.) Further, for each
gate Gi , S creates a garbled table Tei with the following property: given a set
of garbled values of Gi ’s inputs, Tei allows to recover the garbled value of the
corresponding Gi ’s output, but nothing else. S sends these garbled tables, called
e to the evaluator (client C). Additionally, C obliviously obtains
garbled circuit C
the garbled inputs w
ei corresponding to inputs of both parties (details on how
e on the
this can be done later in §2.4). Now, C can evaluate the garbled circuit C
garbled inputs with algorithm EvalGC to obtain the garbled outputs simply by
evaluating the garbled circuit gate by gate, using the garbled tables Tei . Finally,
C translates the garbled outputs into output values given for the respective players (details below in §2.4). Correctness of GC follows from the method of how
garbled tables Tei are constructed.
Improved Garbled Circuit with free XOR [33]. An efficient method for
creating garbled circuits which allows “free” evaluation of XOR gates was presented in [33]. More specifically, a garbled XOR gate has no garbled table (no
communication) and its evaluation consists of XOR-ing its garbled input values
(negligible computation). The other gates, called non-XOR gates, are evaluated
as in Yao’s GC construction [46] with a point-and-permute technique (as used
in [37]) to speed up the implementation of the GC protocol: the garbled values
0
w
ei = hki , πi i ∈ {0, 1}t consist of a symmetric key ki ∈ {0, 1}t and a random permutation bit πi ∈ {0, 1} and hence have length t0 = t + 1 bits. The
permutation bit πi is used to select the right table entry for decryption with
the t-bit key ki (recall, t is the symmetric security parameter). The encryption of the garbled table entries is done with the symmetric encryption function
Encsk1 ,...,kd (m) = m ⊕ H(k1 || . . . ||kd ||s), where d is the number of inputs of the
gate, s is a unique identifier for the specific row in the gate’s garbled table used
once, and H is a suitably chosen cryptographic hash function. Hence, creation
4

`
That’s why we chose the notation OTm
` instead of m × OT .
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of the garbled table of a non-XOR d-input gate requires 2d invocations of H and
its evaluation needs one invocation, while XOR gates are “for free”.
The main observation of [33] is, that the constructor S chooses a global key
difference ∆ ∈R {0, 1}t which remains unknown to evaluator C and relates the
garbled values as ki0 = ki1 ⊕ ∆. (This technique was subsequently extended in
the LEGO paper [40] which allows to compose garbled circuits dynamically with
security against malicious circuit constructor). Clearly, the usage of such garbled values allows for free evaluation of XOR gates with input wires W1 , W2 and
output wire W3 by computing w
e3 = w
e1 ⊕ w
e2 (no communication and negligible
computation). However, using related garbled values requires that the hash function H used to create the garbled tables of non-XOR gates has to be modeled
to be correlation robust (as defined in [26]) which is stronger than modeling H
as a key-derivation function (standard model) but weaker than modeling H as
a random-oracle (ROM). In practice, H can be chosen from the SHA-2 family.
Input/Output Conversion. In secure two-party computation protocols executed between circuit constructor S and circuit evaluator C, each of the inputs and outputs of the securely computed functionality can be given in different forms depending on the application scenario: privately known to one
party (§A.1), secret-shared between both parties (§A.2), or homomorphically
encrypted under the public key of the other party (§A.3). These inputs can be
converted from different forms to garbled inputs given to C. Afterwards, C evaluates the garbled circuit, obtains the garbled outputs, and converts them into
outputs in the needed form.
The resulting communication complexities of these input and output conversion protocols for semi-honest parties are summarized in Table 1 and a detailed
description of these known techniques is given in §A.
Table 1. Communication complexity for converting `-bit inputs/outputs in different
forms to inputs/outputs of a garbled circuit (parameters defined in §2.1). SS: SecretShared, HE: Homomorphically Encrypted.

Private S (§A.1)
Private C (§A.1)
SS
(§A.2)
HE
(§A.3)

3

Input
Output
0
`t bits
` bits
OT`t0
` bits
`
OTt0
` bits
1 ciphertext + 5`t0 bits + OT`t0 1 ciphertext + (` + σ)(5t0 + 1) bits

Building Blocks for GC

In this section we present our basic contribution – improved circuit constructions for several frequently used primitives, such as integer subtraction (§3.1),
131
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comparison (§3.2), and selection of the minimum value and index (§3.3)5 . As
summarized in Table 2, our improved circuit constructions are smaller than previous solutions by 33% to 50% when used with the GC of [33]. This reduction in
size immediately translates into a corresponding improvement in communication
and computation complexity of any GC protocol built from these blocks. The
efficiency improvements are achieved by modifying the underlying circuits, i.e.,
by carefully replacing larger (more costly) non-XOR gates (e.g., a 3-input gate)
with smaller non-XOR gates (e.g., a 2-input gate) and (free) XOR gates.
Table 2. Size of efficient circuit constructions for `-bit values and computing the
minimum value and index of n `-bit values (in table entries).
Circuit
Standard GC
[33]
This Work (Improvement)
Multiplexer
8`
4`
Addition/Subtraction (§3.1)
16`
8`
4`
(50%)
Multiplication (§3.1)
20`2 − 16` 12`2 − 8`
8`2 − 4`
(33%)
Equality Test (§3.2)
8`
4`
Comparison (§3.2)
8`
4`
(50%)
Minimum Value + Index (§3.3) ≈ 15`n [39]
8`(n − 1) + 4(n + 1) (47%)

Multiplexer Circuit (MUX). Our constructions use `-bit multiplexer circuits
MUX to select one of the `-bit inputs x` or y` as output z` , depending on
the selection bit c. We use the construction of [33] with ` non-XOR gates.

3.1

Integer Addition, Subtraction and Multiplication

Addition circuits (ADD) to add two unsigned integer values x` , y` can be efficiently composed from a chain of 1-bit adders (+), often called full-adders, as
shown in Fig. 1. (The first 1-bit adder has constant input c1 = 0 and can be
replaced by a smaller half-adder). Each 1-bit adder has as inputs the carry-in
bit ci from the previous 1-bit adder and the two input bits xi , yi . The outputs
are the carry-out bit ci+1 = (xi ∧ yi ) ∨ (xi ∧ ci ) ∨ (yi ∧ ci ) and the sum bit
si = xi ⊕ yi ⊕ ci (the latter can be computed “for free” using “free XOR” [33]).
The efficient construction of a 1-bit adder shown in Fig. 2 computes the carryout bit as ci+1 = ci ⊕((xi ⊕ci )∧(yi ⊕ci )). Overall, the efficient construction for a
1-bit adder consists of four free XOR gates and a single 2-input AND gate which
has size 22 = 4 table entries. The overall size of the efficient addition circuit is
ADD` = ` · |+| = 4` table entries.
5

As noted in §1, Boyar et al. [11,9] had previously proposed improved circuits for
addition and multiplication. Further, the circuits for subtraction and comparison
can be relatively naturally derived from the same ideas. We leave these building
blocks in our presentation for completeness and readability.
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xi yi

x! y!
ADD

+

x2 y2
. . . c3

+

x1 y1
c2

s2

s!+1 s!

+

ci+1
0

+

ci

∧

s1

si

Fig. 1. Addition Circuit (ADD)

Fig. 2. Improved 1-bit Adder (+)

Subtraction in two’s complement representation is defined as x` − y` = x` +
ȳ` + 1. Hence, a subtraction circuit (SUB) can be constructed analogously to
the addition circuit from 1-bit subtractors (−) as shown in Fig. 3. Each 1-bit
subtractor computes the carry-out bit ci+1 = (xi ∧ ȳi ) ∨ (xi ∧ ci ) ∨ (ȳi ∧ ci ) and
the difference bit di = xi ⊕ ȳi ⊕ ci . We instantiate the 1-bit subtractor efficiently
as shown in Fig. 4 to compute ci+1 = xi ⊕ ((xi ⊕ ci ) ∧ (yi ⊕ ci )) with the same
size as the 1-bit adder.

xi yi

x! y!
SUB

−

d!+1 d!

x2 y2
. . . c3

−
d2

x1 y1
c2

−

1

d1

Fig. 3. Subtraction Circuit (SUB)

ci

∧

ci+1

−

di

Fig. 4. Improved 1-bit Subtractor (−)

Multiplication circuits (MUL) to multiply two `-bit integers x` , y` can be
constructed according to the “school method” for multiplication, i.e., adding up
the bitwise
of yi and x` shifted corresponding to the position: x` ·
P` multiplications
`
i−1
`
y = i=1 2 (yi · x ). This circuit is composed from `2 of 1-bit multipliers (2input AND gates) and (` − 1) of `-bit adders. Using the efficient implementation
for adders, the size of the multiplication circuit is improved to 4`2 + 4`(` − 1) =
8`2 − 4` table entries. Alternatively, for multiplication of large `-bit numbers,
a circuit based on Karatsuba-Ofman multiplication [29] of size approximately
O(`1.6 ) is more efficient.
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3.2

Integer Comparison

We present improved circuit constructions for comparison of two `-bit integers
x` and y` , i.e.,
(

 `
1 if x` > y` ,
`
z = x > y :=
0 else.
Note that this functionality is moregeneral than checking equality of `-bit integers x` and y` , i.e., z = x` = y` , for which an improved construction was
given in [33].
As shown in Fig. 5, a comparison circuit (CMP) can be composed from `
sequential 1-bit comparators (>). (The first 1-bit comparator has constant input c1 = 0 and can be replaced by a smaller gate). Our improved instantiation
for a 1-bit comparator shown in Fig. 6 uses one 2-input AND gate with 4 table
entries and three free XOR gates. Note, this improved bit comparator is exactly
bit subtractor

 shown in Fig. 4 restricted to the carry output:
 ` the` improved
x > y ⇔ x` − y` − 1 ≥ 0 which coincides with an underflow in the corresponding subtraction denoted by subtractor’s most significant output bit d`+1 .
The size of this comparison circuit is CMP` = ` · |>| = 4` table entries.

x! y!
CMP

>

x2 y2
. . . c3

>

xi yi

x1 y1
c2

>

0

ci+1

>

z
Fig. 5. Comparison Circuit (CMP)

∧

ci

Fig. 6. Improved 1-bit Comparator (>)





 
Improved comparison circuits for x` < y` , x` ≥ y` , or x` ≤ y` can be
obtained from the improved circuit for x` > y` by interchanging x` with y`
and/or setting the initial carry to c1 = 1.
3.3

Minimum Value and Minimum Index

Finally, we show how the improved blocks presented above can be combined to
obtain an improved minimum circuit (MIN) which selects the minimum value
m` and minimum index i of a list of n `-bit values x`0 , . . . , x`n−1 , i.e., ∀j ∈
{0, . . . , n − 1} : (m` < x`j ) ∨ (m` = x`j ∧ i ≤ j). E.g., for the list 3, 2, 5, 2 the
outputs would be m` = 2 and i = 1 as the leftmost minimum value of 2 is at
position 1. W.l.o.g. we assume that n is a power of two, so the minimum index
can be represented with log n bits.
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x!0 x!1 x!2 x!3
MIN
min
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!
1
!
m1 i1 m1 i11
min
!
m2 i22

x!n−4 x!n−3 x!n−2 x!n−1
...

m!d,L m!d,R
min

idd,L idd,R

min
min

CMP>

...

MUX

MUX

m!d+1

id+1
d+1

min

min
m! ilog n
Fig. 7. Minimum Circuit (MIN)

Fig. 8. Minimum Block (min)

Performance improvement of MIN mainly comes from the improved building
blocks for integer comparison. We shave off an additive factor by carefully arranging tournament-style circuit so that some of the index wires can be reused
and eliminated. That is, at depth d of the resulting tree we keep track of the `-bit
minimum value m` of the sub-tree containing 2d values but store and propagate
only the d least significant bits idd of the minimum index.
More specifically, the minimum value and minimum index are selected pairwise in a tournament-like way using a tree of minimum blocks (min) as shown
in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 8, each minimum block at depth d gets as inputs the
minimum `-bit values m`d,L and m`d,R of its left and right subtrees TL , TR and the
d least significant bits of their minimum indices idd,L and idd,R , and outputs the
minimum `-bit value m`d+1 and (d+1)-bit minimum index id+1
d+1 of the tree. First,
the two minimum values are compared with a comparison circuit (cf. §3.2). If
the minimum value of TL is bigger than that of TR (in this case, the comparison
circuit outputs value 1), m`d+1 is chosen to be the value of TR with an `-bit multiplexer block [33]. In this case, the minimum index id+1
d+1 is set to 1 concatenated
with the minimum index of TR using another d-bit multiplexer. Alternatively, if
the comparison yields 0, the minimum value of TL and the value 0 concatenated
with the minimum index of TL are output. Overall, the size of the efficient minPlog n
imum circuit is MIN`,n = (n − 1) · ( CMP` + MUX` ) + j=1 2nj MUXj−1 =
Plog n
1
8`(n − 1) + 4n j=1 j−1
2j < 8`(n − 1) + 4n(1 + n ) = 8`(n − 1) + 4(n + 1).
Our method of putting the minimum blocks together in a tree (cf. Fig. 7)
is non-trivial: If the minimum blocks would have been arranged sequentially
(according to the standard selection algorithm to find the minimum), the size
of the circuit would have been (n − 1) · ( CMP` + MUX` + MUXlog n ) =
8`(n − 1) + 4(n − 1) log n table entries which is less efficient than the tree.
In previous work [39], a circuit for computing first-price auctions (which is
functionally equivalent to computing the maximum value and index) with a
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size of approximately 15`n table entries is mentioned over which our explicit
construction improves by a factor of approximately 15
8 .

4

Applications

We now describe how our efficient circuit constructions (§3) can be applied to
improve previous solutions for several applications. We note that constructions of
this section are not novel and may be folklore knowledge. We explicate them for
concreteness, and use them to demonstrate the usefulness of our building blocks
and to arrive at performance estimates to form a baseline for future protocols.
4.1

Integer Comparison (Millionaires Problem)

The “Millionaires problem” was introduced by Yao in [45] as motivation for
secure compuation: two millionaires want to securely compare their respective
private input values (e.g., their amount of money) without revealing more information than the outcome of the comparison to the other party. More concretely,
client C holds a private `-bit value x` and server S holds a private `-bit value
y ` . The output bit z = [x` > y ` ] should be revealed to both.
We obtain an efficient comparison protocol by evaluating the comparison
circuit of §3.2 with the GC protocol of [33] and an efficient OT protocol. Our
protocol, when executed without precomputation has asymptotic communication
complexity 5`t + OT`t bit with symmetric security parameter t (cf. §2.1).
In many practical application scenarios it is beneficial to shift as much of the
computation and communication cost of a protocol into a setup (precomputation) phase, which is executed before the parties’ inputs are known, while the
parties’ workload is low. In the following we apply a folklore technique, which
demonstrates that GC protocols are ideally suited for precomputation as (in contrast to many protocols based on homomorphic encryption) almost their entire
cost can be shifted into the setup phase.
Millionaires with setup. GC protocols allow to move all expensive operations
(i.e., computationally expensive OT and creation of GC, as well as the transfer
of GC which dominates the communication complexity) into the setup phase.
The idea is to create and transfer the garbled circuit in the setup phase, and
pre-compute the OTs [5]: for this, the parallel OT protocol is run on randomly
chosen (by C and S) values of corresponding sizes (instead of private inputs of
C and pairs of garbled input values of S). Then, in the online phase, C uses its
randomly chosen value to mask his private inputs, and sends them to S. S replies
with encryptions of wire’s garbled inputs using his random values from the setup
phase. Which garbled input is masked with which random value is determined
by C’s message. Finally, C can use the masks he received from the OT protocol
in the setup phase to exactly decrypt the correct garbled input value.
More precisely, the setup phase works as follows: for i = 1, . . . , `, C chooses
0
random bits ri ∈R {0, 1} and S chooses random masks m0i , m1i ∈R {0, 1}t (recall,
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t0 = t + 1 is the bitlength of garbled values). Both parties run a OT`t0 protocol on
these randomly chosen values, where S inputs the pairs m0i , m1i and C inputs ri
and C obliviously obtains the mask mi = mri i . Additionally, S creates a garbled
e together with the
e with garbled inputs x
e1i and yei0 , yei1 and sends C
circuit C
e0i , x
output decryption table to C. This message has the size 4`t0 + 1 ∼ 4`t bits.
Overall, the setup phase has a slightly smaller communication complexity than
the Millionaires protocol without setup described above.
e ` corresponding to his input
In the online phase, S sends the garbled values y
y` to C and the online part of the OT protocol is executed: for each i = 1, . . . , `, C
masks its input bits xi with ri as Xi = xi ⊕ri and sends these masked bits to S. S
responds with the masked pair of t0 -bit strings Mi0 , Mi1 = m0i ⊕ x
e0i , m1i ⊕ x
e1i
if Xi = 0 or Mi0 , Mi1 = m0i ⊕ x
e1i , m1i ⊕ x
e0i otherwise. C obtains Mi0 , Mi1
ri
e` , y
e ` , C evaluates the
and decrypts x
ei = Mi ⊕ mi . Using the garbled inputs x
e obtains the result from the output decryption table and sends
garbled circuit C,
it back to S. Overall, in the online phase `t0 + 2`t0 + 1 ∼ 3`t bits are sent.
Cost Evaluation. In the following we show how the GC-based comparison
protocol outperforms those based on homomorphic encryption:
Computation Complexity. As our improved GC for integer comparison consists
of no more than ` non-XOR 2-to-1 gates (cf. comparison circuit in §3.2), C
needs to invoke the underlying cryptographic hash-function (e.g., SHA-256 for
t = 128 bit symmetric security) exactly ` times to evaluate the GC (cf. §2.4). All
other operations are negligible (XOR of t-bit strings). Hence, the computational
complexity of the online phase of our protocol is negligible as compared to that
of protocols based on homomorphic encryption. Even with an additional setup
phase, those protocols need to invoke a few modular operations for each input
bit which are usually by several orders of magnitude more expensive than the
evaluation of a cryptographic hash function used in our protocols. Further the
computational complexity of the setup phase in our protocol is more efficient
than in protocols based on homomorphic encryption when using efficient OT
protocols implemented over elliptic curves and efficient extensions of OT for a
large number of inputs (cf. §2.3).
Communication Complexity. Table 3 shows that also the communication complexity of our protocol is much lower than that of previous protocols which are
based on homomorphic encryption. As underlying OT`t0 protocol we use the protocol of [2] implemented over a suitably chosen elliptic curve and using point
compression (see the full version of this paper [32] for details). This protocol has
asymptotic communication complexity 12`t bits and is secure in the standard
model. (Using the protocol of [38] which is secure in the random oracle model
would result in communication complexity 6`t bits and much lower computation
complexity.) The chosen values for the security parameters correspond to standard recommendations for short-term (upto 2010), medium-term (upto 2030)
and long-term security (after 2030) [23].
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Table 3. Asymptotic communication complexity of comparison protocols on `-bit values. Parameters defined in §2.1: ` = 16, κ = 40, short-term security: t = 80, T = 1024,
medium-term security: t = 112, T = 2048, long-term security: t = 128, T = 3082.
Communication
Previous Work
This Work
Complexity
[20]
[6]
[14]
Setup Phase Online Phase Total
Asymptotic
(κ + 1)`T
4`T
2`T
16`t
3`t
19`t
short-term
82 kByte 8 kByte 4 kByte 2.5 kByte
0.5 kByte 3.0 kByte
medium-term
164 kByte 16 kByte 8 kByte 3.5 kByte
0.7 kByte 4.2 kByte
long-term
246 kByte 24 kByte 12 kByte 4.0 kByte
0.8 kByte 4.8 kByte

4.2

First-Price Auctions

In standard auction systems such as ebay, the auctioneer learns the inputs of
all bidders and hence can deduce valuable information about the bidding behavior of unsuccessful bidders or cheat while computing the auction function
depending on bidders’ input values. To overcome this, a secure protocol can be
used instead. Bidders provide their bids in a “smartly” encrypted form to the
protocol which allows the auctioneer to compute the auction function without
learning the bids. In the following we show how our constructions can be used
to improve two previously proposed secure auction systems: one in which all
bids are collected before the auction function is computed (Offline Auctions),
and another one where bids are input dynamically and the current highest bid
is published (Online Auctions).
Offline Auctions. In the offline auction system of [39], the auction function is
computed by two parties, an auction issuer and the auctioneer, who are assumed
not to collude. The auction issuer creates a garbled circuit which computes the
auction function and sends it to the auctioneer. For each of the bidders’ input
bits b, a proxy-OT protocol is run, where the auction issuer inputs the two
complementary garbled input values eb0 , eb1 of the garbled circuit, the bidder
inputs b and the auctioneer obtains the corresponding garbled value eb. Then,
the auctioneer evaluates the garbled circuit on the garbled inputs and obtains
the outcome of the auction as output.
In order to run a first-price auction which outputs the maximum bid and
the index of the maximum bidder, our improved minimum circuit of §3.3 can
be used. This circuit is substantially smaller and hence the resulting protocol is
more efficient than the circuit used in [39] as shown in Table 2.
Online Auctions. In the following we show that our GC-based comparison
protocol outperforms the comparison protocol of Damgård, Geisler and Kroigård
presented in [14] for the online auction scenario.
The auction system proposed in [14,15,16] extends the idea of splitting the
computation of the auction function between two parties, the auctioneer (called
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server) and another party (called assisting server) who are assumed not to collude. Each bidder can submit a maximum bid b which he secret-shares between
server and assisting server over respective secure channels. Afterwards, the bidder can go offline, while the server and assisting server run a secure comparison
protocol to compare the secret-shared maximum bid with the publicly known
value of the currently highest bid to keep track which bidder is still “in the
game”. A detailed description of the scenario can be found in [16].
Our protocol uses the efficient comparison protocol of §4.1 with inputs given
in different forms: the bid is secret-shared between both players (cf. §A.2 for simple folklore technique to use such inputs in GC) and the other input is publicly
known to both parties (e.g., can be treated as a private input of circuit constructor S). The resulting circuit-based protocol for online auctions has exactly
the same performance as our solution for the Millionaires problem described in
§4.1 with the same efficiency improvements over previous solutions. In particular, the possibility to move all expensive operations into the setup phase, which
can be executed during idle times (whenever no new bids are received), is very
beneficial for this application as this enables the bidders to instantly see if their
current bid was successful or if another bidder meanwhile gave a higher bid. This
feature is important towards the end of the auction, where the frequency of bids
is high. We further recall that the workload of the setup phases can be reduced
by extending OTs efficiently (cf. §2.3).
4.3

Minimum Distance

Finally, we give an efficient protocol for secure computation of the minimum
distance (or nearest neighbor) between a private query point Q, held by client C,
and an ordered list of private points P0 , . . . , Pn−1 (called database), held by server
S. The protocol consists of two sub-protocols: the first sub-protocol computes
for i = 1, . . . , n the encrypted distance Jδi K of the query point Q to each point
Pi in the database, using a suitably chosen homomorphic encryption scheme,
and outputs these encrypted distances to S. The second sub-protocol securely
selects the minimum value and index of these encrypted distances and outputs
the minimum distance δmin and minimum index imin to C.
Distance Computation. We sketch the sub-protocols to securely compute the
distance Jδi K between query point Q and points Pi in the database next.
Hamming Distance. The Hamming distance between two points P = (pP
1 , . . . , pm )
m
and Q = (q1 , . . . , qm ) with pj , qj ∈ {0, 1} is defined as dH (P, Q) := j=1 pj ⊕
Pm
qj = j=1 (1−pj )qj +pj (1−qj ). With an additively homomorphic cryptosystem,
the Hamming distance can be computed as follows: C generates a public-key pk
and corresponding secret-key and sends (the verifiably correct) pk and bitwise
homomorphic encryptions of Q, Jq1 K, . . . , Jqm K, to S. As computing the Hamming
distance is a linear operation, S can compute the encrypted Hamming distance
to each point P = Pi in its database as Jδi K = JdH (P, Q)K from Jqj K and pj using
standard techniques as proposed in [28].
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Euclidean Distance. The Euclidean distance can be seen as an extension of
the Hamming distance from 1-bit coordinates to `-bit coordinates, i.e., for j =
1,
. . , m : pj , qj ∈ {0, 1}` . The Euclidean distance is then defined as dE (P, Q) :=
q.P
m
2
j=1 (pj − qj ) . As the Euclidean distance is not negative, it is sufficient to
compute the square of the Euclidean distance instead, in order
minPm to find the
2
imum (or maximum) Euclidean distance: dE (P, Q)2 =
(p
−
q
)
.
The
j
j=1 j
2
2
encryption of the square of the Euclidean distance Jδi K = JdE (Pi , Q) K can be
computed analogously to the protocol for the Hamming distance by using additively homomorphic encryption which allows for at least one multiplication (cf.
§2.2). Alternatively, when using an additively homomorphic encryption scheme,
one can run an additional round for multiplication as used in [18].
Minimum Selection. After having securely computed the homomorphically
encrypted distances Jδi K held by S, the minimum and minimum index of these
values can be selected by converting these homomorphically encrypted values to
garbled values as described in §A.3 and securely evaluating the minimum circuit
of §3.3. The asymptotic communication complexity of this minimum selection
protocol is 13`nt bits for the garbled circuits (when GCs are pre-computed), n
homomorphic ciphertexts, and OTn`
t0 . The number of homomorphic ciphertexts
can be further reduced using packing (§A.3), and the number of OTs can be reduced to a constant number of OTs (§2.3). As for the other application scenarios
described before, all expensive operations can be moved into a setup phase and
the entire protocol has a constant number of rounds.
Our minimum selection protocol can also be used as a provably secure6 replacement for the minimum selection protocol of [30], which was used in the
context of privacy-preserving benchmarking. In this scenario, mutually distrusting companies want to compare their key performance indicators (KPI) with the
statistics of their peer group using an untrusted central server.
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A
A.1

Input/Output Conversion Protocols
Private Inputs and Outputs

Private S Input: Inputs privately known to the circuit constructor S are easiest
to deal with. For each of these inputs i, S sends the garbled value w
eivi corresponding to the plain value vi to evaluator C. As described in [42], in case
of semi-honest constructor (i.e., with no cut-and-choose), the inputs of S can
also be securely incorporated into the garbled circuit. This optimization avoids
to transfer any additional data for S’s private inputs and the size of the GC
can be reduced as well. However, in many applications it is beneficial even in
the semi-honest scenario to separate conversion of the inputs from creation of
the garbled circuit, as this allows S to create the garbled circuit in an offline
pre-computation phase already before its private inputs are known.
Private C Input: For private inputs wi of the evaluator C, both parties execute
an OT protocol for each input bit in which constructor S inputs the two garbled
t0 -bit values w
ei0 , w
ei1 and C inputs its plain value vi to obtain w
eivi as output. For
` input bits, the OTs can be executed in a parallel OT`t0 protocol which can
efficiently be extended to OTtt as described in 2.3.
Private S Output: If the output of the functionality is a private output wi of the
evaluator C, constructor S provides C with the output decryption table for wi ,
i.e., the permutation bit πi chosen when creating the garbled value w
ei0 = ki0 , πi .
Private C Output: For private outputs wi of the constructor S, evaluator C
does not get an output decryption table but sends the obtained permutation
ei = hki , πi i back to S who can deduce
bit πi of the obtained garbled value w
the corresponding plain value from this. Clearly, this works only if C is semihonest as otherwise he could easily flip the output bit. This can be prevented by
requiring C to send the output key ki instead.
A.2

Secret-Shared Inputs and Outputs

Secret-Shared Input: As proposed in [19], a bit b can be secret-shared between C
holding share bC and S holding share bS , with b = bC ⊕ bS . A secret-shared input
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bit b can be converted into a garbled input eb using an OT`t0 protocol: C inputs
bC and S inputs the two corresponding garbled values in the usual order eb0 , eb1 if
bS = 0 or swaps them to eb1 , eb0 otherwise. It is easy to verify that C obliviously
obtains the correct garbled value eb for the shared bit b.
Secret-Shared Output: A similar method can be used for a secret-shared output
bit b. S chooses a random share bS and provides C with an output decryption
table (cf. private output to C) in the correct order in case bS = 0 or with swapped
entries otherwise. C decrypts the garbled output to bC which satisfies b = bC ⊕bS .
A.3

Homomorphically Encrypted Inputs and Outputs

In the scenario of secure two-party computation based on homomorphic encryption, one party, say client C, generates a key-pair of the homomorphic encryption
scheme and sends the (verifiably correct) public key and its inputs encrypted under the public key to S. Afterwards, S can perform operations on the ciphertexts
which result in corresponding operations on the encrypted plaintext data (using
the homomorphic property of the cryptosystem). In order to compute operations
that are not compatible with the homomorphic property (e.g., multiplication of
two ciphertexts encrypted with an additively homomorphic encryption scheme),
additional communication rounds must be performed. In the following we show
how computing on homomorphically encrypted data can be combined with a
garbled circuit to efficiently evaluate non-linear functions, such as comparison,
minimum search, or other functionalities in a constant number of rounds.
Homomorphically Encrypted Input: If S holds an `-bit value Jx` K, additively
homomorphically encrypted under C’s public key, this value can be converted into
e` output to C as follows: S chooses a random value r from the
a garbled value x
plaintext space P and adds this to the encrypted value: JyK = Jx` + rK. In order
to avoid an overflow, this requires that ` + κ ≤ |P | for a statistical correctness
parameter κ (e.g., κ = 40). S sends JyK to C who decrypts into y. Afterwards,
both parties evaluate a garbled circuit which takes off the additive blinding: the
private input of S into this garbled circuit are the ` least significant bits of r,
r` = r mod 2` , and C inputs the ` least significant bits of y, y` = y mod 2` .
The garbled circuit is an `-bit subtraction circuit (cf. §3.1) which recovers the
e` − e
plaintext value from the blinded value as x
e` = y
r` . This conversion protocol
from additively homomorphically encrypted values into garbled values was used
in [12,28]. A detailed proof and efficiency improvements (by packing together
multiple values and converting the packed value at once) is given in [4].
Homomorphically Encrypted Output: This is similar to an homomorphically encrypted input (add random (` + σ)-bit mask in GC and remove it under homomorphic encryption) and included in the full version of this paper [32].
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Based on joint works with: Emanuele Cesena, Tanja Lange.
Given a low genus hyperelliptic curve defined over a finite field Fq , a Trace Zero Variety is a
specific subgroup of the divisor class group of the curve over small degree extension Fqn of the
definition field. Trace Zero Varieties are interesting for cryptographic applications since they enjoy
properties that can be exploited to achieve fast arithmetic and group construction.
We review here recent results on the performance of trace zero varieties in some different
contexts relevant to cryptography, from scalar multiplication to the computation of pairings.
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